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INTRODUCTION

THIS
selection from the talk of Dr.

Johnson makes no pretence to be

complete. It merely represents an attempt
to arrange in a convenient form some of his

most characteristic utterances on life, letters,

and his contemporaries.
To the few who do not know their

Boswell, it will possibly be an introduction, for

which they can never be sufficiently grateful ;

to the many it may serve as an excuse for

renewing a friendship which is probably in

tolerable repair already.
No form of book is more sterile than a

collection of polite extracts, not excepting
Charles Lamb's Back-gammon Board. It

is a species of literary dissection, or at best

vivisection that no research can justify, but

an anthology of Dr. Johnson's talk is a

different matter and needs no excuse. True
the flowers are culled from Boswell, Madame
Piozzi, Madame D'Arblay and other houses

in which they have been preserved for the

enjoyment of mankind, but the blooms are
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INTRODUCTION

complete in themselves and may be moved
without suffering in the translation. Objec-
tion may be taken that in some instances

this is not so, where the provocative intro-

duction or stimulative question is given. The
answer is simple. The choice lay between

risking this obvious criticism or omitting
some of Dr. Johnson's most characteristic

utterances, for Dr. Johnson was pre-

eminently a conversationalist. People who
laid their minds to his were what he

wanted, as he says somewhere,
" We had

talk enough but no conversation : there was

nothing discussed." Monologue is not to

his taste. He shone most in reply, as Dilly
the bookseller says of him,

" He was like a

ghost who never spoke unless he was spoken
to." The interchange of ideas by discussion

was the conversational ideal of the great

lexicographer. We all remember the sur-

prise of Colonel Newcome,
" who thought

Dr. Johnson the greatest of men and never

travelled anywhere without his works,"
when he heard from Warrington that Dr.

Johnson talked admirably, but could not

write English. Perhaps Warrington had in

his mind the closing words of Macaulay's
famous essay :

" What a singular destiny
has been that of this remarkable man. To
vi



INTRODUCTION
be regarded in his own age as a classic and

in ours as a companion. To receive from
his contemporaries that full homage which
men of genius have in general received only
from posterity. That kind of fame which
is commonly the most transient is in his

case the most durable. The reputation of

those writings which he probably expected
to be immortal is every day fading, while

those peculiarities of manner and that

careless table talk, the memory of which he

probably thought would die with him, are

likely to be remembered as long as the

English language is spoken in any quarter
of the globe."
The accuracy of this few will question.

The " Rambler
"
pursues a lonely journey, the

" Idler" appeals not even to the industrious

and when Mr. Disraeli boasted in the

House of Commons that he had planted
the Standard of St. George on the Moun-
tains of Rasselas, the country members
could only wonder what he meant and hope
it was nothing against the land. London
and the vanity of human wishes still attract

the student, and his lives of the poets may
fairly claim to be included in the classic zone,

but it is undoubtedly by his talk that Dr.

Johnson lives in the minds of the majority.
vii



INTRODUCTION
Talk and the dictionary keeps his memory
green

—
they paid a mutual debt. His

wonderful command and nice use of words
owe much to his

"
long and painful voyage

round the English language," while the

store of knowledge which inspired the one

explains the ease with which he completed
the other. In every achievement the

pioneer deserves praise irrespective of actual

performance, but it is difficult to realise

to-day the labour involved in the prepara-
tion of the first adequate dictionary. Most
laborious men and any laborious women
could compile a tolerable dictionary now—it

is merely adding to the work of others—and

yet one, and one very indolent man, did in

three years what it took forty Frenchman

forty years to accomplish. Its author's

boast,
"

Sir, that is the proportion
—40 times

40 is 1600, as 3 is to 1600, so is i English-
man to 40 Frenchmen "—was justified,

although looking at the singular lack of

humour which characterises the detractors of

Dr. Johnson one wonders this has never been

given as another example of the author's

arrogance. Mark Twain's miner who said the

dictionary contained much good reading if the

plot were a trifle disconnected, had reason on
his side

;
and Becky Sharp in all probability
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INTRODUCTION
lived to regret its flight through the carriage
window at Chiswick. She would have
found much to appeal to her sense of

humour, even if it had not come in very-

handy later on for correcting Rawdon's

correspondence with Miss Crawley. Indeed,

who, except Lord Chesterfield, would not be

grateful for such definitions as :

Patron.—" A wretch who supports with

insolence and is paid with flattery."
Oats.—A grain which in England is

generally given to horses, but in Scotland

supports the people.
Excise.—A hateful tax levied upon excise

and adjudged not by the common judges of

property but wretches hired by those to

whom excise is paid.

Lexicographer.
—A harmless drudge.

Grubb Street. — The name of a street

in London, but inhabited by writers of

small histories, dictionaries and temporary
poems.

Pension.—" An allowance made to any
one without an equivalent. In England it

is generally understood to mean pay given
to a state-hireling for treason to his country."

Net.—Anything made with interstitial

vacuities.

Stock 'Jobber.
—" A low wretch who gets
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money by buying and selling shares in the

funds."

Very typical too, is the sly hit at himself

under the definition of Bottle.
" Bottle is

often compounded with other words as

"bottle friend, a drinking friend, bottle

companion," with its illustration from

Addison :

"
Sam, who is a very good bottle

companion, has been the diversion of his

friends."

Who cares after this whether Dr. John-
son thought windward and leeward were

identical, and did not know the pastern of a

horse from its knee.

The charm of its definitions and the aptness
of the literary illustrations make Johnson's

Dictionary the only one that has ever been

read for pleasure as well as instruction.

Although if one wanted to give an instance

of the author's lucidity one perhaps would
not have chosen Boswell's favourite example
of this explanatory virtue :

—
" When the radical idea branches out into

parallel ramifications, how can a consecutive

series be formed of senses in their own nature

collateral," but of its solid merit the best

proof is that after 150 years it is still quoted
as an authority in the English Courts ot Law.

Why Johnson's talk should hold so wide
X
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and continuous an audience is not at first

obvious. Its range is cyclopedic, but at

times the captious may find the matter

commonplace. It did not appeal to all his

contemporaries any more than the man.

Horace Walpole, to whom Dr. Johnson's

politics may not have been grateful, although
he did say in spite of his Tory sentiments

Sir Robert Walpole was the best Minister

this country ever had, if we would have let

him he would have kept the country in

perpetual peace, thought frankly
" the poor

man was to be pitied, he was mad, and his

disciples did not find it out, but have un-

veiled all his defects and have displayed all

his brutalities as wit and his conundrums as

humours. Judge ! The Piozzi relates that a

young man asking him where Palmyra was
he replied. In Ireland

;
it was a bog planted

with palm trees. What will posterity think

of us when it reads what an ideal we
adored." The joke is certainly not very
brilliant, but Madame Piozzi gives it not as

an example of her hero's wit, but to repel
the suggestion of his discourtesy, and the only

point of the extract is the conclusion which
Horace Walpole omits :

"
Seeing, however,

that the lad thought him serious and thanking
him for tlie information, he undeceived him
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very gently, indeed told him the history,

geology and chronology of Tadmor in the

Wilderness, with everyinstance that literature

could furnish I think, or eloquence express,
from the building of Solomon's Palace to

the voyage of Daw^kins and Wood."
Sir Walter Scott tells us what Boswell's

father, the dour old Scotch judge, thought
of his son's travelling companion

—" There's

nae hope for Jamie Man, Jamie's gane clean

gyte. What do you think, man ? He's off

with the land louping scoundrel of a

Corsican (I
am afraid a reference to

General Paoli), and whose tail do ye think

he has pinned himself to now, man ! A
dominie ! Man ! an auld dominie who

kept a school and c'ad it an academy."
To the foreigner his popularity has always

been unintelligible. Taine finds him "a

grumbling bear, with the manner of a

beadle and the inclinations of a constable."

As to his writing,
" We yawn, his truths are

too true. We already know his precepts

by heart and wonder in all sincerity who
could have been the lovers of efinui to have

bought up 13,000 copies of his works."

The only explanation is
" that sermons are

liked in England
—that here men of reflec-

tion do not need bold or striking ideas, but
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palpable and profitable truths. It is not

the novelty of the dishes, but solidity and

wholesomeness they seek
;

it is because they
are insipid and dull that they suit the taste

of an Englishman," and so Taine reluctantly
understands why they took for a favourite

"the respectable but tiresome Dr. Johnson."
Taine v^^ith the acuteness of a Frenchman hits

the mark. At the same time there is much
that is unfair in his criticism. In the first

place the interval between Johnson and

Taine can hardly be measured in years.

Thought had advanced with giant's strides.

The French revolution was as much an

intellectual as a material bouleversement
;

nothing was ever quite the same again.
In his own time Johnson was certainly not

regarded as a bromide. " In general you may
tell what the man to whom you are speaking
will say next

;
this you could never do of

Johnson." This was the view of his friends.

The paradoxes of many modern practitioners
are mere nonsense. They are new and

original, not because no one has been clever

enough to think of them before, but because

no one has hitherto been foolish enough to

give them expression. That so much of

Johnson's talk seems obvious now is a proof
of its wisdom then. The paradoxes of
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one age become the truisms of the next

;

in fact, every good parodox becomes a truism

when it dies. Although there is plenty of

agreeable parodox in Johnson's talk, it should

be remembered that he was wise as well as

entertaining ;
and therefore in general more

humorous than witty
—

although he did say
a second marriage was a triumph of hope
over experience. Still, his fun as a rule, is

humorous fun, reducing by ridicule things
to their proper denomination with that

sense of proportion that unites humour
and wisdom

;
for whereas wit is sometimes

foolish, humour is always wise, and Johnson's
humour is often a kind of thinking aloud,

revealing the means by which he arrives at

the conclusion so pre-eminently sane.

But after making every allowance, the

truth remains—he is English in grain. He
is the one articulate Englishman. He may
be right or wrong, dull or amusing, but it is

England talking all the time. Johnson has put
into words almost everything the average

Englishman thinks. He is English in his

tastes,his prejudices, his sturdy independence,
his intolerant thought and tolerant action and,
above all in his common sense. "Common
practical reason," the foundation of his

philosophy, the only philosophy which has
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ever appealed to his countrymen, the

utilitarian and pragmatic. He is a Squire
Western with brains and education. When
he wrote he was to a certain extent hampered
by convention. He regarded Latin as the

language of literature and becomes stilted

and even pompous. The author obscures

the man, the true Johnson is overlaid. It

is in his talk that the artist in him finds

expression. With Samuel Johnson talk and

not the style was the man.

All this, however, while explaining his

success, would hardly account for his

perennial popularity. That the writing
world should love him is inevitable, for as

far as I know he is the only author of repute
who ever beat a publisher, but why the

Rest ?

His is no posthumous popularity. He was
the leading figure of a club which could

reject a Lord Chancellor and a Bishop in one

day ;
the intimate friend not merely of Sir

Joshua Reynolds and Burke and the elite of

the literary and political world, but the boon

companion of men of fashion like Bennett

Langton and Topham Beauclerk
; and this

strange almost uncouth personality still

remains the most popular figure in English
letters. No doubt intimacy has a good deal

XV
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to do with it. Without it affection is im-

possible, and Johnson had in a high degree
what Louis Stevenson calls the gift of in-

timacy, a gift which, thanks to Boswell and

the others,we may all share—but it is possible
to know people very intimately and to dis-

like them very heartily. Intimacy is merely
an atmosphere favourable to the develop-
ment of feeling. It may force, it cannot

create. The real reason is. The Man
is so essentially human. Like his friend

Mr. Edwards, he may have set out to

be a philosopher but humanity keeps

breaking in, and in nothing is he so human
as in his failings and inconsistencies :

Preaching early rising and laying in bed till

noon. With " no passion for clean linen,"

yet puts on a lace coat and hat to support
the dignity of letters when he attended the

rehearsals of " Irene." A hater of fops, but

unable in his heart to deny the successful

Wedderburn the enjoyment of the reflection

of Lord Loughborough in a mirror. To
Boswell " the majestic teacher of moral and

religious wisdom, awful melancholy and

venerable
"

yet loves the young dogs of the

age, and ready at three in the morning to

have an all night frisk with Bennett Langton
and Topham Beauclerk, and then reproaches
xvi
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Langton with leaving them to have break-

fast
" with a set of wretched unideaed

girls." As for Garrick,
" he durst not do

such a thing, his wife would not let

him." Interested in everything. Even the

Pantheon, if not worth half a guinea to see

means if you don't " There is half a guinea's
worth of inferiority in not having seen it."

It is his humour to define hunting as "the
labour of the savages in North America, but

the amusement of the gentlemen of England,"
a foible only to be explained by the fact a

man "feels his vacuity less in action than

when at ease
"

; yet he rides upon Thrale's

old hunter "with much firmness," and is

immensely gratified when told " as well as the

most illiterate fellow in England." Who
can resist a philosopher anxious to lead a riot

when Mr. Torre would not discharge his

fireworks on a wet night and ready to the

end to roll down a hill, run a race with a

pretty girl or climb a gate with anyone ?

As with his life, so with his philosophy.
A material sceptic yet with infinite spiritual

faith, for
"
a fool will deny more in an hour

than a hundred philosophers will prove in

ICO years." At times the expression of the

philosophy seems grim and repellent enough,
but like Swift, who hated human beings

b xvii
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collectively but loved them individually, hard

though some of his generalisations may seem,
in the application the man is too much for

the philosopher. Johnson had graduated in a

rough school : he had know^n w^hat it was to

want the relief of a dinner and the refuge cf a

bed, and he did not forget in the days of his

prosperity that others had been in like dis-

tress. The idle complaints of the rich were
to him foppish lamentations. He would
have asked with Crabbe :

Say ye oppressed by some fantastic woes.
Some jarring nerve that baffles your repose,
Who with mock patience dire complaints endure
Which real pain and that alone can cure—
How would you bear in real pain to lie

Despised, neglected, left alone to die ?

How would you bear to draw your latest breath

When all that is wretched paves the way to death ?

No one understood better than Johnson
the great tragedy of the poor ;

that in their

lives there is no room for lasting sorrow.

Of Lady Tavistock who died from grief on

losing her husband, he says to Mrs. Thrale :

" She was rich and wanted employment,
so she cried till she lost all power of

restraining her tears. Other women are

forced to outlive their husbands who were

just as much beloved depend upon it, but

they have no time for grief and I doubt not
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if we had put Lady Tavistock into a small

chandler's shop and given her a nurse child

to tend, her life v^ould have been saved—the

poor and busy have no time for sentimental

sorrow."

So with our friends : We must outlive

them, or they us : no man would hesitate

about the choice ;
and no one eats a slice

less pudding because a friend is to be hanged,
no one really feels for those who lose a child,

parent, or friend. The unduly sensitive

pay us by feeling. Splendid precept ! but

when we come to practice the warm heart

of Johnson breaks in with results fatal to

such imperial philosophy. When his wife

dies he is found almost wild with excess of

sorrow ; poor and busy though he was then

he never forgets her loss. The only room
in Gough Street he would use was a garret
in which she had never been, and years
afterwards he recalls the anniversary of

her death with prayers and tears. When
Thrale's son died, it was to Johnson

" one

of the most dreadful things that happened in

my time. I would have gone to the extremity
of the earth to have preserved the boy."
Of Hervey who was kind to him as a

young man he says, if you called a dog
Hervey I should love him. The tliought

xix
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of his friend, Dr. Bathurst, who died of a

fever in Havannah, to the end of his life

brought tears to his eyes.
Hannah More tells the following story

about David Garrick and "The Club":
"
Upon Garrick's death, when numberless

applications were made to succeed him,

Johnson was deaf to them all. He said, No,
there never could be found any successor

worthy of such a man, and he insisted upon
it there should be a year's widowhood in the

club before they thought of a new election."

To no man that ever lived did friend-

ship mean more than to this Rhadamanthine

philosopher.
Undue stress has been laid upon the

alleged rudeness of Dr. Johnson. One must

appreciate this—the talk recorded is mostly
intimate talk among intimate friends with-

out prejudice thrown out to provoke dis-

cussion in that contest for superiority
" with-

out which there can be no animated

conversation." Most of this alleged rude-

ness has been taken far too seriously and is

obviously only the Doctor's fun. You may
read Boswell through and be hard put to it

to find anything that any one with a sense

of humour need have resented in these

sallies adventured in what Sir Joshua
XX
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Reynolds called
" the gaiety of rhetoric."

Fanny Burney says of him—and no one

knew him better—" He was always indulgent
to the young, he never attacked the un-

assuming or meant to terrify the diffident."

In the rough and tumble of contest he may
occasionally have been unconscious of his

strength, but his own defence is the best :

"
I

look upon myself as a man very much mis-

understood : I am not an uncandid, nor am I

a severe man. I sometimes say more than I

mean in jest and people are apt to believe me
serious." To understand Johnson's theory of

talk we should turn to his " Idler." In paper

75 we may find his conversational aim : "I

will show my wisdom by my discourse and my
moderation by my silence. I will instruct

the modest by easy generalities and repress the

ostentatious by seasonable superciliousness."
And its excuse and justification is his own

picture of himself as Mr. Sober, paper 31 :

" Mr. Sober's chief pleasure is conversation.

There is no end of his talk or his attention ;
to

speak or to hear is equally pleasing, for he

still fancies that he is teaching or learning

something and is free for the time from his

own reproaches.*'
Above all, we must not forget to discount

Boswell. He had the literary temperament
xxi
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and people with that faiHng are never literal—

you might as well expect art to be photo-

graphic. As he said to Hannah More :

" He
was not going to cut his claws or make the

tiger a cat to please anyone," but Boswell

quite appreciated the tiger was the more

picturesque animal of the two, and did not-

forget to make the most of the roar. Probably
no author has ever been treated with such in-

gratitude as Boswell. No one has ever been

written about more and had less said in his

favour. Macaulay with "all the malevolence

of a Whig" set the fashion by calling him,

among a good many other things,
"
servile

and impertinent, shallow, pedantic, a bigot
and a sot." Oddly enough no one ever

seems to have considered any thanks due to

the author of the most amusing biography in

English. The simple truth about Boswell

is, he lived too soon. He would have made
an ideal editor of a halfpenny newspaper.
He was the inventor of personal journalism.
Had he lived to-day, instead of being in

constant pecuniary difficulties he would have
been a millonaire and in sensible danger of a

peerage. We cannot be too grateful for what
he gave us—but it was a post-impressionist

Johnson
—the idea ofJohnson

—which people
will insist on treating as a portrait by

"
Spy."
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An intimate friend says of him :

"
I was

upwards of twelve years acquainted with
Dr. Johnson, was frequently in his company,
talked with ease to him, and I can truly say
I never received from him one rough word."
Malone says :

"
I have been often in his

company and never heard him say a severe

thing to any one. When he did say a severe

thing it was generally extorted by ignorance
or extreme vanity or affectation." So with
his table manners and social eccentricities of

which Boswell makes so much. Bishop

Percy says:
" He ate heartily, having a good

appetite, but not with the voraciousness

described by Mr. Boswell, all of whose ex-

travagant accounts must be read with caution

and abatement." As to his slovenliness and

general appearance, for many years he was

shabby from necessity and not from character,
but after his pension his tailor declared he
was an excellent customer. And to quote the

Bishop again :
" His countenance when in a

good humour was not disagreeable. His
face clear, his complexion good, and his

features not ill-formed, many ladies have

thought they might not be unattractive when
he was young. Much misrepresentation has

prevailed on this subject among such as did

not personally know him." To get an effect
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even poor Mrs. Johnson is not spared. We
are apt to recall her description by Macaulay
as

" a short, fat coarse woman, painted half-

an-inch thick, dressed in gaudy colours , and

fond of exhibiting provincial airs and graces,"
whom Garrick used to mimic for the

general merriment. Yet Mrs. Thrale, and
one may in general trust a woman to be im-

partial in the criticism of a friend's wife

even in her grave, declares that a picture she

saw of her at Lichfield was very pretty and

that her daughter pronounced it very like
;

and she is described by a contemporary as
"

still handsome at the time of her second

marriage, a lady of great sensibility and

worth, and so handsome that his associates

in letters and wit were often very pleasant
with him on the strange disparity which
in this respect subsisted between husband

and wife."

More pleasant
" with him "

than "to him"
one might suspect.

But in spite of his comments on Boswell,

Macaulay always takes the life as a serious

and scrupulously accurate work and endorses

the most extravagant accounts of the Doctor's

appearance and manners. Fresh from "Bos-

well" he describes him "gorging himself

until his veins swelled and the moisture broke
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out on his forehead": while his rudeness

becomes "ferocious" to the receptive essayist.
In reading Macaulay on Johnson, one

cannot help feeling the great Whig historian

never quite forgave the Doctor for being
a Tory. If Johnson

" took care that the

Whig dogs did not get the best of it,"

Macaulay is no less partial in his treatment

of their old enemy. His most boisterous

sallies are taken au grand serieux^ but

humour was never Macaulay's strong point,
and without humour the real Johnson is

a sealed book. "
Campbell is a good man,

a pious man, I am afraid he has not been in

the inside of a church for many years, but

he never passes a church without pulling off

his hat
;
this shows he has good principle,"

is quoted in all seriousness to show the

singular tests Johnson applied to his ac-

quaintance, and Macaulay devotes a long

passage to demonstrating the unsoundness

of this particular one. A chance joke about

Lord Charlement and a snake is responsible
for the extraordinary statement :

" Of foreign
travel and history he spoke with the fierce

and boisterous contempt of ignorance." In

spite of the fact that for the age in which
he lived, thanks to the Thrales, he was a

considerable traveller and, according to Mrs.

C XXV
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Thrale,
" loved the very act of travelling

"
;
and

so far from despising travel, did he not urge
Boswell to visit the Great Wall of China ? on

the ground that by doing so
" You would

do v^hat v^ould be of importance in raising

your children to eminence. That would be

a lustre reflected upon them from your

spirit and curiosity. They would be at all

times regarded as the children of a man
who had gone to visit the Wall of China."

His praise of the lines on a church in

Congreve's
"
Mourning Bride" is given as an

instance of the absurdity of his literary

judgments, although Johnson himself told

Mrs. Thrale that he used to praise that

passage only to tease Garrick when he tried

his patience by his praise of Shakespeare,
which was often more generous than dis-

criminating. One can only be grateful that

his observation : "A time comes in a man's

life when he is in need of the repairs of the

table," is not urged in further proof of a

Tory's gluttony.
Such was Dr. Johnson. Whatever view

we take this cannot be denied him—he

survives the greatest test of character in that

the more we know of him the greater not

merely our respect but our regard. Surely a

great and good man
;
and in nothing greater
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or better than his final inconsistency. No
man everfeared death more. "There has never

been a moment when death was not terrible

to me." No man ever met it more bravely ;

he fights it till the last.
"

I will be con-

quered ;
I will not capitulate." His humour

does not fail him : His nurse "
is an idiot, as

awkward as a turn-spit and as sleepy as a

dormouse." When he is told the battle is

lost:
"

I will take no more physic not even

my opiates, for I ever prayed that I may
render up my soul to God unclouded," and
his last words were as kindly as the life they
closed :

" God bless you, my dear."

H. C. EIRON
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ONE
can scarcely help wishing while

one fondles a baby that it may never

live to become a man, for it is so probable
that when he becomes a man he should end

in a scoundrel. With girls, as their tempta-
tions are fewer, their virtues in this life and

happiness in the next are less improbable, and

1 love to see a knot of little misses dearly.

¥

" TF Sir, you were shut up in a castle,

X and a new-born child with you, what

would you do ?
"

Johnson.
"
Why, Sir, I should not much

like my company."
BoswELL. " But would you take the

trouble of rearing it ?
" He seemed, as

may be supposed, unwilling to pursue the

subject ;
but upon my persevering in my

question, replied,
" Why yes. Sir, I would

;

but I must have all conveniences. If I had

no garden, I would make a shed on the

roof, and take it there for fresh air. I
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should feed it, and wash it much, and with
warm water to please it, not with cold water

to give it pain."
BoswELL. "

But, Sir, does not heat relax ?
"

Johnson.
"

Sir, you are not to imagine
the water is to be very hot. I would not

coddle the child. No Sir, the hardy method
of treating children does no good. I'll take

you five children from London, who shall

cuff five Highland children. Sir, a man
bred in London will carry a burden, or run

or wrestle, as well as a man brought up in

the hardest manner in the country."

T1(UTH

ACCUSTOM your children constantly
to this

;
if a thing happened at one

window and they when relating it say it

happened at another, do not let it pass but

instantly check them. You do not know
where deviation from Truth will end.

BABIES
do not want to hear about

babies, they like to be told of giants
and castles and of somewhat which can

stretch and stimulate their little minds.

4
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ITS CHOICE

I
WOULD put a child Into a library

(where no unfit books are) and let

him read at his choice. A child should not

be discouraged from reading anything he

takes a liking to, from a notion that it is

above his reach. If that be the case, the

child will soon find it out and desist ;
if not

he of course gains the instruction ;
which is

so much the more likely to come, from the

inclination v/ith which he takes up the

study."

Jl^ITHMETIC

LET your boy learn arithmetic, he will

not then be a prey to every rascal

which this town swarms with. Teach him
the value of money and how to reckon it.

Ignorance to a wealthy lad of one and twenty
is only so much fat to a sick sheep, it just
serves to call the rooks about him.

TU'BLIC SCHOOLS

"]\ TORE is learned in public than in

IVA private schools, from emulation :

there is the collision of mind with mind, or

the radiation of many minds pointing to one

5
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centre. Though few boys make their own
exercises, yet if a good exercise is given up,
out of a great number of boys, it is made by

somebody."
"

I hate by-roads in education. Education

is as well known, and has long been as well

known, as ever it can be. Endeavouring to

make children prematurely wise is useless

labour. Suppose they have more knowledge
at five or six years old than other children,

what use can be made of it ? It will be lost

before it is wanted, and the waste of so much
time and labour of the teacher can never be

repaid. Too much is expected from pre-

cocity, and too little performed. Miss

was an instance of early cultivation, but in

what did it terminate .? In marrying a little

Presbyterian parson, who keeps an infant

boarding-school, so that all her employment
now is,

' To suckle fools, and chronicle small

beer.' She tells the children, 'This is a cat,

and that is a dog, with four legs and a tail
;

see there ! you are much better than a cat

or a dog, for you can speak.' If I had

bestowed such an education on a daughter,
and had discovered that she thought of

marrying such a fellow, I would have sent

her to the Congress.'"
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F01{^ c/f TIMIB BOY

SIR,
this is a preposterous expedient for

removing his infirmity. Such a dis-

position should be cultivated in the shade.

Placing him at a public school is forcing an

ow^l upon day.

OVETi^ %EFi:h{EME:HT /^ EBUC^TIOd^
OHNSON advised me to-night not to

rejine in the education of my children.
" Life will not bear refinement ; you must
do as other people do."

J

LECrUTiE^
"
T)EOPLE have nov\r-a-days got a strange
XT opinion that every thing should be

taught by lectures. Now, I cannot see that

lectures can do so much good as reading the

books from which the lectures are taken. I

know nothing that can be best taught by
lectures, except where experiments are to

be shown. You may teach chemistry by
lectures.—You might teach making of shoes

by lectures !

"

7
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TUJ^SHMSOiT
"T WOULD rather have the rod to be the

A general terror to all, to make them

learn, than tell a child, if you do thus, or

thus, you will be more esteemed than your
brothers or sisters. The rod produces an

effect which terminates in itself. A child

is afraid of being whipped, and gets his

task, and there's an end on't
; whereas, by

exciting emulation and comparisons of

superiority, you lay the foundation of lasting

mischief; you make brothers and sisters

hate each other."

When Johnson saw some young ladies in

Lincolnshire who were remarkably well

behaved, owing to their mother's strict

discipline and severe correction, he ex-

claimed, in one of Shakespeare's lines, a

little varied :

"
Rod, I will honour thee for this thy

duty."

THTilFT

DO not discourage your children from

hoarding if they have a taste to it.

Whoever lays up his penny rather than

parts with it for a cake at least is not the

8
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slave of gross appetite and shows beside a pre-

ference, always to be esteemed, of the future

to the present moment. Such a mind may be

made a good one, but the natural spendthrift
who grasps his pleasures greedily and coarsely
and cares for nothing but immediate in-

dulgence is very little to be valued above a

negro.

LOSS ^Oip G^IC^C

THERE
is now less flogging in our great

schools than formerly, but then less is

learned there
;

so that what the boys get at

one end they lose at the other.

CHILDTiEJi^
" ^

I
^HERE is no matter what you teach

M. them first—it matters no more than

which leg you put first into your breeches—
Sir, you may stand disputing which you
shall put in first, but in the meantime your
legs are bare—No matter which you put in

first so that you put them both in, and

then you have your breeches on. Sir,

while you think which of two things to

teach a child first, another boy in the

common course has learned both."

9
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^ r^STE Foil "ES^DIU^g
" T AM always for getting a boy forward

X in his learning ;
for that is a sure

good. I would let him at first read any

English book which happens to engage his

attention
;

because you have done a great

deal, when you have brought him to have

entertainment from a book. He'll get
better books afterwards."

DSSULTOlir 7{S^DID\(ig
" TT has been by that means that all my
X knowledge has been gained, except

what I have picked up by running about

the world with my wits ready to observe and

my tongue ready to talk. A man is seldom
in a humour to unlock his bookcase, set his

desk in order, and betake himself to serious

study, but a retentive memory will do some-

thing and a fellow shall have strange credit

given him if he can but recollect striking

passages from different books, keep the

author separate in his head, and bring his

stock of knowledge artfully into play ;
how

else do the gamesters manage when they

play for more money than they are worth ?

"

lO
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IJiCLi:h(^TIOD^

FOR general improvement a man should

read whatever his immediate inclina-

tion prompts him to. What we read with
inclination makes a much stronger im-

pression. If we read without inclination,

half the mind is employed in fixing the

attention, so there is but one half to be

employed on what we read.

THE fou:j^^tio:^c of Le^RD\(jNg

THE foundation of learning must be laid

by reading. General principles must
be had from books which, however, must
be brought to the test of real life. In

conversation you never get a system. What
is said upon a subject is to be gathered from
a hundred people. The parts of a truth

which a man gets thus, are at such a

distance from each other that he never

attains to a full view.

IT
is strange there should be so little

reading in the world and so much

writing. People in general do not read if

1 1
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they can have anything else to amuse them.

There must be an external impulse
—emu-

lation or vanity or avarice. The progress
w^hich the understanding makes through a

book has more pain than pleasure in it.

Language is scanty and inadequate to express
the nice gradations and mixtures of our

feelings. No man reads a book of science

from pure inclination. The books that we
do read with pleasure are light compositions
which contain a quick succession of events.

YOUTHFUL IMTRE^SIOJi§

LITTLE
people should be encouraged

always to tell whatever they hear partic-

ularly striking to some brother, sister or

servant, immediately before the impression is

erasedby the intervention ofnewer occurences.

I perfectly remember the first time I ever

heard of Heaven and Hell, because when

my mother had made out such a description
of both places as she thought likely to seize

the attention of her infant auditor who was
then in bed with her, she got up and, dress-

ing me before the usual time, sent me directly
to call a favourite workman in the house to

whom she knew I would communicate the

12
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conversation while it was yet impressed on

my mind. The event was what she wished,
and it was to that method I think I chiefly
owe my uncommon fehcity in distant occur-

rences and long-past conversations.

THE use OF BO^RTflNQ SCHOOLS

BOARDING
schools were established for

the conjugal quiet of the parents. The
two partners cannot agree which child to

fondle nor how to fondle them, so they put
the young ones to school and remove the

cause of contention. The little girl pokes
her head, the mother reproves her sharply :

"Do not mind your mamma," says the

father, "my dear, but do your own way."
The mother complains to me of this.
" Madam," said I,

"
your husband is right

all the while, he is with you but two hours

of the day perhaps and then you tease him by
making the child cry. Are not ten hours

enough for tuition, and are the hours of

pleasure so frequent in life that when a man

gets a couple of quiet ones to spend in

familiar chat with his wife they must be

poisoned by petty mortification. Put missey
to school

;
she will have to hold her head

^3
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like her neighbours and you will no longer
torment your family for want of other talk."

7776: CHILT>1{en^ OF SCHOOLOd^STSTiS

THAT
lad looks like the son of a school-

master, which is one of the very worst

conditions of childhood. Such a boy has no

father or worse than none, he never can

reflect on his parent but the reflection brings
to his mind some idea of pain inflicted or of

sorrow suffered.

IF HE HAT) HAT> CHILDlieD^

I
HOPE I should have willingly lived on

bread and water to obtain instruction for

these, but I would not have set their future

friendship to hazard for the sake of thrusting
into their heads knowledge of things for

which they might not perhaps have either

taste or necessity. You teach your daughters
the diameters of the planets, and wonder when

you have done that they do not delight in

your company. No science can be com-
municated by mortal creatures without atten-

tion from the scholar. No attention can be

obtained from children without the infliction

14
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of pain, and pain is never remembered with-

out resentment.

OC^i THE T^eSTECTIve O^E'BJTS OF TWO
lOiFAViT XeCITETiS

NO pray, Sir, let the little dears both

speak it at once. More noise will by
that means be made and the noise will be

the sooner over."

15
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AFFECTIONS
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HIS OfFJ^
"OIR, it was a love marriage on both

O sides."

0:^i THE W^Y TO THE WEBDINQ
" OIR, she had read the old romances,O and had got into her head the

fantastical notion that a woman of spirit
should use her lover like a dog. So, Sir, at

first she told me that I rode too fast, and
she could not keep up with me

; and, when
I rode a little slower, she passed me, and

complained that I lagged behind. I was
not to be made the slave of caprice ;

and I

resolved to begin as I meant to end. I

therefore pushed on briskly, till I was fairly
out of her sight. The road lay between two

hedges, so I was sure she could not miss it
;

and I contrived that she should soon come

up with me. When she did, I observed her

to be in tears."

19
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IV^^UiSWei{^ TO OdRS. THIOLS

I
ASKED Mr. Johnson if he ever disputed
with his wife.

"
Perpetually," said he.

" My wife had a particular reverence for

cleanliness and deserved the praise of neat-

ness in her dress and furniture as many ladies

do till they become troublesome to their best

friends, slaves to their own besoms and only

sigh for the hour of sweeping their husbands

out of the house as dirt and useless lumber.
' A clean floor is so comfortable,' she would

say sometimes by way of twitting, till at last

I told her that I thought we had talk

enough about the floor, we would now have

a touch at the ceiling." I asked him if he

ever huffed his wife about his dinner.
" So often," replied he,

"
that at last she

called to me andsaid,
'

Nay hold, Mr. Johnson,
' and do not make a farce of thanking God
for a dinner which in a few minutes you
will protest not eatable.'

'*

HIS FITiST LOVE

YOU
will see. Sir, at Mr. Hector's, his

sister, Mrs. Careless, a clergyman's
widow. She was the first woman with

whom I was in love. It dropt out of my
20
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head imperceptibly ;
but she and I shall

always have a kindness for each other."

THE CHOICE

WHEN he again talked of Mrs. Careless

to-night, he seem to have had his

affection revived
;

for he said,
" If I had

married her, it might have been as happy
for me."

BoswELL. "
Pray, Sir, do you not suppose

that there are fifty women in the world, with

any one of whom a man may be as happy,
as with any one woman in particular ?

"

Johnson.
"
Aye, Sir, fifty thousand."

BoswELL. "Then, Sir, you are not or

opinion with some who imagine that certain

men and certain women are made for each

other
;
and that they cannot be happy if

they miss their counterparts."

Johnson.
" To be sure not, Sir. I believe

marriages would in general be as happy, and

often more so, if they were all made by the

Lord Chancellor, upon a due consideration

of the characters and circumstances, without

the parties having any choice in the

matter."

21
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THE HAPPIEST TET{IOT) OF HIS LIFE

IT
was that year in which I spent one

whole evening with Molly Aston. That
indeed was not happiness, it was rapture, but

thoughts of it sweetened the whole year.

Molly was a beauty and a scholar and a wit

and a Whig and she talked all in praise of

liberty, and so I made this epigram upon her.

She was the loveliest creature I ever saw,
" Liber ut esse velim, suasisti pulera Maria

ut maneam liber, pulera Maria, vale." " How
will it do this way in English ?

"
said I

(Mrs. Thrale).
" Persuasions to freedom fall

oddly from you. If freedom we seek, fair

Maria, adieu." It will do well enough but

it is translated by a lady, and the ladies never

loved Molly Aston.

WH^TMTiS. JOH0^SO,']\i THOUQHT OF IT

SHE
was jealous to be sure and teased me

sometimes when I would let her, and

one day, as a fortune-telling gipsy passed us,

when we were walking out in company
with two or three friends in the country, she

made the wench look at my hand, but soon

repented her curiosity, for, says the gipsy,

your heart is divided, Sir, between a Betty
22
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and a Molly. Betty loves you best but you
take most delight in Molly's company.
When I turned about to laugh I saw my
wife was crying. Pretty charmer she had
no reason.

Love

A PASSION which he who never felt

never was happy, and he who laughs
at never deserves to feel. A passion which
has caused the change of empires and the

loss of worlds, a passion which has inspired
heroism and subdued avarice.

c/f D8FL?(ITI0C^C
" T OVE is the wisdom of the fool and the

JL/ folly of the wise."

ITS SFFeCTS

OF the passion of love he remarked, that

its violence and ill effects were much

exaggerated ;
for who knows any real suffer-

ings on that head, more than from the

exorbitancy of any other passion ?

23
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F^LLIU^G 13^ LOVE

IF
you could shut up any man with any
woman so as to make them derive their

whole pleasure from each other, they would

inevitably fall in love as it is called with

each other, but at six months end if you
would throw them both into public life

where they might change partners at leisure,

each would soon forget that fondness which
mutual dependance and the paucity of

general amusement alone had caused, and

each would feel separately delighted by their

release.

A DISTICNiCTIOU^
"
TJUT love and marriage are different

JJ states. Those who are to suffer the

evils together, and to suffer often for the

sake of one another, soon lose that tenderness

of look, and that benevolence of mind,
which arose from the participation of un-

mingled pleasure and successive amusement.
A woman, we are sure, will not be always
fair

;
we are not sure she will always be

virtuous : and a man cannot retain through
life that respect and assiduity by which he

pleases for a day or for a month. I do not,

however, pretend to have discovered that

24
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life has any thing more to be desired than a

prudent and virtuous marriage ;
therefore I

know not what counsel to give you."

ITS TiJTU^L
" /^UR marriage service is too refined.

\J It is calculated only for the best

kind of marriages ; whereas, we should have

a form for matches of convenience, of which
there are many."

u:Hpue sxtsct^tio^x
"
IVJOW that you are going to marry,
X ll do not expect more from life than

life will afford. You may often find your-
self out of humour, and you may often

think your wife not studious enough to

please you ;
and yet you may have reason to

consider yourself as upon the whole very

happily married."

BE^UTT
" OIR, it is a very foolish resolution to

O resolve not to marry a pretty woman.

Beauty is of itself very estimable. No, Sir,

I would prefer a pretty woman, unless there

are objections to her. A pretty woman may
be foolish

;
a pretty woman may be wicked ;

25
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a pretty woman may not like me. But
there is no such danger in marrying a pretty
woman as is apprehended ;

she will not be

persecuted if she does not invite persecution.
A pretty woman, if she has a mind to be

wicked, can find a readier way than another;
and that is all."

THE gooD pre kjkP^

Do not forbear to marry a beautiful

woman if you can find such, out of

a fancy that she will be less constant than an

ugly one, or condemn yourself to the society
of coarseness and vulgarity for fear of the

expenses or other dangers of elegance and

personal charms, which have always been

acknowledged a positive good, and for the

want of which there should always be given
some weighty compensation.

I have however seen some prudent fellows

who forbore to connect themselves with

beauty lest coquetry should be near, and with

art or birth lest insolence should lurk behind

them, till they have been forced by their

discretion to linger life away in tasteless

stupidity and choose to count the moments

by remembrance of pain instead of enjoy-
ment of pleasure.
26
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Foil ^^^

MARRIAGE
is the best state for man

in general ;
and every man is a worse

man, in proportion as he is unfit for the

married state."

1{e^S0UiS FOTl M^Tl{IMODir

A MAN should marry first for virtue,

secondly for wit, thirdly for beauty,
and fourthly for money.

liSLiGious Halves

A PRINCIPLE of honour or fear of the

world will many times keep a man in

decent order, but when a woman loses her

religion she in general loses the only tie that

will restrain her actions.

MARRIAGE,
Sir, is much more

necessary to a man than to a woman:
for he is much less able to supply himself

with domestic comforts. You will recollect

my saying to some ladies the other day,
that I had often wondered why young

27
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women should marry, as they have so much
more freedom, and so much more attention

paid to them, while unmarried, than when
married. I indeed did not mention the stro?ig

reason for their marrying
—the mechanical

reason."

BoswELL. "
Why that is a strong one, but

does not imagination make it much more

important than it is in reality ? Is it not

to a certain degree a delusion in us as well

as in women ?
"

Johnson.
"
Why yes, sir, but it is a delu-

sion which is always beginning again."
BoswELL. "

I do not know but there is on

the whole more misery than happiness

produced by that passion."

Johnson.
"

I do not think so, sir."

M^T<^i:]^q FOT{^ LOVE
" TT is commonly a weak man who marries

A for love." We then talked of marrying
women of fortune

;
and I mentioned a

common remark, that a man may be, upon
the whole, richer by marrying a woman
with a very small portion, because a woman
of fortune will be proportionately expensive ;

whereas a woman who brings none will be

very moderate in expenses.
28
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Johnson.
"
Depend upon it, Sir, this is

not true. A woman of fortune being used

to the handling of money, spends it judi-

ciously : but a woman who gets the command
of money for the first time upon her marriage,
has such a gust in spending it, that she throws

it away with great profusion."

jvives zA:hp Businesss

IT
was well managed of him to leave his

affairs in the hands of his wife, because

in matters of business no woman stops at

integrity.

"
'V/'ES, Sir

;
no money is better spent

X than what is laid out for domestic

satisfaction. A man is pleased that his wife

is drest as well as other people ;
and a wife

is pleased that she is drest."

«

ou^cHoosij^ig TResech(Ts

IF
a wench wants a good gown do not give

her a fine smelling-bottle because that

is more delicate, as I once knew a lady lend
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the key of her library to a poor scribbling

dependent as if she took the woman for an

ostrich that could digest iron.

MARRTIO^g BECHj:^TH YOU
" T T fERE I a man of rank, I would not

VV let a daughter starve who had made
a mean marriage ;

but having voluntarily

degraded herself from the station which she

was originally entitled to hold, I would support
her only in that which she herself had chosen

;

and would not put her on a level with my
other daughters. You are to consider,

Madam, that it is our duty to maintain the

subordination of civilised society ;
and when

there is a gross and shameful deviation from

rank, it should be punished so as to deter

others from the same perversion."

m^RRYINQ ^ FOOL

AMAN of sense and education should

meet a suitable companion in a wife.

It was a miserable thing when the conversa-

tion could only be such as, whether the

mutton should be boiled or roasted, and

probably a dispute about that.
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adeO^^L <^Ch(p OTHSIl FOOD

A MAN is in general better pleased when
he has a good dinner on his table than

when his wife talks Greek.

SUPPOSING
a wife to be of a studious

or argumentative turn, it would be

very troublesome: for instance, if a woman
should continually dwell upon the Arian

heresy."

ADVICE TO ^N IMTOXTUNJLTE
TOUNG geo\(jLecMAD^

MR. Johnson, would you advise me to

marry ?

Sir, I would advise no man to marry who
is not likely to propagate understanding.

0^ Mjn<^i:>{g ^g^D^
" 13Y taking a second wife he pays the

mJj highest compliment to the first, by
shewing that she made him so happy as a

married man, that he wishes to be so a second

time.
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A S£CO0\(D MATiJilAge

IT
is the triumph of hope over ex-

perience.

MATRIMO:]iIAL ^A'EMLS

ALL quarrels ought to be avoided

studiously, particularly conjugal ones,

as no one can possibly tell where they may
end

;
besides that, lasting dislike is often the

consequence of occasional disgust, and the

cup of life is surely bitter enough without

squeezing in the hateful rind of resentment.

OO^BSmG SUTTLAJiTETf
" T DO not see. Sir, that it is reasonable

A for a man to be angry at another, whom
a woman has preferred to him : but angry
he is, no doubt : and he is loth to be angry
at himself."

LATE J^AI^IAQES

HE did not approve of late marriages,

observing that more was lost in point
of time than compensated for by any possible

advantages. Even ill-assorted marriages were

preferable to cheerless celibacy.
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THEIli^ offstiii:j\(g

THE unhappy produce of them becomes

the plaything of dotage : an old man's

child leads much such a life I think as a

little boy's dog, teased with awkward fond-

ness and forced to sit up and beg, as we call

it, to divert a company, who at last go away

complaining of their disagreeable entertain-

ment.

J:J\C UJirh(ATUT{AL STATS
" OIR, it is so far from being natural for a

O man and woman to live in a state of

marriage, that we find all the motives which

they have for remaining in that connexion,
and the restraints which civilised society

imposes to prevent separation, are hardly
sufficient to keep them together."

THE SEVeriiTH COMM^JiBMEdiJ
" /^^ONFUSION of progeny constitutes

V>< the essence of the crime
;
and there-

fore a woman who breaks her marriage vows,

is much more criminal than a man who does

it. A man, to be sure, is criminal in the

sight of God
;
but he does not do his wife a
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material injury, if he does not insult her

;

if, for instance, from mere wantonness of

appetite, he steals privately to her chamber-
maid. Sir, a wife ought not greatly to

resent this. I would not receive home a

daughter who had run away from her husband
on that account. A wife should study to

reclaim her husband by more attention to

please him. Sir, a i in will not, once in a

hundred instances, leave his wife and go to

a harlot, if his wife has not been negligent
of pleasing."

" 'TT^HIS is miserable stuff. Sir. To the

X contract of marriage, besides the man
and wife, there is a third party

—
Society ;

and if it be considered as a vow—GOD :

and, therefore, it cannot be dissolved by
their consent alone. Laws are not made for

particular cases, but for men in general. A
woman may be unhappy with her husband

;

but she cannot be freed from him without

the approbation of the civil and ecclesiastical

power. A man may be unhappy, because

he is not so rich as another
;
but he is not

to seize upon another's property with his

own hand."
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BoswELL. "
But, Sir, this lady does not

want that the contract should be dissolved ;

she only argues that she may indulge herself

in gallantries with equal freedom as her

husband does provided she takes care not to

introduce a spurious issue into his family.

You know, Sir, what Macrobius has told of

Julia."

Johnson. "This lady of yours, Sir, I

think, is very fit for a brothel."

O.'^C ^ L^DT WITH TEMPEIi^-MetNJ
" T\

yf"
Y dear Sir, never accustom your mind

IVx to mingle virtue and vice. The
woman's a whore, and there's an end on't."

HUSBzA^Hps .a:ht> wives

BETWEEN
a man and his Maker it is

a different question : but between a

man and a wife, a husband's infidelity is

nothing. They are connected by children,

by fortune, by serious considerations of

community. Wise married women don't

trouble themselves about infidelity in their

husbands."
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"The difference is boundless. The man

imposes no bastards upon his wife."

THEIll TEMTT^TIO:)^

WOMEN have not the same tempta-
tions that we have

; they may always
live in virtuous company. Men must mix
in the world indiscriminately."

" OOME cunning men choose fools for

O their wives, thinking to manage them,
but they always fail. There is a spaniel
fool and a mule fool. The spaniel fool may
be made to do by beating. The mule fool

will neither do by words or blows
;
and the

spaniel fool often turns mule at last
;
and

suppose a fool to be made do pretty well,

you must have the continual trouble of

making her do. Depend upon it, no woman
is the worse for sense and knowledge."

"IV TEN know that women are an over-

J.VA match for them, and therefore they
choose the weakest or most ignorant. If
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they did not think so, they never could be

afraid of women knowing as much as

themselves."

HE observed, a principal source of

erroneous judgment was, viewing

things partially and only on one side : as, for

instance, fortune-hunters^ when they contem-

plated the fortunes singly and separately^ it

was a dazzling and tempting object ;
but

when they came to possess the wives and

their fortunes together^ they began to suspect

they had not made quite so good a bargain.

Now has that fellow at length obtained

the certainty of three meals a day, and
for that certainty, like the brother dog in

the fable, he will get his neck galled for life

with a collar.

i^ii^ ouii Houiis OF e^ss

WOMEN give great offence by a con-

temptuous spirit of non-compliance
on petty occasions. The man calls his wife
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to walk with him in the shade, and she feels

a strange desire just at that moment to sit in

the sun. He offers to read her a play or

sing her a song and she calls the children in

to disturb them, or addresses him to seize

that opportunity of settling the family
accounts.

Twenty such tricks will the faithfullest

wife in the world not refuse to play and

then look astonished when the fellow fetches

in a mistress.

T TIGH people, Sir, are the best;GF
take a hundred ladies of quality,

you'll find them better wives, better

mothers, more willing to sacrifice their own

pleasure to their children, than a hundred

other women. Tradeswomen (I
mean the

wives of tradesmen) in the city, who are

worth from^i 0,000 to jTi 5,000 are the worst

creatures upon the earth, grossly ignorant, and

thinking viciousness fashionable. Farmers,
I think, are often worthless fellows. Few
lords will cheat

; and, if they do, they'll be

ashamed of it
;

farmers cheat and are not

ashamed of it : they have all the sensual

vices too of the nobility, with cheating into
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the bargain. There is as much fornication

and adultery amongst farmers as amongst
noblemen."

BoswELL. " The notion of the world, Sir,

however, is that the morals of women of

quality are worse than those in lower

stations."

Johnson.
"
Yes, Sir, the licentiousness of

one woman of quality makes more noise

than that of a number of women in lower

stations
; then, Sir, you are to consider the

malignity of women in the city against
women of quality, which will make them
believe anything of them, such as that they
call their coachmen to bed. No, Sir, so far

as I have observed, the higher in rank the

richer ladies are, they are the better in-

structed and the more virtuous."

mdAgiCh[ATIOC!^
"TXrERE it not for imagination. Sir,

V V a man would be as happy in the

arms of a Chambermaid as of a Duchess.

But such is the adventitious charm of

fancy, that we find men who have violated

the best principles of society, and ruined

their fame and their fortune, that they

might possess a woman of rank."
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c^ COUJ^TSSS
" OIR, if I had an amour it should be

O with a countess
;

it would fire the

imagination."

THS ^Dv^j^^ges OF LiNe:j\i Ic^i <^

SS'^QLIO

I
HAVE often thought, that, if I kept a

seraglio, the ladies should all wear linen

gowns,
—or cotton ;

—I mean stuffs made of

vegetable substances. I would have no silk
;

you cannot tell when it is clean : It will be

very nasty before it is perceived to be so.

Linen detects its own dirtiness."
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THE ^^ISFOliTU^KE

THE greatest misfortune that can befall

a man is to have been bred to no

profession.

cc

EMPLOYMENT,
Sir, and hardships

prevent melancholy. I suppose in all

our army in America there w^as not one

man who went mad."

ITtLEOieSS
" OIR, you cannot give me an instance

O of any man who is permitted to lay
out his own time, contriving not to have
tedious hours."

THE liECURREDiT T^LLOW-
CH./[:JiT>LeTi^"AN eminent tallow-chandler in London,
1\^ who had acquired a considerable

fortune, gave the trade in favour of his fore-

man, and went to live at a country-house
near town. He soon grew weary, and paid
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frequent visits to his old shop, where he

desired they might let him know their

melting-days^ and he would come and assist

them
;
which he accordingly did. Here,

Sir, was a man, to whom the most disgusting
circumstance in the business to which he had

been used, was a relief from idleness."

" TF he had learnt musick, he should have

A been afraid he would have done nothing
else but play. It was a method of employing
the mind, without the labour of thinking at

all, and with some applause from a man's

self"

o:n^ TL^Yi:>{g the violid^

DIFFICULT
do you call it. Sir ? I wish

it were impossible.

ITS MOT(^L ^STECT
w It ^

without vice."
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ITS EFFECT
"'T^HIS is the first time that I have ever

JL been affected by musical sounds, the

impression made upon me is of a melancholy
kind."

ITS SUGGESTIOC^

IT
excites in my mind no ideas and hinders

me from contemplating my own.

MONET M^AKINQ
" ^

I
^HERE are few ways in which a

X man can be more innocently em-

ployed than in getting money."

¥

CHOOSING ^ TI^OFESSIOOSi

THAT
so many objections might be

made to everything, that nothing
could overcome them but the necessity of

doing something. No man would be of any

profession, as simply opposed to not being of

it : but every one must do something.
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THE IT>e^L 'BUSIJ^SS

SCORN
to put your behaviour under the

dominion of canters. Never think it

clever to call physic a mean study, or law

a dry one, or ask a babe of seven years old

which way his genius leads him, when we
all know a boy of seven years has no genius
for anything except a peg-top and an apple

pye, but fix upon some business where much

money may be got and little virtue risked.

ADVICE TO M'R. Wi:HTiH^m OCNi
BECOMINQ SECT{ETA'Sj TO THE
LOTip LIEUTEJ^J^ OF I1{EL^NT>

I
HAVE no timidity in my own dis-

position and am no encourager of it in

others. Never be afraid to think yourself
fit for anything for which your friends think

you fit. You will become an able negotiator—a very pretty rascal. No one in Ireland

wears even the mark of incorruption. No
one professes to do for sixpence what he can

get a shilling for doing. Set sail and see

where the winds and waves will carry

you.
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THE ETHICS OF ^^DVOC^CT
" OIR, a lawyer has no business with

O the justice or injustice of the cause

which he undertakes, unless his client asks

his opinion, and then he is bound to give
it honestly. The justice or injustice of the

cause is to be decided by the judge. Con-

sider, Sir
;
what is the purpose of courts of

justice ? It is, that every man may have his

cause fairly tried, by men appointed to try
causes. A lawyer is not to tell what he

knows to be a lie : he is not to produce
what he knows to be a false deed ;

but he

is not to usurp the province of the jury and

of the judge, and determine what shall be

the effect of evidence,—what shall be the

result of legal argument. As it rarely

happens that a man is fit to plead his own
cause, lawyers are a class of the community,
who, by study and experience, have acquired
the art and power of arranging evidence,

and of applying to the points at issue what
the law has settled. A lawyer is to do for

his client all that his client might fairly do

for himself, if he could. If, by a superiority
of attention, of knowledge, of skill, and

a better method of communication, he has

the advantage of his adversary, it is an
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advantage to which he is entitled. There
must always be some advantage, on one side

or other
;
and it is better that advantage

should be had by talents than by chance.

If lawyers were to undertake no causes till

they were sure they were just, a man might
be precluded altogether from a trial of his

claim, though, were it judicially examined,
it might be found a very just claim."

ADVOCACY c^.9\7) "RIQHT FEELIDiG

BOSWELL.
"

I asked him whether as a

moralist he did not think that the

practice of the law in some respect hurt

the true feeling of honesty."

Johnson.
"
Why no. Sir ! if you act

properly. You are not to deceive your
clients with false representation of your
opinion, you are not to tell lies to a judge."

BoswELL. " But what do you think of sup-

porting a cause which you know to be bad."

Johnson.
"

Sir, you do not know it to be

good or bad till the judge determines it. I

have said you are to state facts fairly,

so that your thinking, or what you call

knowing, a cause to be bad must be from

reasoning, must be from supposing your
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arguments to be weak and inconclusive.

But, Sir, that is not enough. An argument
which does not convince yourself may
convince the judge to whom you urge it,

and if it does convince him why then, Sir,

you are wrong and he is right. It is his

business to judge, and you are not to be

confident if? your opinion that a cause is

bad, but to say all you can for your client

and then hear the judge's opinion."
BoswELL. "

But, Sir, does not affecting a

warmth when you have no warmth, and

appearing to be clearly of the opinion when

you are in reality of another opinion, does

not such dissimulation impair one's honesty .f*

Is there not some danger that a lawyer may
put on the same mark in common life in the

intercourse with his friends."

Johnson. "Why no. Sir. Everybody knows

you are paid for affecting warmth for your
client and it is therefore properly no dis-

simulation. The moment you come from
the bar you resume your usual behaviour.

Sir, a man will no more bring the artifice

of the bar into the common intercourse of

society than a man who is paid for tumbling
upon his hands will continue to tumble
on his hands when he should walk on his

feet."
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ITS TIIOSTSCTS
"^VT'GU must not indulge too sanguine
A hopes, should you be called to our

bar. I was told, by a very sensible lawyer,
that there are a great many chances against

any man's success in the profession of the

law : the candidates are so numerous, and

those who get large practice so few. He
said it was by no means true that a man of

good parts and application is sure of having
business, though he indeed allowed that if

such a man could, but appear in a few

causes, his merit would be known, and he

would get forward
;
but that the great risk

was, that a man might pass half a life-time

in the Courts, and never have an opportunity
of showing his abilities."

yuDges ^^ip thsiti ^vocATioois

SIR,
you may as well say a judge should

not have a house, for they may come
and tell him,

" Your Lordship's house is on

fire," and so instead of minding the business

of his Court, he is to be occupied in getting
the engine with the greatest speed. There
is no end of this. Every judge who has land

trades to a certain extent in corn or in cattle
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and in the land itself undoubtedly. His
steward acts for him, and so do clerks for a

great merchant. A judge may be a farmer
but he is not to geld his own pigs. A judge
may play a little at cards for his amusement,
but he is not to play at marbles or chuck

farthing in the piazza. No Sir, there is no

profession to which a man gives a very
great proportion of his time. It is wonder-
ful when a calculation is made how little the

mind is actually employed in the discharge
of any profession. No man would be a

judge upon the condition of being totally a

judge. The best employed lawyer has his

mind at work but for a small proportion of

his time.

THE L^W

THE
Law is the last result of human

wisdom acting upon human experience
for the benefit of the public.

A MERE antiquarian is a rugged
being.
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<JTTOT{NErS

I
WOULD be loth to speak ill of any

person, who I do not know deserves it,

but I am afraid he is an attorney.

"IV TO man but a blockhead ever wrote,

X^ except for money."

lO^STIIi^TIOU^ IN LTTE%ATUl{e

done."

TT7HAT must be done, Sir, will be

DOGGED DOSS IT
" A MAN may write at any time, if he

-/jL will set himself doggedly to it."

€^sr M^iijTiNg

WHAT is written without effort is in

general read without pleasure.
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^ ce'rt^i:h^ female iv^te"^
"OHE is better employed at her toilet,O than using her pen. It is better she

should be reddening her own cheeks, than

blackening other people's characters."

TO ^ LATfT WHO HAT> W%ITTEd<^ ^
r%AqET>T BUT ''H^T> SO M^OiT
IRODiS IU\( THE FIRE "

WHY then, Madam, the best thing I

can advise you to do is put your
tragedy along with your irons.

HISTORJ<^^S
"/^^ REAT abilities are not requisite for

V_X an Historian
; for, in historical com-

position, all the greatest powers of the

human mind are quiescent. He has facts

ready to his hand
;

so there is no exercise of

invention. Imagination is not required in

any high degree ; only about as much as is

used in the lower kinds of poetry. Some

penetration, accuracy, and colouring, will

fit a man for the task, if he can give the

application which is necessary."
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C1{ITICS

I
WOULD rather be attacked than un-

noticed. For the worst thing you can

do to an author is to be silent as to his

works. An assault upon a town is a bad

thing ;
but starving it is still worse

;
an

assault may be unsuccessful
; you may have

more men killed than you kill
;
but if you

starve the town, you are sure of victory."

ITS EFFECT

ATTACKS
on authors did them much

service.
" A man who tells me my

play is very bad, is less my enemy than he

who lets it die in silence. A man, whose
business it is to be talked of, is much helped

by being attacked."

F^^IE

IT
is advantageous to an author, that his

book should be attacked as well as praised.
Fame is a shuttlecock. If it be struck only
at one end of the room, it will soon fall to

the ground. To keep it up, it must be

struck at both ends."
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THE T{E^L CRITIC

AMAN who writes a book thinks himself

wiser or wittier than the rest of man-

kind, he supposes he can instruct and amuse

them, and the pubhc to whom he appeals

must, after all, be the judges of his pretensions.

THE BSST JUDGES

THERE
are three distinct kinds ot

judges on all new authors or produc-
tions. The first are those who know no

rules but pronounce entirely from their

natural taste and feelings. The second are

those who know and judge by rules. The
third are those who know but are above the

rules. The last are those you should wish

to satisfy.
Next to them rate the natural

judges, but ever despise those opinions that

are formed by the rules. The natural feelings
of untaught hearers ought never to be

slighted.

00^ BELXP JiTROT>UCET) TO ^UTHOI{S

DEAREST
Madam, you had better let

it alone. The best part of every
author is in general to be found in his

book."
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O^ C^C^CPOUII TO z/fUTHOI^S

"T TERY true, Sir. Therefore the man
V who is asked by an author what he

thinks of his work, is put to the torture, and

is not obHged to speak the truth
;
so that

what he says is not considered as his

opinion."

THE ^RMT
cc

IT
is wonderful how ignorant many

officers of the army are considering
how much leisure they have for study and

the acquisition of knowledge."

ITS Mz^NNEliS

PERFECT
good breeding

" consists in

having no particular mark of any

profession, but a general elegance of manners ;

whereas, in a military man, you can com-

monly distinguish the brand of a soldier,

r/iomme d'epee^

ITS ^TTIis/fCTIO!]^

WE talked of war. Johnson.
"
Every

man thinks meanly of himself for not

having been a soldier, or not having been at
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sea." BoswELL. " Lord Mansfield does not."

Johnson.
"

Sir, if Lord Mansfield were in a

company of General Officers and Admirals

who have been in service, he would shrink ;

he'd wish to creep under the table."

BoswELL. " No
;

he'd think he could try

them all." Johnson.
"
Yes, if he could

catch them : but they'd try him much
sooner. No, Sir

;
were Socrates and Charles

the Twelfth of Sweden both present in any

company, and Socrates to say,
' Follow me,

and hear a lecture in philosophy
'

;
and

Charles, laying his hand on his sword, to

say,
' Follow me, and dethrone the Czar

'

;

a man would be ashamed to follow Socrates."

o:h^ the theot^ th^at w^'r^ is ^
goot> thinq foir^ the fii^ues it

occ^sio^HS

AFIRE
might as well be thought a good

thing
—there is the bravery and address

of the firemen employed in extinguishing
it. There is much humanity exerted in

saving the lives and properties of the poor
sufferers. Yet after all this who can say a

fire is a good thing.
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S^ILOliS
"
'IVJO man will be a sailor who has con-

X ^ trivance enough to get himself into a

jail ;
for being in a ship is being in a jail,

with the chance of being drowned." " A
man in a jail has more room, better food,

and commonly better company,"

A SHIT
" A ^^^P ^^ worse than a jail. There is, in

jl\. a jail, better air, better company,
better conveniency of every kind

;
and a

ship has the additional disadvantage of being
in danger. When men come to like a sea-

life, they are not fit to live on land."

SCULTTOTiS
" T)AINTING consumes labour not dis-

XT proportionate to its effect
;

but a

fellow will hack half a year at a block of

marble, to make something in stone that

hardly resembles a man. The value of

statuary is owing to its difficulty. You
would not value the finest head cut upon a

carrot."
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WHAT,
Sir, a fellow who claps a

hump on his back, and a lump on

his leg, and cries,
' / am Richard the Third?

'

Nay, Sir, a ballad-singer is a higher man,
for he does two things ;

he repeats and he

sings : there is both recitation and music

in his performance ;
the player only recites."

LIKE D^OiCIO^Q T>OgS

PLAYERS,
Sir ! I look on them as no

better than creatures set upon tables

and joint stools to make faces and produce

laughter, like dancing dogs."
"
But, Sir,

you will allow that some players are better

than others ?
"

Johnson. Yes, Sir, as some

dogs dance better than others."

ci'Rcus i^weiis
" OUCH a man. Sir, should be en-

w3 couraged ;
for his performances show

the extent of the human powers in one

instance, and thus tend to raise our opinion
of the faculties of man. He shows what

may be attained by persevering application ;

so that every man may hope, that by giving
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as much application, although perhaps he

may never ride three horses at a time, or

dance upon a wire, yet he may be equally

expert in whatever profession he has chosen

to pursue."

THE CHUl^CH

SIR,
the life of a parson, of a con-

scientious clergyman, is not easy. I

have always considered a clergyman as a

father of a larger family than he is able to

maintain. I would rather have Chancery
suits on my hands than the cure of souls.

No, Sir, I do not envy a clergyman's life as

an easy one, nor do I envy the clergyman
who makes it an easy life.

BISHOTS

NO man can now be made a bishop for

learning and piety."

$

BISHOTS <:A.7iP T^VeiiPiS

A BISHOP has nothing to do at a

tippling-house. It is not, indeed,

immoral in him to go to a tavern ;
neither

would it be immoral in him to whip a
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top in Grosvenor Square : but, if he did,

I hope the boys would fall upon him,
and apply the whip to him. There are

gradations in conduct
;
there is morality

—
decency

—
propriety. None of these should

be violated by a bishop. A bishop should

not go to a house where he may meet a

young fellow leading out a wench."

CLERQY ^ADip LEVITT

THIS
merriment of parsons is mighty

offensive."

B^TiCL^AY .ADiB TE'RKIUi^ B'REWE'Rr
" TT7E are not here to sell a parcel ot

VV boilers and vats, but the poten-

tiality of growing rich beyond the dreams

of avarice."

ADVICE TO MR. BARCLAY 0.'A(^

JOIdil^G MR. TERJJJiS

SIR,
a mere literary man is a dull man,

a man who is solely a man of business

is a selfish man, but when literature and

commerce are united they make a respect-
able man.
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FIJ\(^,?(CIS1{S

PATRIOTISM
is the last refuge of a

scoundrel."

I
REGRETTED the decay of respect
for men of family, and that a Nabob

now would carry an election from them.

Johnson.
"
Why, Sir, the Nabob will carry

it by means of his wealth, as in a country
where money is highly valued, as it must

be where nothing can be had without

money ;
but if it comes to personal prefer-

ence, the man of family will always carry it.

There is generally a scoundrelism about a

low man."

«^

BEING
asked by a young nobleman

what was become of the gallantry and

military spirit of the old English nobility,
he replied,

"
Why, my Lord, I'll tell you

what has become of it : it is gone into the

city to look for a fortune."
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THE C^PV RICH
" OIR, they have lost the

civility otO tradesmen, without acquiring the

manners of gentlemen."

OJ^^ CS'llT^LT^ je^LOUSr OF T{ICH
TR^DS1{S
" TT 7HY, Sir, the reason is (though I

VV don't undertake to prove that there

is a reason), we see no qualities in trade that

should entitle a man to superiority. We are

not angry at a soldier's getting riches, be-

cause we see that he possesses qualities which
we have not. If a man returns from a battle,

having lost one hand, and with the other

full of gold, we feel that he deserves the

gold ;
but we cannot think that a fellow, by

sitting all day at a desk, is entitled to get
above us."

FAMILY Ties
" OIR, in a country so commercial as ours,O where every man can do for himself,

there is not so much occasion for that attach-

ment. No man is thought the worse of

here whose brother was hanged. In un-
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commercial countries, many of the branches

of a family must depend on the stock
; so,

in order to make the head of a family take

care of them, they are represented as con-

nected with his reputation, that, self-love

being interested, he may exert himself to

promote their interest. You have first large

circles, or clans
;

as commerce increases

the connexion is confined to families
; by

degrees that too goes off, as having become

unnecessary, and there being few oppor-
tunities of intercourse. One brother is a

merchant in the city, and another is an

officer in the guards ;
how little intercourse

can these two have."

^

"
IVJO, Sir. While learning to read and

X^ write is a distinction, the few who
have that distinction may be the less inclined

to work
;
but when everybody learns to read

and write, it is no longer a distinction. A
man who has a laced waistcoat is too fine a

man to work
; but if everybody had laced

waistcoats, we should have people working
in laced waistcoats. There are no people
whatever more industrious, none who work
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more, than our manufacturers
; yet they

have all learnt to read and write. Sir, you
must not neglect doing a thing immediately

good, from fear of remote evil
;

—from fear

of its being abused. A man who has candles

may sit up too late, which he would not do

if he had not candles ; but nobody will deny
that the art of making candles, by which

light is continued to us beyond the time

that the sun gives us light, is a valuable art,

and ought to be preserved."

JOHNSON.
"
Nay, gentlemen, let us not

aggravate the matter. It is not roguery
to play with a man who is ignorant of the

game, while you are master of it, and so win
his money ;

for he thinks he can play better

than you, as you think you can play better

than he
;
and the superior skill carries it."

Erskine. " He is a fool, but you are not

a rogue."

Johnson. "That's much about the truth.

Sir. It must be considered, that a man who

only does what everyone of the society to

which he belongs would do, is not a dishonest

man. In the republic of Sparta, it was

agreed, that stealing was not dishonourable,
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if not discovered. I do not commend a

society where there is an agreement that

what would not otherwise be fair, shall be

fair
;
but I maintain that an individual of

any society, who practises what is allowed,
is not a dishonest man."

BoswELL. " So then, Sir, you do not think

ill of a man who wins, perhaps, forty thousand

pounds in a winter .?

"

Johnson.
"

Sir, I do not call a gamester a

dishonest man
;
but I call him an unsocial

man, an unprofitable man. Gaming is a

mode of transferring property without pro-

ducing any intermediate good. Trade gives

employment to numbers, and so produces
intermediate good."

THE QAMBLETi^
" T TE is ruining himself without pleasure.
X JL A man who loses at play, or who

runs out his fortune at court, makes his

estate less, in hopes of making it bigger : (I

am sure of this word, which was often used

by him) but it is a sad thing to pass through
the quagmire of parsimony, to the gulf of

ruin. To pass over the flowery path of

extravagance is very well."
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a

I
AM sorry that prize fighting has

gone out. Every art should be pre-

served, and the art of defence is surely

important."

A BARGAIN is a wager of skill between

man and man.

TipoM Foil ki:j^,x.^ss

GETTING
money is not all a man's

business : to cultivate kindness is a

valuable part of the business of life."

LSISUTie
" IV T O man is obliged to do as much as he

X^ can do. A man is to have part of his

life to himself. If a soldier have fought a good

many campaigns, he is not to be blamed if

he retires to ease and tranquillity."
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" TT is better to live rich than to die

1 rich."

VE1{S^TILITr
" OIR, a man may be so much of everyO thing, that he is nothing of any

thing."

M^H^T Miqur H^VE BEEChi

HE observed,
"

it was a most mortifying
reflection for any man to consider,

what he had done, compared with what he

might have done.'"

CO:}iSOL^TIOD^
" ^

I
^HERE is no being so poor and so

X contemptible who does not think

there is somebody still poorer, and still more

contemptible."

O.'AC 'RSTIRINQ
OIR, it is civil suicide.
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WISH. THE F^THSTl

THERE
lurks perhaps in every human

heart a desire of distinction which
inchnes every man first to hope and then to

believe that nature has given him something

peculiar to himself.
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T0LrT8:]i8SS

POLITENESS
is fictitious benevolence.

It supplies the place of it amongst those

who see each other only in publick, or but

little.

"TT^VERY man who comes into the world

Xl/ has need of friends. If he has to get
them for himself, half his life is spent before

his merit is known. Relations are a man's

ready friends who support him. When a

man is in real distress, he flies into the arms

of his relations."

TWO COLLEQE FRIECKT>S

AY ! here I used to play at draughts
with Phil Jones and Fludyer. Jones

loved beer and did not get very forward

in the church. Fludyer turned out a

scoundrel, a Whig, and said he was ashamed
of having been bred at Oxford. He had a

living at Putney and got under the eye of

some retainers to the Court at that time, and
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so became a violent Whig, but he had been

a scoundrel all along to be sure.

BoswELL. Was he a scoundrel in any-
other way than that of being a political

scoundrel. Did he cheat at draughts .?

Johnson. Sir, we never played for money.

TOUTH
" OIR, I love the acquaintance ot youngO people ; because, in the first place, I

don't like to think myself growing old. In

the next place, young acquaintances must
last longest, if they do last

;
and then. Sir,

young men have more virtue than old men
;

they have more generous sentiments in every

respect. I love the young dogs of this age,

they have more wit and humour and know-

ledge of life than we had
;

but then the

dogs are not so good scholars. Sir, in my
early years I read very hard. It is a sad

reflection, but a true one, that I knew
almost as much at eighteen as I do now."

" TF a man does not make new acquaintance
jL as he advances through life, he will

soon find himself left alone. A man. Sir,

should keep his friendship in constant repair!'
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'' A LOST T>^r''
" OIR, I look upon every day to be lost

O in which I do not make a new

acquaintance."

THE DISTTiESSSS OF OTHSTIS

JOHNSON.
"Why, Sir, there is much

noise made about it, but it is greatly

exaggerated. No, Sir, we have a certain

degree of feeling to prompt us to do good ;

more than that. Providence does not intend.

It would be misery to no purpose."
BoswELL. " But suppose now. Sir, that

one of your intimate friends was apprehended
for an offence for which he might be

hanged."

Johnson.
"

I should do what I could to

bail him, and give him any other assistance ;

but if he were once fairly hanged I should

not suffer."

BoswELL. " Would you eat your dinner

that day. Sir ?
"

Johnson.
"
Yes, Sir

;
and eat it as if he

were eating with me. Why, there's Baretti,

who is to be tried for his life to-morrow,
friends have risen up for him on every side

;
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yet if he should be hanged, none or them
will eat a slice of plum-pudding the less.

Sir, that sympathetic feeling goes a very
little way in depressing the mind."

I told him that I had dined lately at

Foote's, who shewed me a letter which he

had received from Tom Davies, telling him
that he had not been able to sleep, from the

concern he felt on account of This sad affair

of Baretti, begging of him to try if he could

suggest any thing that might be of service ;

and, at the same time, recommending to

him an industrious young man who kept a

pickle-shop.

Johnson.
"
Ay, Sir, here you have a

specimen of human sympathy ;
a friend

hanged, and a cucumber pickled. We know
not whether Baretti or the pickle-man has

kept Davies from sleep : nor does he know
himself. And as to his not sleeping. Sir; Tom
Davies is a very great man

;
Tom has been

upon the stage, and knows how to do those

things : I have not been upon the stage, and

cannot do those things."
BoswELL. "

I have often blamed myself.

Sir, for not feeling for others as sensibly as

many say they do."

Johnson. "Sir, don't be duped by them any
more. You will find these very feeling
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people are not very ready to do you good.

They pay you h^ feeling.
"

WE must either outlive our friends, or

our friends must outlive us, and I see

no man w^ho would hesitate about the

choice.

00^ THOSe JVHO TlipFSSS TO ^CT
Fiipai TU'i{e BSj\(evoLe.?{ce
" Tf' there are such under the earth, or in

X the clouds I wish they would come up
or come down. What Soame Jenyns says

upon this subject is not to be minded : he

is a wit. No, Sir
;

to act from pure
benevolence is not possible for finite beings.
Human benevolence is mingled with vanity,

interest, or some other motive."

^

THE IVIDETi^ THE BETTEIR^
"'nr^HE more a man extends and varies

X his acquaintance the better."
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socML success

I
NEVER have sought the world ;

the

world was not to seek me. It is rather

wonderful that so much has been done for

me. All the complaints which are made or

the world are unjust. I never knew a man
of merit neglected ;

it was generally by his

own fault that he failed of success. A man

may hide his head in a hole : he may go
into the country, and publish a book

now and then, which nobody reads, and

then complain that he is neglected. There

is no reason why any person should exert

himself for a man who has written a good
book : he has not written it for any
individual."

e/f5 ive FIOiT> THEM

IN
youth we are apt to be too rigorous in

our expectations and to suppose that the

duties of life are to be performed with un-

failing exactness and regularity, but in our

progress through life we are forced to abate

much of our demands and to take friends

such as we can find them, not as we would

make them. These concessions every wise

man is more ready to make to others, as he
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knows he shall often want them for himself,
and when he remembers how often he fails

in the observance of a cultivation of his best

friends is willing to suppose that his friends

may in their turn neglect him without any
intention to offend him.

JVIRITINg LSTTSI^S

DO not fancy that an intermission of

writing is a decay of kindness. No
man is always in a disposition to write, nor

has any man at all times something to say.
That distrust which intrudes so often on

your mind is a mode of melancholy which,
if it be the business of a wise man to be

happy, it is foolish to indulge ;
and if it be a

duty to preserve our faculties entire for their

proper use it is criminal. Suspicion is very
often an useless pain.

*' A ND, Sir, he is a valetudinarian, one of

jlV those who are always mending them-

selves. I do not know a more disagreeable
character than a valetudinarian, who thinks
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he may do any thing that is for his ease,

and indulges himself in the grossest freedoms:

Sir, he brings himself to the state of a hog
in a stye."

u^g^Tive ^^LiTies
" \ MAN will please more upon the

±\. whole by negative qualities than by

positive ; by never offending, than by

giving a great deal of delight. In the first

place, men hate more steadily than they
love ;

and if I have said something to hurt

a man once I shall not get the better of this,

by saying many things to please him."

CLIMBi:}iG
"TT7HY, Sir, I never was near enough
VV to great men to court them. You

may be prudently attached to great men,
and yet independent. You are not to do

what you think wrong ; and. Sir, you arc

to calculate, and not pay too dear for what

you get. You must not give a shilling's
worth of court for sixpence worth of good.
But if you can get a shilling's worth of good
for sixpence worth of court, you are a fool

if you do not pay court."
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THE e:]ip

How can a man know where his

departed friends are or whether they
will be his friends in the other world. How
many friendships have you known formed

upon the principles of virtue. Most friend-

ships are formed by caprice or by chance,

many confederacies in vice or leagues in

folly.
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FL^TTETiT
" IV TAY, Sir, flattery pleases very generally.
i^ In the first place, the flatterer may

think what he says to be true : but, in

the second place, whether he thinks so or not,

he certainly thinks those whom he flatters

of consequence enough to be flattered."

TO THE Tli^ISe OF ^ QUSHINQ
TOUNQ LAT>T

rpiDDLEDEE, my dear."C(

co:?{vei{s^Tioo^

THERE
is in the world no real delight

excepting those of sensuality but ex-

change of ideas in conversation, and who-
ever has once experienced the full flow of

London talk, when he returns to country

friendships and rural sports, must either be

contented to turn baby again and play with

the rattle or he will pine away like a great
fish in a little pond and die for want of his

usual food.
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THE TE1{S0CM^L BMS 13^
cocK!pei{s^Tioc!i,
"
^]VTO, Sir ; every man will dispute with

X^ great good humour upon a subject
in which he is not interested. I will

dispute very calmly upon the probability of

another man's son being hanged ;
but if a

man zealously enforces the probability that

my own son will be hanged, I shall certainly
not be in a very good humour with him."

<vf TLE^4 Foil CLIMBETIS
"TXT'HY, Sir, a man is very apt to

VV complain of the ingratitude of

those who have risen far above him. A
man when he gets into a higher sphere,
into other habits of life, cannot keep up all

his former connections. Then, Sir, those

who knew him formerly upon a level with

themselves, may think that they ought still

to be treated as on a level, which cannot

be
;
and an acquaintance in a former situa-

tion may bring out things which it would
be very disagreeable to have mentioned

before higher company, though, perhaps,

everybody knows of them."
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TALES AQAI^JiST 03^8SELF
" A MAN should be careful never to tell

T\. tales of himself to his own disad-

vantage. People may be amused and laugh
at the time, but they will be remembered
and brought out against him upon some

subsequent occasion."

SELF T>ETl{ECMTIOJi^

ALL
censure of a man's self is oblique

praise. It is in order to show how
much he can spare. It has all the in-

vidiousness of self-praise and all the reproach
of falsehood.

CO^HVEIiSATION AS A:H^ IDiJELLECTUAL
TEST

SIR,
it is when you come close to a man

in conversation that you discover what

his real abilities are. To make a speech in

a public assembly is a knack. Now I

honour Thurlow, Sir. Thurlow is a fine

fellow, he fairly puts his mind to yours.
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QUOT^TIOO^

NO, Sir, it is a good thing. Classical

quotation is the parole of literary men
all over the world.

THE PLS^S^^NJSST T^Lf^

THE happiest conversation is that of

v^hich nothing is distinctly remem-
bered but a general effect of pleasing

impression.

T^LKIJiff Foil EFFECT

A MAN v^ho talks for Fame can never

be pleasing. The man vf\\o talks to

unburden his mind is the man to delight

you.

PT^AISE

HE who praises everybody praises no-

body

THE 1{E^L TEST

THE
size of a man's understanding may

always justly be measured by his

mirth.
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^ PRECAUTIOUS
T ET us be serious, here is a fool

coming.

A WAQ
'* TT^VERY man has sometime in his Hfe

JLL/ an ambition to be a wag."

THE ADVANTAGES OF 1{IDICULE

A MAN should pass a part of his time

with the laughers, by which means

anything ridiculous or particular about him

might be presented to his view and corrected.

O^ "BEIO^Q INQUISITIVE

OUESTIONING
is not the mode of

conversation among gentlemen. It is

assuming a superiority, and it is particularly

wrong to question a man concerning him-
self. There may be parts of his former life

which he may not wish to be made known
to other persons, or even brought to his own
recollection."
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FSTIBOSITT

AMAN who uses a great many words to

express his meaning is Hke a bad
marksman who instead of aiming a single
stone at an object takes up a handful and
throws at it in hopes he may hit.

OIR, this man has a pulse in his tongue.

"
l^TEVER speak of a man in his own
X ^ presence. It is always indelicate,

and may be offensive."

0A7 T^LKJNQ OF ONE'S ML^SNTS
""r\0 not be like the spider, man, and
M^ spin conversation thus incessantly out

of thine own bowels."

co:jiveT{SATioui^L L?(gj{eT>ie,'j\(Ts

TALKING
of conversation he said :

"There must, in the first place, be

knowledge, there must be materials
;
—in
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the second place, there must be a command
of words

;

—in the third place, there must
be imagination, to place things in such

views as they are not commonly seen in
;

—
and in the fourth place, there must be

presence of mind, and a resolution that it is

not to be overcome by failures
;

this last is

an essential requisite ;
for want of it, many

people do not excel in conversation. Now
/ want it

;
I throw up the game upon losing

a trick."

M'R. THT{ALe'S C0D\CFe'l{SJTI0:7^

WHY, Sir, his conversation does not

show the minute hand, but he strikes

the hour very correctly.

IVITS

"OIR, there is nothing by which a man
O exasperates most people more, than by

displaying a superior ability of brilliancy in

conversation. They seem pleased at the

time
;

but their envy makes them curse

him at their hearts."
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OJ^ THE USU.AL I^UBBISH ^BOUT

ALAS,
alas, how this unmeaning stuff

spoils all my comfort in my friends'

conversation. Will the people never have

done with it, and shall I never hear a

sentence again without the French in it.

There is no invasion coming and you know
there is none.

^ :^(^TIOJ^L CHARACTERISTIC
" OIR, two men of any other nation

O who are shown into a room together,
at a house where they are both visitors,

will immediately find some conversation.

But two Englishmen will probably go
each to a different window, and remain

in obstinate silence. Sir, we as yet do not

enough understand the common rights of

humanity."

A CEIiTAIDi^ DISTICM^TIOJ^
""V TO, Sir

;
we had talk enough, but no

X^ conversation ; there was nothing dis-

cussed^
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THE FRe:>(CH

A FRENCHMAN must be always

talking, whether he knows anything
of the matter or not

;
an Englishman is

content to say nothing, when he has nothing
to say."

coo^r^dictiod^ ^s ^ socml
stimula:hj
" ^

I
^O be contradicted, in order to force

JL you to talk, is mighty unpleasing.
You shine^ indeed

;
but it is by being

ground.^''

T>UMB T>OgS

I
REMEMBER I was once on a visit at

the house of a lady for whom I had a

high respect. There was a good deal of

company in the room. When they were

gone, I said to this lady,
' What foolish

talking have we had !

'— '

Yes, (said she)
but while they talked you said nothing.'

— I

was struck with the reproof. How much
better is the man who does any thing that

is innocent, than he who does nothing.

Besides, I love anecdotes. I fancy mankind

may come, in time, to write all aphoristi-

cally, except in narrative
; grow weary ot
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preparation, and connection, and illustration,

and all those arts by which a big book is

made.—If a man is to wait till he weaves
anecdotes into a system, we may be long in

getting them, and get but few, in comparison
of what we might get."

THE LIMITS OF SGOTISOI
" \ MAN cannot with propriety speak
llL of himself, except he relates simple

facts
; as,

'
I was at Richmond '

: or what

depends on mensuration
; as,

'
I am six feet

high.' He is sure he has been at Richmond
;

he is sure he is six feet high ;
but he cannot

be sure he is wise, or that he has any other

excellence. Then, all censure of a man's

self is oblique praise. It is in order to show
how much he can spare. It has all the

invidiousness of self-praise, and all the

reproach of falsehood,"

THE Q%AMMAI{^ OF ^SSEHiJ
" OIR, your assent to a man whom youO have never known to falsify, is a debt :

but after you have known a man to
falsify,

your assent to him then is a favour."
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o.?c ^ gstHTLEOd^:]^ Qiy^^ TO
TS^nU^LOgiC^L ID^eX^CTITUDS

SUPPOSE
we believe one half of what

he tells."

Johnson.
"
Ay ;

but we don't know which

half to believe."

,A:N^ ATtV^:HJ^GE OF BI^EDIDip

THE difference, he observed, between a

well-bred and an ill-bred man is this :

" One immediately attracts your liking, the

other your aversion. You love the one till

you find reason to hate him : you hate the

other till you find reason to love him."

eX^GG£1{JTI0.?{^

EXAGGERATION
and the absurdities

ever faithfully attached to it are in-

separable attributes of the ignorant, the empty
and the afl^ected. Hence those eloquent

tropes so familiar in every conversation :

Monstrously pretty. Vastly little . . . hence

your eminent shoe-maker, farriers and

undertakers. ... It is to the same muddy
source we owe the many falsehoods and
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absurdities we have been pestered with con-

cerning Lisbon. Hence your extravagantly
subHme figures : Lisbon is no more, can

be seen no more &c . . . with all the

other prodigal effusions of bombast beyond
the stretch of time or temper to enumerate.

T'JIUTH

THE general rule is that truth should

never be violated, because it is of the

utmost importance to the comfort of life

that we should have a full security by
mutual faith, and occasional inconveniences

should be willingly suffered that we may
preserve it. There must however be some

exceptions : If for instance, a murderer should

ask you which way a man is gone, you may
tell him what is not true, because you are

undera previous obligation not to betray aman
toa murderer. Boswell. Supposing the person
who wrote "Junius

"
were asked whether he

was the author, might he deny it .? Johnson.
I do not know what to say to this. If you
were sure he wrote "Junius," would you, if he

denied it, think as well of him afterwards ^

Yet it may be urged that what a man has

no right to ask you may refuse to com-
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municate, and there is no other effective

mode of preserving a secret and an impor-
tant secret the discovery of which may be

very hurtful to you but a flat denial, for if

you are silent or hesitate or evade it will

be held equivalent to a confession. But

stay, Sir, here is another case. Supposing
the author had told me confidentially that

he had written "Junius," and I were asked if

he had, I should hold myself at liberty to

deny it as being under a previous promise

express or implied to conceal it. Now what
I ought to do for the author may I not do

for myself? But I deny the lawfulness of

telling a lie to a sick man for fear of alarm-

ing him. You have no business with conse-

quences, you are to tell the truth
;
besides

you are not sure what effect your telling him
that he is in danger may have. It may
bring his distemper to a crisis and that may
cure him. Of all lying I have the greatest
abhorrence of this, because I believe it has

been frequently practised on myself.

co,'^(sec']^Tev Lies

THERE
are inexcusable lies and conse-

crated lies. For instance we are told

that on the arrival of the news of the unfor-
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tunate battle of Fontenoy, every heart beat

and every eye was in tears. No
;
we know

that no man eat his dinner the worse
;
but

there should have been all this concern, and
to say there was may be reckoned a conse-

crated lie.

STORIES

ASTORY is a specimen of human
manners and derives its sole value from

its truth. When Foote has told me some-

thing, I dismiss it from my mind like a

passing shadow. When Reynolds tells me
something I consider myself possessed of an

idea the more.

NOBODY
has a right to put another

under such a difficulty that he must
either hurt the person by telling the truth

or hurt himself by telling what is not true.

WMTINQ DINN811
"
/^^UGHT six people to be kept waiting^^ for one ?

" "
Why, yes, if the one

will suffer more by your sitting down than

the six will do by waiting."
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CIVILITY
" OIR, a man has no more right to say an

O uncivil thing, than to act one ; no

more right to say a rude thing to another,
than to knock him down."

" \T /"HEN you have said a man of gentle
V V manners, you have said enough."

HIMSELF
" T think myself a very polite man."

HE was the only man who did justice
to my good breeding.

I am well bred to a degree of needless

scrupulosity. No man is so cautious not to

interrupt another. No man thinks it so

necessary to appear attentive when others

are speaking. No man so steadily refuses

preference to himself and so willingly bestows

it on another as I do. Nobody holds so

strongly as I do the necessity of ceremony,
and the ill effects which follow the breach
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of it, yet people think me rude, but Dr.

Barnard did me justice.

COD^CTR^DICTIOJ^

WHEN I was ill I desired he would
tell me sincerely in what he thought

my life was faulty. Sir, he brought me a

sheet of paper, on which he had written

down several texts of Scripture, recom-

mending Christian charity. And when I

questioned him what occasion I had given
for such an animadversion, all that he could

say amounted to this,
—that I sometimes

contradicted people in conversation. Now
what harm does it do to any man to be

contradicted .?

"

MISUOipeiiSTOOD
" 13 UT indeed. Sir, I look upon myself to

JJ be a man very much misunderstood.

I am not an uncandid, nor am I a severe

man. I sometimes say more than I mean,
in jest ;

and people are apt to believe me
serious

; however, I am more candid than I

was when I was younger. As I know more
of mankind, I expect less of them, and am
I GO
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ready now to call a man a good man^ upon
easier terms than I was formerly."

$

T^LKlOig TO lipr^LTT

I
FOUND his Majesty wished I should

talk, and I made it my business to

talk. I find it does a man good to be talked

to by his Sovereign. In the first place, a

man cannot be in a passion
—"
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ADVICE
" \ MAN who has been drinking wine
xjL at all freely, should never go into a

new company. With those who have par-
taken wine with him, he may be pretty well

in unison
; but he will, probably, be offensive,

or appear ridiculous, to other people."

WIOiE
" OIR, I have no objection to a man's
O drinking wine, if he can do it in

moderation. I found myself apt to go to

excess in it, and therefore, after having been

for some time without it, on account of ill-

ness, I thought it better not to return to it.

Every man is to judge for himself, according
to the effects which he experiences. One
of the fathers tells us, he found fasting made
him so peevish that he did not practise it."

DTilNKlNg
" OIR, I do not say it is wrong to produceO self-complacency by drinking ;

I only

deny that it improves the mind. When I drank
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wine, I scorned to drink it when in company.
I have drunk many a bottle by myself; in

the first place, because I had need of it to

raise my spirits ;
in the second place, because

I would have nobody to witness its effects

upon me."

THE T)IFFICULTr OF TeaiPSI^O^Ce

I
CANNOT drink a little, therefore I

never touch it. Abstinence is as easy
to me as Temperance would be difficult."

ITS SFFSCT
"
IVJO, Sir

;
before dinner, men meet with

X^ great inequality of understanding;
and those who are conscious of their in-

feriority, have the modesty not to talk.

When they have drunk wine, every man
feels himself happy, and loses that modesty,
and grows impudent and vociferous ;

but he

is not improved : he is only not sensible of

his defects."

fVATSTi^
" T^RINK water only : for you are then

\J sure not to get drunk
; whereas,

if you drink wine, you are never sure."
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I said drinking wine was a pleasure which
I was unwilUng to give up.

"
Why, Sir

(said he), there is no doubt that not to

drink wine is a great deduction from life :

but it may be necessary." He however

owned, that in his opinion a free use of wine
did not shorten life

;
and said he would not

give less for the life of a certain Scotch Lord

(whom he named) celebrated for hard drink-

ing, than for that of a sober man. " But

stay, (said he, with his usual intelligence, and

accuracy of inquiry) does it take much wine
to make him drunk ?

"
I answered,

"
a great

deal either ofwine or strong punch."
" Then

(said he) that is the worse."

TALKING
of drinking wine, he said,

"
I did not leave off wine, because I

could not bear it ! I have drunk three

bottles of port without being the worse for

it. University College has witnessed this."

BoswELL. "
Why then, Sir, did you leave

it off?"

Johnson.
"
Why, Sir, because it is so much

better for a man to be sure that he is never

to be intoxicated, never to lose the power
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over himself. I shall not begin to drink

wine till I grow old and want it."

BoswELL. "
I think, Sir, you once said to

me, that not to drink wine was a great
deduction from life."

Johnson.
"

It is a diminution of pleasure,
to be sure : but I do not say a diminution of

happiness. There is more happiness in being
rational."

BoswELL. " But if we could have pleasure

always, should not we be happy ? The

greatest part of men would compound for

pleasure."

Johnson.
"
Supposing we could have

pleasure always, an intellectual man would
not compound for it. The greatest part of

men would compound, because the greatest

part of men are gross."
BoswELL. "

I allow there may be greater

pleasure than from wine. I have had more

pleasure from your conversation. I have

indeed ;
I assure you I have."

Johnson.
" When we talk of pleasure, we

mean sensual pleasure. When a man says,

he had pleasure with a woman, he does not

mean conversation, but something of a very
different nature. Philosophers tell you, that

pleasure is contrary to happiness. Gross men

prefer animal pleasure. So there are men
io8
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who have preferred hving arnong savages.
Now what a wretch must he be, who is

content with such conversation as can be had

among savages ? You may remember, an

officer at Fort Augustus, who had served in

America, told us of a woman whom they
were obHged to bind^ in order to get her back

from savage life."

BoswELL. " She must have been an animal,

a beast."

Johnson.
" She was a speaking cat."

I
REMEMBER (said he), when all the

decent people in Lichfield got drunk

every night, and were not the worse thought
of. Ale was cheap, so you pressed strongly.
When a man must bring a bottle of wine,
he is not in such haste. Smoking has gone
out. To be sure, it is a shocking thing,

blowing smoke out of our mouths, into other

people's mouths, eyes, and noses, and having
the same thing done to us. Yet I cannot

account, why a thing which required so

little exertion, and yet preserves the mind
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from total vacuity, should have gone out.

Every man has something by which he

calms himself: beating with his feet, or so.

I remember when people in England changed
a shirt only once a week : a Pandour, when
he gets a shirt, greases it to make it last.

Formerly, good tradesmen had no fire but in

the kitchen
;
never in the parlour, except on

Sunday. My father, who was a magistrate
of Lichfield, lived thus. They never began
to have a fire in the parlour, but on leaving
off business, or some great revolution of their

life."

PFIO^ lU^i SCOTL^Oip BSFOlie THE

"TT7E had wine before the Union."
VV Johnson. "No, sir; you had some

weak stuff, the refuse of France which would
not make you drunk."

BoswELL. "
I assure you, sir, there was a

great deal of drunkenness."

Johnson.
"
No, sir

;
there were people

who died of dropsies, which they contracted

in trying to get drunk."
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TO BOSPVSLL THE .'J^SXT aWl{XI^G
^FTS'Jl FOUIl BO^LS OF PU3XCH
lU^ SKTS

WHAT,
drunk yet ? "—His tone ot

voice was not that of severe up-

braiding ;
so I was relieved a little.—"

Sir,

said I, they kept me up."
—He answered,

"
No, you kept them up, you drunken dog."

<vf T^ASTIME

HE said, few people had intellectual

resources sufficient to forego the

pleasures of wine. They could not other-

wise contrive how to fill the interval between
dinner and supper.

THE liETOUT COUTITSOUS

A GENTLEMAN having to some of

the usual arguments for drinking
added this :

" You know. Sir, drinking
drives away care, and makes us forget what-
ever is disagreeable. Would not you allow

a man to drink for that reason ?

"

Johnson.
"
Yes, Sir, if he sat next you."

1 1 1
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"
'I T T^HY, Sir, that may be an argument
V V for drinking, if you suppose men in

general to be liars. But, Sir, I would not

keep company with a fellow who lies as

long as he is sober, and whom you must
make drunk before you can get a word of

truth out of him."

c// CHOICE
" \ MAN may choose whether he will

±\. have abstemiousness and knowledge,
or claret and ignorance."

^

'FFjjDeDice lo^Diiio^iuip
"
'pvRINKING may be practised with

JL/ great prudence ;
a man who exposes

himself when he is intoxicated, has not the

art of getting drunk
;

a sober man, who

happens occasionally to get drunk, readily

enough goes into a new company, which a

man who has been drinking should never do.

Such a man will undertake any thing ;
he

is without skill in inebriation. I used to

slink home when I had drunk too much.
A man accustomed to self-examination will
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be conscious when he is drunk, though an

habitual drunkard will not be conscious of

it. I knew a physician, who for twenty-

years was not sober ; yet in a pamphlet,
which he wrote upon fevers, he appealed to

Garrick and me for his vindication from a

charge of drunkenness. A bookseller (naming

him) who got a large fortune by trade, was

so habitually and equally drunk, that his most

intimate friends never perceived that he was

more sober at one time than another."

THE HEzAD^CHE

"TVTAY, Sir, it was not th^wine that made
J.\l your head ache, but the sense that I

put into it."

¥

WH^JT TO T>RIJ\(K

JOHNSON
harangued upon the qualities

of different liquors, and spoke with

great contempt of claret, as so weak, that
" a man would be drowned by it before it

made him drunk." He was persuaded to

drink one glass of it, that he might judge,
not from recollection, which might be dim,

but from immediate sensation. He shook
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his head, and said,

" Poor stuff! No, Sir;
claret is the Uquor for boys ; port for men

;

but he who aspires to be a hero (smiling)
must drink brandy. In the first place, the

flavour of brandy is most grateful to the

palate, and then brandy will do soonest for a

man what drinking can do for him. There

are, indeed, few who are able to drink

brandy. That is a power rather to be

wished for than attained. And yet, (pro-
ceeded he) as in all pleasure hope is a

considerable part, I know not but fruition

comes too quick by brandy. Florence wine

I think the worst
;

it is wine only to the

eye ;
it is wine neither while you are

drinking it, nor after you have drunk it
;

it

neither pleases the taste, nor exhilarates the

spirits."

0:]^MT{3. WILLMMS PFO:HTfei{INg
WHTMEJ^M^DE BSzASTS OF THSJid-
SELVeS

I
WONDER, Madam, that you have not

penetration enough to see the strong
inducement to this excess, for he who makes
a beast of himself gets rid of the pain of

being a man.
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"
COJ{T>ITIOV^ OF LIFE "

EVERY
man is to take existence on the

terms on which it is given to him.
To some men it is given on condition of not

taking liberties, which other men may take
without much harm. One may drink wine,
and be nothing the worse for it

;
on another,

wine may have effects so inflammatory as

to injure him both in body and mind, and

perhaps make him commit something for

which he may deserve to be hanged.

O.'Af^ Z)/^/^G WITH ^ DUKE
" nr^O be sure, Sir, if you were to dine

A only once, and it were never to be
known where you dined, you would choose
rather to dine with the first man of genius :

but to gain most respect, you should dine
with the first Duke in England. For nine

people in ten that you meet with would
have a higher opinion of you for having
dined with a Duke

;
and the orreat Q:enius

himself would receive you better, because

you had been with the great Duke."
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^A FOOLISH pose
"OOME people have a foolish way of

O not minding, or pretending not to

mind, what they eat. For my part, I mind

my belly very studiously, and very carefully ;

for I look upon it, that he who does not

mind his belly will hardly mind anything
else."

<^C^C IJiFc^LLIBLS TEST

WHENEVER
the dinner is ill got,

there is poverty, or there is avarice,
or there is stupidity. In short the family is

somehow grossly wrong.

^ DIFFS7{8,Xf^ SOMETrndES
FOTiGOTTECH^
"'TT^HIS was a good dinner enough, to be

X sure
;
but it was not a dinner to ask

a man to."

^ gOOT> TflNNETl
" OIR» we could not have had a betterO dinner had there been a Synod of
Cooks:*
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O.l^C CyfRRTICNiG LeJdOViS TO SKTS
« TH^T He MIGHT BE SURS OF
HIS LeMo:Ji^De

"

" OIR, I do not wish to be thought that

O feeble man who cannot do without

anything. Sir, it is very bad manners to

carry provisions to any man's house, as if he

could not entertain you. To an inferiour,

it is oppressive ;
to a superiour, it is insolent."

DIET

I
NEVER felt any difference upon myself
from eating one thing rather than

another. There are people I believe who
feel a difference, but I am not one of them

;

and as to regular meals, I have fasted from
the Sunday's dinner to the Tuesday's dinner

without any inconvenience. I believe it best

to eat just as one is hungry, but a man who
is in business, or a man who has a family
must have stated meals.

cAPTSTITS

SIR,
a man who rides out for appetite

consults but little the dignity of human
nature.
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OIICH^I^S

HE advised me, if possible, to have a

good orchard. He knew, he said, a

clergyman of small income, who brought up
a family very reputably, which he chiefly
fed with apple-dumplings.

«^

HOSPIT^LITT
" TT will never do, Sir. There is nothing

jL served about there, neither tea, nor

coffee, nor lemonade, nor anything what-
ever

; and depend upon it. Sir, a man does

not love to go to a place from whence he

comes out exactly as he went in."

O.I^CBSINg l{EMINT)eT> Bl'^ SIIR^ JOSHUA
']{erj\(pLT>S TH^T HE T)1{ANK^ SLSFSJ^
CUTS OF TE^A

SIR,
I did not count your glasses of wine,

why should you number up my cups ot

tea } Sir, I should have released the lady
from any further trouble had it not been for

your remark, but you have reminded me
that I want one of the dozen and I must

request Mrs. Cumberland to round up my
number.
ii8
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OV^BEINQ ^SKST) BT L^AT>T M^CLEOT}
^FTS'^ SIXTSSj^ cuts fFHeTHSTi^ HE
WOUUD :H0T VREFE'R^ ^ sm^ll b^slj^

I
WONDER, Madam, why all the ladies

ask me such questions. It is to save

yourselves trouble and not me.

^ CSIiT^IU^ JOICNJ OF Tip^^ST
OdUTTOJ^
" TT is as bad as bad can be : it is ill-fed.

I ill-killed, ill-kept, and ill-drest."

0^ Tn:iiiv^g with lot^t) mou^oddo
''WHO EFFECTS zADi^<^BSTeMIOUS
SrSTSM''
" T HAVE done greater feats with my
A knife than this."

THS O'BjeCT OF ©7^^^!?^ TAT^TISS

"TT^HY, to eat and drink together, and
VV to promote kindness; and. Sir, this

is better done where there is no solid con-

versation
; for, when there is, people differ

in opinion, and get into bad humour
;
or

some of the company, who are not capable
of such conversation, are left out, and feel
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themselves uneasy. It was for this reason,

Sir Robert Walpole said, he always talked

bawdy at his table, because in that all could
• • >>

join.

TUNNETi^

I
NEVER but once upon a resolution to

employ myself in study balked an invita-

tion out to dinner, and then I stayed at home
and did nothing.

gooT> THIC^CpS
" OIR, when a man is invited to dinner,O he is disappointed if he does not

get something good. I advised Mrs.

Thrale, who has no card-parties at her

house, to give sweetmeats, and such good

things, in an evening, as are not commonly
given, and she would find company enough
come to her : for everybody loves to have

things which please the palate put in their

way, without trouble or preparation."

"
'TpHE great in France live very mag-
X nificently, but the rest very miserably.

There is no happy middle state, as in
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England. The shops of Paris are mean :

the meat in the markets is such as would
be sent to a gaol in England ;

and Mr.
Thrale justly observed, that the cookery
of the French was forced upon them by

necessity ;
for they could not eat their meat,

unless they added some taste to it. The
French are an indelicate people ; they will

spit upon any place. At Madame 's, a

literary lady of rank, the footman took the

sugar in his fingers, and threw it into my
cotFee. I was going to put it aside

;
but

hearing it was made on purpose for me, I

e'en tasted Tom's fingers. The same lady
would needs make tea a I'Angloise. The

spout of the tea-pot did not pour freely;

she bade the footman blow into it. France

is worse than Scotland in everything but

climate. Nature has done more for the

French
;
but they have done less for them-

selves than the Scotch have done.

" 'TT^HERE is no private house in which
X people can enjoy themselves so well

as in a capital tavern. Let there be ever

so great plenty of good things, ever so

much grandeur, ever so much elegance, ever
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so much desire that everybody should be

easy ;
in the nature of things it cannot be :

there must always be some degree of care

and anxiety. The master of the house is

anxious to entertain his guests ;
the guests

are anxious to be agreeable to him : and no

man, but a very impudent dog indeed, can

as freely command what is in another man's

house, as if it were his own. Whereas, at

a tavern, there is a general freedom from

anxiety. You are sure you are welcome :

and the more noise you make, the more
trouble you give, the more good things you
call for, the welcomer you are. No servants

will attend you with the alacrity which
waiters do, who are incited by the prospect
of an immediate reward in proportion as

they please. No, Sir
;

there is nothing
which has yet been contrived by man, by
which so much happiness is produced as by
a good tavern or inn."

"THSIR CH^RM"
"AS soon as I enter the door of a tavern,

l\. I experience an oblivion of care, and

of freedom from solicitude : when I am
seated, I find the master courteous, and the

servants obsequious to my call
;
anxious to
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know and ready to supply my wants ; wine
there exhilarates my spirits, and prompts
me to free conversation and an interchange
of discourse with those whom I most love :

I dogmatise and am contradicted, and in

this conflict of opinion and sentiments I find

delight."

"F6:L/c/rr"

ATAVERN chair is the throne of

human felicity."

¥

COOKINQ ^CHP THILOSOTHr

I
COULD write a better book of cookery
than has ever yet been written

;
it should

be a book upon philosophical principles.

Pharmacy is now made much more simple,

cookery may be made so too. A prescrip-
tion which is now composed of five in-

gredients, had formerly fifty
in it. So in

cookery, if the nature of the ingredients be

well known, much fewer will do.

Then, as you cannot make bad meat good,
I would tell what is the best butcher's meat,
the best beef, the best pieces, how to

choose young fowls. The proper season of
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different vegetables and then how to roast

and boil and compound.
DiLLY. Mrs. Glasse's Cookery, which is

the best, was written by Dr. Hill
;
half the

trade know this.

Johnson. Well, Sir. This shows how
much better the subject of cookery may be

treated by a philosopher. I doubt if the book
be written by Dr. Hill, for in Mrs. Glasse's

Cookery, which I have looked into, saltpetre
and salprunella are spoken of as different sub-

stances, whereas salprunella is only saltpetre
burnt on charcoal and Hill could not be

ignorant of this. However, as the greatest

part of such a book is made by transcrip-

tion, this mistake may have been carelessly

adopted, but you shall see what a book of

cookery I shall make. I shall agree with

Mr. Dilly for the copyright.
Miss Seward. That would be Hercules

with the distaff indeed.

Johnson. No, Madam. Women can spin

very well but they cannot make a good
book of cookery.
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THE TTiSSeCNJ

HE asserted, that t/ie present was never

a happy state to any human being ;

but that, as every part of life, of v^hich we
are conscious, was at some point of time

a period yet to come, in which felicity was

expected, there was some happiness produced

by hope. Being pressed upon this subject,

and asked if he really was of opinion, that

though, in general, happiness was very rare

in human life, a man was not sometimes

happy in the moment that was present, he

answered,
"
Never, but when he is drunk."

" A LAS, Sir, these are all only struggles
jL\. for happiness. When I first entered

Ranelagh, it gave an expansion and gay
sensation to my mind, such as I never

experienced anywhere else. But, as Xerxes

wept when he viewed his immense army,
and considered that not one of that great
multitude would be alive a hundred years

afterwards, so it went to my heart to con-

sider that there was not one in all that
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brilliant circle, that was not afraid to go
home and think

;
but that the thoughts of

each individual there would be distressing
when alone."

cc

THE H^PPT MA:N^
"S all cant

;
the

able all the time."

TT'S all cant
;
the dog knows he is miser-

T)eg'iiees of HATTiuisss
((

SIR,
that all who are happy, are equally

happy, is not true. A peasant and
a philosopher may be equally satisfied^ but not

equally happy. Happiness consists in the

multiplicity of agreeable consciousness. A
peasant has not capacity for having equal

happiness with a philosopher."

obuvio:h^
"'TT^HAT man is never happy for the

X present, is so true, that all his relief

from unhappiness is only forgetting himself

for a little while. Life is a progress from
want to want, not from enjoyment to

enjoyment."
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SORROW

SORROW
is the rust of the soul

; activity
will cleanse and brighten it.

THE TiUTi^TIOd^ OF QT(IEF
" A LL grief for what cannot in the

JlSl. course of nature be helped soon

wears away ;
in some sooner indeed, in

some later
;
but it never continues very long,

unless where there is madness, such as will

make a man have pride so fixed in his mind,
as to imagine himself a king ;

or any other

passion in an unreasonable way : for all

unnecessary grief is unwise, and therefore

will not long be retained by a sound mind.

If, indeed, the cause of our grief is occasioned

by our own misconduct, if grief is mingled
with remorse of conscience, it should be

lasting."

WITH MEU^ ^d<T) WOMED^
"
IVJO, Sir, Thrale will forget it first.

X^ She has many things that she may
think of. He has many things that he must

think of"
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CO:NiSOL^TIOUi^
"TTTHILE grief is fresh, every attempt
VV to divert only irritates. You must

wait till grief be digested^ and then amuse-

ment will dissipate the remains of it."

0:>{^ c/f L^ADT WHO T>IET> OF gi{ieF
FO^ HSTl HUSB^Dip

SHE
was rich and wanted employment so

she cried until she lost all power of

restraining her tears. Other women are forced

to outlive their husbands who were just as

much beloved, depend upon it, but they have

no time for grief, and I doubt not if we had

put my Lady Tavistock into a small chandler's

shop and given her a nurse child to tend,

her life would have been saved. The poor
and the busy have no leisure for sentimental

sorrow.

cvf S^FE LT^FS'JieO^Ce

DEPEND upon it that if a man talks

of his misfortunes there is something
in them that is not disagreeable to him,
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for where there is nothing but. pure misery,
there never is any recourse to the mention

of it.

excessiFE fititue

BEWARE
of romantic virtue. It is

founded on no settled principle. A
plank that is tilted up at one end must of

course fall down on the other.

"
T)ITY is not natural to man. Children are

X always cruel. Savages are always cruel.

Pity is acquired and improved by the cultiva-

tion of reason. We may have uneasy sensations

from seeing a creature in distress, without

pity ;
for we have not pity unless we wish to

relieve them. When I am on my way to dine

with a friend, and finding it late, have bid the

coachman make haste, if I happen to attend

when he whips his horses, I may feel un-

pleasantly that the animals are put to pain,
but I do not wish him to desist. No, Sir, I

wish him to drive on."
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^FFECT^TIOU^

SIR,
it is affectation to pretend to feel the

distress of others as much as they do

themselves. It is as if one should pretend
to feel as much pain when a friend's leg is

cutting off as he does.

HJRT>,?(eSS

WANT of tenderness is want of parts,
and is no less a proof of stupidity

than depravity.

FSJI^
" TT^EAR is one of the passions of human
JT nature, of which it is impossible to

divest it. You remember that the Emperor
Charles V. when he read upon the tomb-
stone of a Spanish nobleman,

' Here lies

one who never knew fear,' wittily said :

' Then he never snuffed a candle with his

ngers.

THS [J^LUe.T^e OF CLIMATE OO^
HAPPIUiSSS
" 1VTAY, Sir, how can you talk so ? What
X^ is climate to happiness ? place me in

the heart of Asia, should I not be exiled ?
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What proportion does climate bear to the

complex system of human life ? You may
advise me to go to live at Bologna to eat

sausages. The sausages there are the best

in the world ; they lose much by being
carried.

SIR,
this is all imagination which physi-

cians encourage, for man lives in air

as a fish lives in water, so that if the

atmosphere presses heavy from above, there

is an equal resistance from below.

" OURELY, nothing is more reproachful to

O a being endowed with reason, than to

resign its powers to the influence of the air,

and live in dependance on the weather and

the wind for the only blessings which nature

has put into our power, tranquillity and

benevolence. This distinction of seasons is

produced only by imagination operating on

luxury. To temperance, every day is bright ;

and every hour is propitious to diligence
He that shall resolutely excite his faculties

or exert his virtues, will soon make himself
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superior to the seasons ;
and may set at

defiance the morning mist and the evening

damp, the blasts of the east, and the clouds

of the south."

SOLITUDE

SOLITUDE
is dangerous to reason with-

out being favourable to virtue, pleasures

of some sort are necessary to the intellectual

as to the corporeal health, and those w^ho

resist gaiety will be likely for the most part

to fall a sacrifice to appetite, for the soUcita-

tions of sense are always at hand and a dram

to a vacant and solitary person is a speedy
and seducing relief. Remember the soUtary

mortal is certainly luxurious, probably super-

stitious, and possibly mad. The mind

stagnates for want of employment, grows

morbid, and is extinguished like a candle in

foul air.

MELA^HSHOLT

SOME
men and many thinking men

have not these vexing thoughts. Sir

Joshua Reynolds is the same all the year

round. Beauclerk except when ill and in

pain is the same, but I believe most men

have them in the degree in which they are
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capable of having them. If I were in the

country and distressed by that malady I

would force myself to take a book, and every
time I did it I should find it the easier.

Melancholy indeed should be diverted by

every means except by drinking.

ITS niE^TMECNJ

A MAN so afflicted, Sir, must divert

distressing thoughts and not combat
with them.

BoswELL. May he not think them down,
Sir?

Johnson. No, Sir, to attempt to think

them down is madness. He should have a

lamp constantly burning in his bed-chamber

during the night, and if wakefuUy disturbed

take a book and read and compose himself

to rest. To have the management of his

mind is a great art, and it may be obtained

in a considerable degree by experience and

habitual exercise.

BoswELL. Should he not provide amuse-

ment for himself ? Would it not be right
for instance, for him to take a course of

chemistry.

Johnson. Let him take a course of

chemistry or a course of rope-dancing or
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a course of anything to which he is incHned

at the time. Let him contrive to have as

many retreats for the mind as he can, as

many things to w^hich it can fly
from itself.

WHEN any fit of anxiety or gloominess
or perversion of the mind lays hold

upon you make it a rule not to publish it

by complaints but exert your whole care to

hide it. By endeavouring to hide it you
will drive it away. Be always busy.

MITigJTIOCh(i

THERE
is nothing too httle for so little

a creature as man. It is by studying
little things that we attain the great art of

having as little misery and as much happiness
as possible.
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NO man, fond of letters, leaves London
without regret.

¥

THE I^NJELLIGEOiT J:J\(p THE THT^IFTT
" T ONDON is nothing to some people ;

-L/ but to a man whose pleasure is

intellectual, London is the place. And
there is no place where economy can be so

well practised as in London : more can be

had here for the money, even by ladies, than

anywhere else. You cannot play tricks

with your fortune in a small place ; you
must make an uniform appearance. Here
a lady may have well-furnished apartments,
and elegant dress, without any meat in her

kitchen."

ITS TOSSIBILITIES
" 'TT^HE happiness of London is not to be

A conceived but by those who have

been in it. I will venture to say, there is

more learning and science within the cir-
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cumference of ten miles from where we
now sit, than in all the rest of the kingdom."

ITS IMMeUiSITT
" OIR, if you wish to have a just notionO of the magnitude of this city, you
must not be satisfied with seeing its great
streets and squares, but must survey the

innumerable little lanes and courts. It is

not in the showy evolutions of buildings,
but in the multiplicity of human habitations,

which are crowded together, that the

wonderful immensity of London consists."

¥

<^S ^ TiESOliT Foil THE V^IU^ c/f^Z)
THe SUSCSTTIBLS

NO place cures a man's vanity or arro-

gance, so well as London
;
for as no

man was either great or good per se, but

as compared with others not so good or

great, he is sure to find in the metropolis

many his equals, and some his superiors.
A man in London is in less danger of falling
in love indiscreetly, than anywhere else

;
for
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there the difficulty of deciding between the

conflicting pretentions of a vast variety of

objects, keep him safe.

ITS HUB

WHY, Sir, Fleet Street has a very
animated appearance ;

but I think

the full tide of human existence is at

Charing Cross."

"TTTHY, Sir, you find no man, at all

VV intellectual, who is willing to leave

London. No, Sir, when a man is tired

of London, he is tired of life
;

for there

is in London all that life can afford."

^S ^ HELP TO "RIJ^AL DO^ESTICITT

A COUNTRY gentleman should bring
his lady to visit London as soon as

he can, that they may have agreeable topics
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for conversation when they are by them-
selves."

THS oj^CLT excuse foi^ couoijiir Lire
"
IVJO wise man will go to live in the

X^ country, unless he has something to

do which can be better done in the country.
For instance : if he is to shut himself up
for a year to study a science, it is better to

look out to the fields, than to an opposite
wall. Then, if a man walks out in the

country, there is nobody to keep him from

walking in again ;
but if a man walks out

in London, he is not sure when he shall

walk in again. A great city is, to be sure,

the school for studying life
;

and ' The

proper study of mankind is man,' as Pope
observes."

BCEOTI^AD^" OIR, it is in the intellectual world as in

O the physical world : we are told by
natural philosophers that a body is at rest in

the place that is fit for it
; they who are

content to live in the country, arey?^ for the

country."
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sT^g:j{^Tioj\i

COUNTRY gentlemen must be un-

happy for they have not enough to

keep their lives in motion."

^

BOSfFSLL c^^JD LOJipOD\i

WHY, Sir, I never knew any one who
had such a gust for London as you

have, and I cannot blame you for your wish

to live there. Yet, Sir, were I in your
father's place I should not consent to your
settling there, for I have the old feudal

notions and I should be afraid that Auchinleck
would be deserted, as you would soon find

it more desirable to have a country seat in

a better climate. I own, however, to con-

sider it a duty to reside on a family estate

is a prejudice, for we must consider that

working people get employment equally and
the produce of the land is sold equally,
whether a great family resides at home or

not, and if the rents of an estate be carried

to London they return again in the circula-

tion of commerce. Nay, Sir, we must

perhaps allow that carrying the rents to

a distance is good because it contributes to
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the circulation. We must, however, allow

that a well-regulated great family may
improve a neighbourhood in civility and

elegance and give an example of good order,

virtue, and piety, and so its residence at home

may be of much advantage ;
but if a great

family be disorderly and vicious, its residence

at home is very pernicious to a neighbour-
hood. There is not now the same inducement

to live in the country as formerly, the pleasures
of social life are much better enjoyed in

town and there is no longer in the country
that power and influence in proprietors of

land which they had in the old times and

which made the country so agreeable to

them. The Laird of Auchinleck now is

not near so great a man as the Laird of

Auchinleck was a hundred years ago.

THE W^LL

IN
the last age, when my mother lived

in London, there were two sets of

people, those who gave the wall and those

who took it : the peaceable and the quarrel-
some. When I returned to Lichfield, after

having been in London, my mother asked
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me whether I was one of those who gave
the wall, or who took it. Now it is fixed

that every man keeps to the right, or if one

is taking the wall another gives it and it is

never a dispute.
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scotl^:KP

THERE
can never be a good map of

Scotland. Why, Sir, to measure land

a man must go over it, but vv^ho would think

of going over Scotland.

eXTL^IJiei)

THAT
is a very vile country to be sure.

Sir. "Well, Sir, God made it."

Certainly He did, but w^e must always
remember He made it for Scotchmen.

"'T^^HEIR learning is like bread in a

X besieged town : every man gets a

little, but no man gets a full meal." " There

is in Scotland a diffusion of learning,
a certain portion of it widely and thinly

spread. A merchant has as much learning
as one of their clergy."
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THEI1{^ NATIONAL BIAS

HE also was outrageous, upon his sup-

position that my countrymen "loved

Scotland better than truth," saying,
" All of

them,—nay not all,
—but droves of them,

would come up, and attest any thing for the

honour of Scotland."

"TT THEN I find a Scotchman, to whom
VV an Englishman is as a Scotchman,

that Scotchman shall be as an Englishman
to me."

THEIIi^ SDUC^TIOCNi
"AS an Englishman, I should wish all

^1. the Scotch gentlemen should be edu-

cated in England ;
Scotland would become

a province ; they would spend all their

rents in England."

THEIIl WAY
"/^NE of that nation who had been

V^ a candidate, against whom I had

voted, came up to me with a civil

salutation. Now, Sir, this is their way.
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An Englishman would have stomached it,

and been sulky, and never have taken farther

notice of you ;
but a Scotchman, Sir, though

you vote nineteen times against him, will

accost you with equal complaisance after

each time, and the twentieth time, Sir, he

will get your vote."

SCOTL^CKP

SEEING
Scotland, Madam, is only

seeing a worse England, It is seeing
the flower gradually fade away to the naked

stalk. Seeing the Hebrides, indeed, is

seeing quite a different scene."

ITS U\(pBL£ST TlipSTeCT
"T)UT, Sir, let me tell you, the noblest

jLJ prospect which a Scotchman ever sees,

is the high road that leads him to England !

"

BOSfVELL ^C^CP HIS SXCUSS
"T DO indeed, come from Scotland, but I

A cannot help it." "That, Sir, I find, is

what a very great many of your countrymen
cannot help."
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zALSO

NAY,
Sir, I do value you more by being

a Scotchman. You are a Scotchman

without the faults of Scotchmen. You
would not have been as valuable as you are

had you not been a Scotchman.

fVHISKr

"/^OME let me know what it is thatc makes a Scotchman happy."

SCOTL^JiP
ti

YOUR country consists of two things,
stone and water. There is, indeed,

a little earth above the stone in some places,

but a very little
;
and the stone is always

appearing. It is like a man in rags ;
the

naked skin is still peeping out."

SIR,
never talk of your independency,

who could let your Queen remain

twenty years in captivity, and then be put
to death, without even a pretence of justice,

without your ever attempting to rescue her
;
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and such a Queen too ! as every man of any

gallantry of spirit would have sacrificed his

life for."

THE HIGHL^Ch(pS
"TTOW, Sir, can you ask me v^hat

X X obliges me to speak unfavourably of

a country where I have been hospitably
entertained ? Who catj like the Highlands ?

—I like the inhabitants very well."

9

(CO^ THE SCOTCH ^^BOLISHINQ V^^ILS
"

IR, you were too poor to give them.

s

HOW THE DELUSIOO^ATipSE TH^AT ^
ST'R^:>{GET{^L.ADiBldiG I^ ST. KILD.A
GIVES THE Di^ATIVES ^ COLD
" 'T^HE steward always comes to demand

M. something from them
;
and so they

fall a coughing."

THEill BEO^VOLEJiCE
"T T 7HILE they confine their benevolence

VV in a manner, exclusively to those of

their own country, they expect to share in
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the good offices of other people. Now
this principle is either right or wrong ;

if right, we should do well to imitate

such conduct
;

if wrong, we cannot too

much detest it."

THE ODiLT CH^DiCe
fCH may be n

if he be caught young."

"
"|\
/TUCH may be made of a Scotchman,

THE 1{UB
" OIR, it is not so much to be lamented

O that Old England is lost, as that the

Scotch have found it."

I1{eL^^:HP ^NB HOME "RVLE

ON the subject of an Union which artful

Politicians have often had in view—
" Do not make an union with us. Sir

;
we

should unite with you, only to rob you.
We should have robbed the Scotch, if they
had anything of which we could have robbed

them."
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BEFORE
dinner, he told us of a curious

conversation between the famous

George Faulkner and him. George said

that England had drained Ireland of fifty

thousand pounds in specie, annually, for

fifty years.
" How so. Sir ! (said Dr.

Johnson) you must have a very great
trade .?

" " No trade."—"
Very rich mines ?

"

" No mines."—" From whence, then, does

all this money come ?
" " Come ! why out

of the blood and bowels of the poor people
of Ireland !

"

THE I1{ISH

"'np^HE Irish are in a most unnatural

A state
;

for we see there the minority

prevailing over the majority. There is no

instance, even in the ten persecutions, of

such severity as that which the Protestants

of Ireland have exercised against the

Catholics. Did we tell them we have con-

quered them, it would be above board : to

punish them by confiscation and other

penalties as rebels was monstrous injustice."
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^S COMT^%ET> WITH THE SCOTCH
" 'TT^HE Irish mix better with the English
X than the Scotch do

;
their language is

nearer to English ;
as a proof of which, they

succeed very well as players, which Scotch-

men do not. Then, Sir, they have not that

extreme nationality which we find in the

Scotch. I will do you, Boswell, the justice

to say, that you are the most unscvttijied of

your countrymen. You are almost the only
instance of a Scotchman that I have known
who did not at every other sentence bring
in some other Scotchman."

THE impudence of an Irishman is the

impudence of a fly
that buzzes about

you, and you put it away but it returns again
and flutters and teazes you. The impudence
of a Scotchman is the impudence of a leech

which fixes and sucks your blood.

^ F^Ill TSOTLS
" OIR, you have no reason to be afraid of

O me. The Irish are not in a conspiracy
to cheat the world by false representations of
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the merits of their countrymen. No, Sir ;

the Irish are a Fair People
;
—

they never

speak well of one another."

" T ET the authority of the English govern-
-L/ ment perish rather than be maintained

by iniquity. Better would it be to restrain

the turbulence of the natives by the authority
of the sword, and to make them amenable

to law and justice by an effectual and

vigorous police, than to grind them to

powder by all manner of disabilities and

incapacities. Better to hang or drown

people at once, than by an unrelenting

persecution to beggar and starve them."

" OIR, they are a race of convicts, and

O ought to be thankful for anything we
allow them short of hanging.

"
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H^C^(T>S ^CTipSS THE SS^
" T AM willing to love all mankind, except
A an American:''^ "Rascals— Robbers—Pirates

;
I'd burn and destroy them."
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ITS use

THE use of travelling is to regulate

imagination by reality, and instead of

thinking how things may be to see them as

they are.

^

M<^XL!MS OF TRAVEL

OBSERVE
these rules :

I . Turn all care out of your head
as soon as you mount the chaise.

2. Do not think about frugality ; your
health is worth more than it can cost.

3. Do not continue any day's journey to

fatigue.

4. Take now and then a day's rest.

5. Get a smart sea-sickness, if you can.

6. Cast away all anxiety, and keep your
mind easy.

This last direction is the principal ; with
an unquiet mind, neither exercise, nor diet,
nor physic, can be of much use."
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IT^LT ^4NB THE MeDlTERR<^NE/i:hi
" A MAN who has not been in Italy is

jljl always conscious of an inferiority,
from his not having seen what it is expected
a man should see. The grand object of

travelling is to see the shores of the Medi-
terranean. On those shores were the four

great Empires of the world
;
the Assyrian,

the Persian, the Grecian, and the Roman.—
All our religion, almost all our law, almost

all our arts, almost all that sets us above

savages, has come to us from the shores of

the Mediterranean."

OD^ VISITIOiP THE G1(E^AT WJILL OF

" OIR, by doing so you would do what
O would be of importance in raising

your children to eminence. That would
be a lustre reflected upon them from

your spirit and curiosity. They would be

at all times regarded as the children of a

man who had gone to view the wall of

China. I am serious, Sir."
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^LL THE TDIFFERSOiCe

BOSWELL.
"Is not the GiantVcause-

way worth seeing ?

"

Johnson.
" Worth seeing ? Yes

;
but not

worth going to see."

"
T^OR it spreads mankind, which

Jj weakens the defence of a nation, and

lessens the comfort of Hving. Men, thinly

scattered, make a shift, but a bad shift, with-

out many things. A smith is ten miles off:

they'll do without a nail or a staple. A
taylor is far from them

; they'll botch their

own clothes. It is being concentrated which

produces high convenience."

¥

^ T>J.?{GS1l TO "BE ^VOn)ET>

"TIIT'ELL, I have a mind to see what is

VV done in other places of learning.
I'll go and visit the Universities abroad. I'll

go to France and Italy. I'll go to Padua—
and I'll mind my business. For an Athenian

blockhead is the worst of all blockheads."
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THE liSSULT

WHAT does a man learn by travelling ?

Is Brandeck the better for travelling ?

What did Lord Charlemont learn in his

travels except that there was a snake in one

of the pyramids of Egypt.

sce^KS'Jir

I
NEVER heard such nonsense. A blade

of grass is always a blade of grass
whether in one country or another. Let us,

if we do talk talk about something. Men
and women are my subjects of enquiry. Let

us see how these differ from those we have

left behind.
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" 'T^HE first Whig was the Devil."

a

WHIGGISM
is the negation of all

principle."

TAKE
it upon my word and experience

that when you see a Whig you see a

rascal.

THSITl FIOLSOiCe
1 was a Whig.
and malevolence of his party.

T T E was a Whig, with all the virulence

STILL TO BS FOUJ\(T>

WHAT ! a Prig, Sir ?
"

Johnson.
"
Worse, Madam ; a

Whig ! But he is both."
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c/f g00T> H^TETl

EARL
Bathurst was a man to my very

heart's content : he hated a fool and he

hated a rogue and he hated a Whig. He
was a very good hater.

^ TTiSTEDiCe

PULTENEY
was as paltry a fellow as

could be. He was a Whig, who

pretended to be honest
;
and you know it is

ridiculous for a Whig to pretend to be

honest. He cannot hold it out."

¥

"OIR, he is a cursed Whig, a bottomless

O Whig as they all are now."

%

" TT is much increased by opposition.
X There was a violent Whig, with whom

I used to contend with great eagerness.

After his death I felt my Toryism much
abated."
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T^7{TieS
" T CAN see that a man may do right to

A stick to a party ;
that is to say, he is

a fF/iig, or he is a Tory, and he thinks one

of those parties upon the whole the best,

and that to make it prevail, it must be

generally supported, though, in particulars,
it may be wrong. He takes its faggot of

principles, in which there are fewer rotten

sticks than in the other, though some rotten

sticks to be sure
; and they cannot well be

separated. But, to bind one's self to one

man, or one set of men (who may be right

to-day and wrong to-morrow), without

any general preference of system, I must

disapprove."

u.'^(JOJ\(s

PROVIDENCE
has wisely ordered that

the more numerous men are, the more
difficult it is for them to agree in anything,
and so they are governed. There is no

doubt, that if the poor should reason,
' We'll be the poor no longer, we'll make
the rich take their turn,' they could easily
do it, were it not that they can't agree. So
the common soldiers, though so much more
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numerous than their officers, are governed
by them for the same reason."

cooiTES)vei{sr

TREATING your adversary with respect,
is giving him an advantage to which

he is not entitled. The greatest part of

men cannot judge of reasoning, and are

impressed by character
;

so that, if you allow

your adversary a respectable character, they
will think, that though you differ from him,

you may be in the wrong. Sir, treating your
adversary with respect, is striking soft in a

battle, and as to Hume—a man who has so

much conceit as to tell all mankind they have
been bubbled for ages and he is the wise man
who sees better than they

—a man who
has so little scrupulosity as to venture to

oppose those principles which have been

thought necessary to human happinesss, is

he to be surprised if another man comes and

laughs at him. If he is the great man he
thinks himself, all this cannot hurt him.
It is like throwing peas against a rock.
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WHEN a man voluntarily engages in an

important controversy he is to do all he

can to lessen his antagonist, because authority
from personal respect has much weight with

most people and often more than reasoning.
If my antagonist writes bad language I will

attack him for his bad language.
Dr. Adams. You would not jostle a

chimney sweep ?

Johnson. Yes, Sir, if it were necessary to

jostle him down.

TeTiTio:Hs
" ^ I ^HIS petitioning is a new mode of

X distressing government, and a mighty

easy one. I will undertake to get petitions
either against quarter guineas or half guineas,
with the help of a little hot wine. There

must be no yielding to encourage this.

The object is not important enough. We
are not to blow up half-a-dozen palaces
because one cottage is burning."

" 'T^HEY make a rout about ujiiversal

X liberty, without considering that all

that is to be valued, or indeed can be enjoyed
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by individuals, is private liberty. Political

liberty is good only so far as it produces

private liberty."

THE COOipUCT OF AD^ELSCTIOOi^
" T F I v^ere a man of a great estate, I

JL would drive all the rascals whom I

did not like out of the country, at an

election."

BSFOTie THE gL^AT>STO^ LEAQUE
(.(.

IF
I were a gentleman of landed pro-

perty I would turn out all tenants

who did not vote for the candidate whom I

supported."

TO%T ^DiTt WHIQ

A WISE Tory and a wise Whig, I

believe will agree. Their principles
are the same, though their modes of thinking
are different. A high Tory makes govern-
ment unintelligible : it is lost in the clouds.

A violent Whig makes it unpracticable ;
he

is for allowing so much liberty to every

man, that there is not power enough to

govern any man. The predjudice of the

Tory is for establishment ;
the predjudice of
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'

the Whig is for innovation. A Tory does

not wish to give more real power to Govern-
ment

;
but that Government should have

more reverence. Then they differ as to the

Church. The Tory is not for giving more

legal power to the Clergy, but wishes they
should have a considerable influence, founded

on the opinion of mankind : the Whig is

for limiting and watching them with a

narrow jealousy."

^4 VISTT^CTIOO^
" ^ I ^HE notion of liberty amuses the people

A of England, and helps to keep off the

t^edium vitce. When a butcher tells you that

his heart bleedsfor his country^ he has, in fact,

no uneasy feeling."

TH^ spiTijT OF wseiirr

SIR
that is all visionary

—I would not

give half a guinea to live under one

form of government rather than another.

It is of no moment to the happiness of an

individual. Sir, the danger of the abuse of

power is nothing to a private man. What
Frenchman is prevented passing his life as

he pleases.
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Sir Adam Ferguson. But, Sir, in the

British constitution it is surely of importance
to keep up a spirit in the people so as to

preserve a balance against the crown.

Johnson. Sir, 1 perceive you are a vile

Whig. Why all this childish jealousy of the

the povs^er of crow^n. The crov^n has not

pov^^er enough.

FTiee sTsecH
" TN short. Sir, I have got no farther than

X. this : every man has a right to utter

what he thinks truth, and every other man
has a right to knock him down for it.

Martyrdom is the test."

T>ESPOTISM

"TTTTIY, Sir, in such a government as

V V ours, no man is appointed to an

office because he is the fittest for it, nor

hardly in any other government ;
because

there are so many connexions and depen-
dencies to be studied. A despotic prince

may choose a man to an office merely because

he is the fittest for it. The Kino; of Prussia

may do it."
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O.'^i 'BOSIVELVS tVISHi:]^g
'* MUCH TO

WHY Sir, unless you come resolved to

support any administration you would
be the worse for being in Parliament, be-

cause you would be obliged to live more

expensively
—

(Boswell). Perhaps I should be

less happy for being in Parliament. I would
never sell my vote, and I should be vexed if

things went wrong
—

(Johnson). That's cant.
Sir. It would vex you more in the house

than in the gallery
—

(Boswell). Have they
not vexed yourself a little. Sir ? Have you
not been vexed by all the turbulence of this

reign, and by that absurd vote of the House
of Commons : That the influence of the

crown has increased, is increasing, and ought
to be diminished ?— (Johnson). Sir, I have
never slept an hour less, nor eat an ounce
less meat. I would have knocked the factious

dogs on the head, to be sure
;
but I was not

vexed.

"
1\ yfY dear friend, clear your mi?id of

IVJ. cant. You may talk as other people
do : you may say to a man,

'

Sir, I am your
most humble servant.' You are ?wt his most
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humble servant. You may say,
' These are

bad times
;

it is a melancholy thing to be

reserved to such times.' You don't mind
the times. You tell a man,

'
I am sorry you

had such bad w^eather the last day of your

iourney and were so much wet.' You don't

care sixpence whether he is wet or dry.
You may talk in this manner

;
it is a mode

of talking in Society : but don't think

foolishly."

TOLITIC^L T>IFFET{EViCES

"TXrHY, not so much, I think, unless

V V when they come into competition
with each other. There is none when they
are only common acquaintance, none when

they are of different sexes. A Tory will

marry into a Whig family, without any
reluctance. But indeed, in a matter of

much more concern than political tenets,

and that is religion, men and women do not

concern themselves much about difference of

opinion ;
and ladies set no value on the

moral character of men who pay their

addresses to them
;
the greatest profligate

will be as well received as the man of the

greatest virtue, and this by a very good
woman, by a woman who says her prayers
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three times a day." Our ladies endeavoured
to defend their sex from this charge ;

but

he roared them down !

"
No, no, a lady

will take Jonathan Wild as readily as St.

Austin, if he has three-pence more ; and

what is worse, her parents will give her to

him. Women have a perpetual envy of our

vices
; they are less vicious than we, not

from choice, but because we restrict them

they are the slaves of order and fashion

their virtue is of more consequence to us

than our own, so far as concerns this world.'

O.l^i THE H^RM T)0^§, BY ^Ui

e^ARLT YOUTH
"
IVJOj Sir, not much. It may, perhaps,
-L ^ be mentioned at an election."

SOCMLISM

I
BELIEVE, Sir, there is not

;
but it is

better that some should be unhappy,
than that none should be happy, which
would be the case in a general state of

equality."
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lis^O^K^^OiP A FEMALE "REWBLlC^Ji^
" OIR, I would no more deprive a noble-

O man of his respect, than of his money.
I consider myself as acting a part in the

great system of society, and I do to others as

I would have them to do to me. I would
behave to a nobleman as I should expect he

would behave to me, were I a nobleman, and

he Sam Johnson. Sir, there is one Mrs.

Macaulay in this town, a great republican.
One day when I was at her house, I put on

a very grave countenance, and said to her,
'

Madam, I am now become a convert to

your way of thinking. I am convinced that

all mankind are upon an equal footing ;
and

to give you an unquestionable proof, Madam,
that I am in earnest, here is a very sensible,

civil, well-behaved fellow-citizen, your foot-

man
;

I desire that he may be allowed to sit

down and dine with us.' I thus. Sir, showed
her the absurdity of the levelling doctrine.

She has never liked me since. Sir, your
levellers wish to level down as far as them-

selves, but they cannot bear levelling up to

themselves. They would all have some

people under them ; why not, then, have

some people above them."
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THE HeTiSDIT^'I^r Tl{IDiCITLe
" T^UT, Sir, as subordination is very
\-J necessary" for society, and contentions

for superiority very dangerous, mankind,
that is to say, all civilized nations, have

settled it upon a plain invariable principle.
A man is born to hereditary rank

;
or his

being appointed to certain offices gives him
a certain rank. Subordination tends greatly
to human happiness. Were we all upon an

equality, we should have no other enjoyment
than mere animal pleasure."

^

OUR
desires are not the measure of

equity. It were to be desired that

power should be only in the hands of the

merciful and riches in the possession of the

generous, but the law must leave both riches

and power where it finds them and must often

leave riches with the covetous and power with

the cruel. Convenience may be a rule in little

things where no other rule has been es-

tablished. But as the great end of govern-
ment is to give every man his own, no incon-

venience is greater than that of making right
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uncertain. Nor is any man more an enemy to

public peace than he who fills weak heads

with imaginary claims and breaks the series

of civil subordination by inciting the lower

classes of mankind to encroach upon the

higher.
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WHEN the corn laws were in agitation
in Ireland, by which that country

has been enabled not only to feed itself, but

to export corn to a large amount. Sir

Thomas Robinson observed, that those laws

might be prejudicial to the corn-trade of

England. "Sir Thomas (said he), you talk

the language of a savage : what. Sir, would

you prevent any people from feeding them-

selves, if by any honest means they can do

it?"

%

F7{Se TT^T>e
"T ET your imports be more than your
JL/ exports, and you'll never go far wrong."

TATiJFF TiEFOTiM

two should make five
;
but they will

still make but four."

•83
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ITS ^Dvoc^cr
"T II THEN you are declaiming, declaim, and

V V when you are calculating, calculate."

" TT is a mistaken notion, that a vast deal

X of money is brought into a nation by
trade. It is not so. Commodities come
from commodities, but trade produces no

capital accession of wealth."

A3\(T TARIFF T{EFOF(MB%^
" OIR, he was so exuberant a talker at

O public meetings, that the gentlemen
of his country were afraid of him. No
business could be done for his declamation."

TJ OUND numbers are always wrong.
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WEALTH
"T IFE is short. The sooner that a man
-L/ begins to enjoy his wealth the better."

"TTE is mistaken, Sir: a man who has

XJL never been engaged in trade himself

may, undoubtedly write well upon trade,

and there is nothing which requires more
to be illustrated by philosophy than trade

does. As to mere wealth, that is to say,

money, it is clear that one nation or one

individual cannot increase its store but by
making another poorer : but trade procures
what is more valuable, the reciprocation of

the peculiar advantages of different countries.

A merchant seldom thinks but of his own

particular trade. To write a good book

upon it, a man must have extensive views.

It is not necessary to have practised to write

well upon a subject."

THE use OF 'S^.T^KS
" A MAN who keeps his money has in

l\. reality more use from it than he can

have by spending it."
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WEALTH ^Oip T^R^DOX

CAETERIS
paribus, he who is rich in

a civilised society, must be happier
than he who is poor ;

as riches, if properly-
used (and it is a man's own fault if they are

not), must be productive of the highest

advantages. Money, to be sure, of itself is

of no use
;

for its only use is to part with it.

Rousseau, and all those who deal in para-

doxes, are led away by a childish desire of

novelty. When I was a boy I used always
to choose the wrong side of a debate, because

most ingenious things, that is to say, most
new things, could be said upon it. Sir,

there is nothing for which you may not

muster up more plausible arguments than

those which are urged against wealth and

other external advantages. Why, now,
there is stealing ; why should it be thought
a crime ? When we consider by what

unjust methods property has been often

acquired, and that what was unjustly got it

must be unjust to keep, where is the harm
in one man's taking the property of another

from him ? Besides, Sir, when we consider

the bad use that many people make of their

property, and how much better use the thief

may make of it, it may be defended as a
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very allowable practice. Yet, Sir, the ex-

perience of mankind has discovered stealing
to be so very bad a thing that they make
no scruple to hang a man for it. When I

was running about this town, a very poor
fellow, I was a great arguer for the ad-

vantages of poverty ;
but I was, at the same

time, very sorry to be poor. Sir, all the

arguments which are brought to represent

poverty as no evil, show it to be evidently a

great evil. You never find people labouring
to convince you that you may live very

happily upon a plentiful fortune. So you
hear people talking how miserable a king
must be

;
and yet they all wish to be in his

place."

OLT> AQE TSr^IOUiS
"TXT'HERE a great proportion of the

V V people are suflFered to languish
in helpless misery, that country must
be ill policed and wretchedly governed :

a decent provision for the poor is the true

test of civilisation. Gentlemen of education,
he observed, were pretty much the same in

all countries
;
the condition of the lower

orders, the poor especially, was the true

mark of national discrimination."
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SPEAKING
of economy, he remarked it

was hardly worth while to save anxiously

twenty pounds a year. If a man could save

to that degree, so as to enable him to assume

a different rank in society then, indeed, it

might answer some purpose.

^cco u:njs
" Ty^EEPING accounts, Sir, is of no use

j\. when a man is spending his own

money, and has nobody to whom he is to

account. You won't eat less beef to-day
because you have written down what it cost

yesterday."

sTs^Tipmg
" A ^^N cannot make a bad use of his

jl\. money, so far as regards society, if

he do not hoard it
;

for if he either spends
it or lends it out, society has the benefit.

It is in general better to spend money than

to give it away ;
for industry was more

promoted by spending money than by giving
it away. A man who spends his money
is sure he is doing good with it : he is not

sure when he gives it away. A man who
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spends ten thousand a year will do more

good than a man who spends two thousand

and gives away eight."

«

e/f TS.?{V11I0US ^CQU^IJ{T^NCe

SIR,
he is narrow, not so much from

avarice as from impotence to spend his

money. He cannot find in his heart to pour
out a bottle of wine but he would not much
care if it should sour.

T>EBT

DO not accustom yourself to consider

debt only as an inconvenience. You
will find it a calamity. Poverty takes away
so many means of doing good and produces so

much inability to resist evil, both natural and

moral, that it is by all virtuous means to be

avoided. Consider a man whose fortune is

very narrow. Whatever be his rank by birth

or whatever his reputation by intellectual

excellence, what good can he do, what evil

can he prevent. That he cannot help the

needy is evident, he has nothing to spare ;

but perhaps his advice and admonition may
be useful. His povertiy will destroy his
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influence : many more can find that he is

poor than that he is wise, and few will

reverence the understanding that is of so

little advantage to its owner.

TRAT>e ^NT> LSAT^NIlSg

"TTTTIY, Sir, as trade is now carried on

VV by subordinate hands, men in trade

have as much leisure as others
;
and now

learning itself is a trade. A man goes to

a bookseller, and gets what he can. We
have done with patronage. In the infancy
of learning, we find some great man praised
for it. This diffused it among others.

When it becomes general, an author leaves

the great, and applies to the multitude."

BoswELL. "
It is a shame that authors

are not now better patronised."

Johnson.
"
No, sir. If learning cannot

support a man, if he must sit with his hands

across till somebody feeds him, it is as to

him a bad thing, and it is better as it

is ! with patronage what flattery ! what

falsehood !

While man is in equilibrio, he throws

truth among the multitude, and lets them
take it as they please : in patronage, he

must say what pleases his patron, and it is
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an equal chance whether that be truth or

falsehood."

Watson. " But is not the case now, that

instead of flattering one person, we flatter

the age .?

"

Johnson. No, Sir. The world always lets

a man tell what he thinks, his own way. I

wonder, however, that so many people have

written, who might have let it alone. That

people should endeavour to excel in con-

versation, I do not wonder ;
because in

conversation praise is instantly reverberated."

Luxui{r

MANY things which are false are trans-

mitted from book to book and gain
credit in the world—one of these is the

cry against the evil of luxury. Now the

truth is that luxury produces much good.
Take the luxury of buildings in London.

Does it not produce real advantage in the

convenience and elegance of accommodation
and this all from the exertion of industry.

People will tell you with a melancholy face

that many builders are in jail. It is plain

they are in jail not for building, for rents are

not fallen.
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A man gives half a guinea for a dish of

green peas. How much gardening does

this occasion, how many labourers must the

competition to have such things early in

the market keep in employment. You will

hear it said very gravely
—why was the half

guinea thus spent in luxury not given to the

poor. To how many might it have afforded

a good meal. Alas, has it not gone to the

industrious poor, whom it is better to sup-

port than the idle poor ? You are much
surer you are doing good when you pay

money to those who work as the recompense
of their labour than when you give money
merely in charity. Suppose the ancient

luxury of a dish of peacock's brains were to

be revived, how many carcases would be left

to the poor at a cheap rate—and as to the

row which is made about people who are

ruined by extravagance
—it is no matter to

the nation that some individuals suffer.

When so much general productive exertion

is the consequence of luxury, the nation does

not care though there are debtors in jail ;

nay, they would not care though their

debtors were there too. Depend upon it.

Sir, every state of society is as luxurious as

it can be. Men always take the best they
can get.
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THAT
will not be the case if you go to

a stately shop as I always do. In

such a shop it is not worth their while to

take a petty advantage.
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^ sej^si'BLe JdA^i^
<(

THIS
man (said he, gravely) was a very

sensible man, who perfectly under-

stood common affairs
;

a man of a great deal

of know^ledge of the world, fresh from life,

not strained through books."

" OIR, you have but two topics, yourselrO and me. I am sick of both."

THE
fellow's dulness is elastic and all we

do is but like kicking at a woolsack.

0.5^C 'BSI^g D1{()PT
"
1\/T^S. Montague has dropt me. Now,
IVX Sir, there are people whom one

should like very well to drop, but would not

wish to be dropped by."
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cc

THERE
is no permanent national

character
; it varies according to

circumstances. Alexander the Great swept
India : now the Turks sweep Greece."

1{SL^TI03^ TO T)R. T>ODD
cc

DEPEND upon it, Sir, when a man
knows he is to be hanged in a fort-

night, it concentrates his mind wonderfully."

OJ^cyf SUGGSSTIOCNilT W^S U:HWHOLe-
SOOde TO WO%K ^FTSIl T>INNE1{^
" A H, Sir, don't give way to such a fancy.
T\. At one time of my life I had taken

it into my head that it was not wholesome
to study between breakfast and dinner."

TO zA TETflOUS JUSTICE WHO
EXTL^lDiET> WHY HE H^T>
SE.'MJ FOUX M^LEF.ACTO%§
TO TRJlNSTORT^TIOd^

WOULD I had been the fifth."

I
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TO ^o\(^iMTe'HTi:HeDiT tounq mao^

PRAY,
now, what could you give, old

gentleman, to be as young and sprightly
as I am ?

Why, Sir, I think I would almost be con-

tent to be as foolish.

^N JFFeCTET) ^VTHOT{^
"
IVyO, Sir

;
he does not carry me along

X^ with him : he leaves me behind him :

or rather, indeed, he sets me before him
;

for he makes me turn over many leaves at a

time.

o:h^ ST^ge Tfooiis
" T'LL come no more behind your scenes,

X David
;
for the silk stockings and white

bosoms of your actresses excite my amorous

propensities."

LITETiynir T^eSClilTTIOO^
" /^^RAVINA, an Itahan critic, observes

V_J that every man desires to see that of

which he has read; but no man desires to

read an account of what he has seen : so
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much does description fall short of reality.

Description only excites curiosity : seeing

satisfies it."

THE T>IFFE1^UiCe
"^T^HAT there was the same difference

X between one learned and unlearned,

as between the living and the dead."

iOiYET{A%r—THe se^T of the "Dukj:
OF J'JiGTLe
"TTTHAT I admire here, is the total

defiance of expense."

FILML T>rS0'B8DIS,XCE
"
/^NCE, indeed, I was disobedient

;

V^ I refused to attend my father to

Uttoxeter-market. Pride was the source

of that refusal, and the remembrance of

it was painful. A few years ago I desired

to atone for this fault
;

I went to Uttoxeter

in very bad weather, and stood for a con-

siderable time bareheaded in the rain, on the

spot where my father's stall used to stand.

In contrition 1 stood, and I hope the penance
was expiatory."
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0,1\( HE^TiJNg OF ^ Le^1iP(ST> TIQ''

THEN
the pigs are a race unjustly-

calumniated. Pig has, it seems,
not been wanting to man^ but man to pig.
We do not allow time for his education ; we
kill him at a year old."

O.'AC "BEINQ KJSSSD SI <^ TRSTTT

cc T^O it again and let us see who will

tire first."

" TT requires great abilities to have the

A power of being very wicked
;
but not

to be very wicked. A man who has the

power, which great abilities procure him,

may use it well or ill
;
and it requires more

abilities to use it well than to use it ill.

Wickedness is always easier than virtue ;

for it takes the short cut to everything. It

is much easier to steal a hundred pounds
than to get it by labour, or any other way.
Consider only what act ofwickedness requires

great abilities to commit it, when once the

person who is to do it has the power ;
for
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there is the distinction. It requires great
abilities to conquer an army, but none to

massacre it after it is conquered."

A MAN generally grows wickeder as he

grows older—at least he but changes
the vices of youth, headstrong passion and

wild temerity for treacherous caution and a

desire to circumvent. I am always on the

young people's side when there is a dispute
between them and the old ones, for you have

at least a chance for virtue till age has

withered its very root.

JVITH TIETT
" A WICKED fellow is the most pious
±\. when he takes to it. He'll beat you

all at piety."

"TT7HERE secrecy or mystery begins
V V vice and roguery are not far off.

He leads in general an ill life who stands in

fear of any man's observation."
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" OIR, were I to have anything fine, it

O should be very fine. Were I to v^ear

a ring, it should not be a bauble, but a stone

of ereat value. Were I to v^ear a laced or

embroidered v^aistcoat, it should be very
rich. I had once a very rich laced waistcoat

which I wore the first night of my tragedy."

FOTS

HE said, foppery was never cured ;
it

was the bad stamina of the mind,

which, like those of the body, were never

rectified ;
once a coxcomb, and always a

coxcomb.

T>ELIC^Cr

DELICACY
does not surely consist in

impossibility to be pleased.

:HPT to "BE TcAKEfJi^ TOO SET^OUSLT
"T ET us not be found when our Master

i^ calls us stripping the lace ofi^ our

waistcoats, but the spirit of contention from

our souls and tongues.
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" Alas. A man who cannot get to heaven

in a green coat will not find his way thither

sooner in a grey one."

OdSUi^ OF THE WOTiUD
(( A man may be so much a man of the

World."

World as to be nothing in the

Od^FO'RGETTlNq T0U1{^0PFU^D^Me
)HNSON
oblivion."

TOHNSON. "Sir, that was a morbid

SUFFHAgETTeS
" OIR, a woman's preaching is like a dog'sO walking on his hind legs. It is not

done well
;
but you are surprised to find it

done at all."

THBTTi^ LIMir^riODi§>
TT 70MEN and cows should never run.
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THE WIS'BOM OF THE L^JV

NATURE
has given women so much

power that the Law wisely gives them
little.

'^

wome:n^.a:ht> libe'rti

WOMEN have all the liberty they
should wish to have. We have all

the labour and the danger and the women all

the advantage.
We go to sea, we build houses, we do

everything in short to pay our lives to

women.

OJi^Jl F^ALL^CY TOTUL^R ^MOtHX^
WOMSCNi^

BOSWELL.
"
Why, Sir, do people play

this trick which I observe now, when
I look at your grate, putting the shovel

against it to make the fire burn."

Johnson.
"
They play the trick, but it

does not make the fire burn. T/iere is a

better
; (setting the poker perpendicularly

up at right angles with the grate). In days
of superstition they thought, as it made a

cross with the bars, it would drive away the

witch."
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cofHP^scec^csIo:^i
ti

THERE
is nothing more likely to

betray a man into absurdity than

condescension ; when he seems to suppose his

understanding too powerful for his com-

pany."

SITTINQ FOT{^ ^ TO'RT'EJIT
" OIR, among the anfractuosities of the

O human mind, I know not if it may not

be one, that there is a superstitious reluctance

to sit for a picture.'
5»

TO find a substitution for violated

morality, he said, was the leading
feature in all perversions of religion.

<j: 'bvll T>og
"IV TO, Sir, he Is not well shaped ;

for

1.^ there is not the quick transition from

the thickness of the fore-part, to the tenuity—the thin part
—behind,—which a bull-

dog ought to have."
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Big JVOT^S

Do not accustom yourselves to use big
words for little matters.

SOME MOTfSTiN HUM0U1{ISTS
/^^ RAND nonsense is insupportable.

JVHETHETl^/f CRIMINAL SHOULT>
COMMIT SUICIDE TO .AV01T>
<^RREST

"'T^HEN, Sir, let him go abroad to a

X distant country ;
let him go to some

place where he is not known. Don't let

him go to the devil where he is known !

"

C^'HPS
C(.

I
AM sorry I have not learnt to play at

cards. It is very useful in life : it

generates kindness, and consolidates society."

E^RLT HOURS

WPIOEVER
thinks of going to bed

before twelve is a scoundrel.
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0.7\C SKIPPINQ <

" 'TT^HIS is surely a strange advice
; you

A may as well resolve that whatever
men you happen to get acquainted with, you
are to keep to them for life. A book may be

good for anything ;
or there may be only

one thing in it worth knowing : are we to

read it all through ? These Voyages (pointing
to the three large volumes of '

Voyages to

the South Sea,' which were just come out),
who will read them through ? A man had
better work his way before the mast than

read them through ; they will be eaten by
rats and mice before they are read through.
There can be little entertainment in such

books
;
one set of savages is like another."

BOOKS

NO man reads long with a folio on his

table. Books that you may carry to the

fire and hold readily in your hand are the

most useful after all.

Such form the man of general and easy

reading.

TLS^SUT{eS
if.

A/'ES, Sir, no man is a hypocrite in his

pleasures."
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THE T)ICTIO0iAT{r

DR.
ADAMS. This is a great work,

Sir. How are you to see all the

etymologies ?

Johnson. Why, Sir, here is a shelf with

Junius and Skinner and others, and there is

a Welsh gentleman who has published a

collection of Welsh proverbs who will help
me with the Welsh.

Adams. But, Sir, how can you do this

in three years.

Johnson. I have no doubt I can do it in

three years.
Adams. But the French Academy, which

consists of forty members, took forty years
to compile their dictionary.

Johnson. Sir, thus it is. This is the

proportion. Let me see : Forty times forty is

sixteen hundred ; as three to sixteen hundred,
so is the proportion of an Englishman to

a Frenchman.

O.'AC BOSJVELLS T{egT{eTTTOig HE T>1T>

I
am sorry, too, but it was very well. The
booksellers are generous, liberal-minded

men.
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0,1^ BSLXp ^ASKST) WHY HE T>eFIO^e'D
T^STE'Ii^^^S THE KD^SS OF <j: H01{Se

TGNORANCE, Madam, pure ignorance.

o^ geTTiu\iG HIS Te,'^(siou\i

THE English language does not afford

me terms adequate to my feelings on
this occasion

;
I must have recourse to the

French. I am penetre with His Majesty's

goodness.

T^KINQ IT

WHY,
Sir (said he, with a hearty

laugh), it is a mighty foolish noise

that they make. I have accepted of a

pension as a reward which has been thought
due to my literary merit

;
and now that I

have this pension, I am the same man in

every respect that I have ever been
;

I

retain the same principles. It is true that I

cannot now curse (smiling) the House of

Hanover
;
nor would it be decent for me to

drink King James's health in the wine that

King George gives me money to pay for.

But, Sir, I think that the pleasure of cursing
the House of Hanover, and drinking King
2IO
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James's health, are amply over-balanced by
£^00 a year."

^

wie
that they might make twice as much

T WISH my pension were twice as large

noise."

¥

ETir^PH
" 'T^HE language of the country, of which

A a learned man was a native, is not the

language fit for his epitaph, which should be

in ancient and permanent language."

¥

A CeTiT<^IJ^ LATITUDE

THE writer of an epitaph should not be

considered as saying nothing but what
is strictly true. Allowance must be made
for some degree of exaggerated praise. In

lapidary inscriptions a man is not upon
oath.
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QHOSTS
" TT is wonderful that five thousand years
X have now elapsed since the creation of

the world, and still it is undecided whether
or not there has ever been an instance of the

spirit of any person appearing after death.

All argument is against it, but all belief is

for it."

it

DipT <^T Home "

A SERVANT'S strict regard to truth

must be weakened by such a

practice. A philosopher may know that it

is merely a form of denial
;
but few servants

are such nice distinguishers. If I accustom

a servant to tell a lie for me^ have I not reason

to apprehend that he will tell many lies for

himselfV^

c/f SOTHIST

WHY, Sir, if the fellow does not think

as he speaks, he is lying ;
and I see

not what honour he can propose to himself

from having the character of a liar. But if

he does really think that there is no distinc-

tion between virtue and vice, why. Sir, when
he leaves our houses let us count our spoons."
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LOliP m0.7{B0DD0 fFHO HAT>
THeOT{I8S ^S TO THE S^V^QE
LIFE ^NT> THE L^NQUAQE OF
^PES
" 13 UT, Sir, it is as possible that Ouran-
-13 Outang does not speak, as that he

speaks. However, I shall not contest the

point. I should have thought it not possible
to find a Monboddo

; yet he exists."

THE ^TTE0^IO3\t OF SIT^ <^LEX^NT>ET{^
gORDOU^C

BUT
he owned to me that he was fatigued

and teased by Sir Alexander's doing too

much to entertain him. I said, it was all

kindness.

Johnson.
"
True, sir : but sensation is

sensation."

BEgqATiS <^NT> ivome:h

HE observed once, at Sir Joshua Reynolds's,
that a beggar in the street will more

readily ask alms from a man^ though there

should be no marks of wealth in his appear-
ance, than from even a well-dressed woman ;

which he accounted for from the great degree
of carefulness as to money that is to be found
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in women

; saying farther upon it, that the

opportunities in general that they possess of

improving their condition are much fewer

than men have
;
and adding, as he looked

round the company, which consisted of men

only
—there is not one of us who does not

think he might be richer, if he would use

his endeavour.

" IV /TANY a man is mad in certain

IVX instances, and goes through life

without having it perceived :
—for example,

a madness has seized a person of supposing
himself obliged literally to pray continually ;

had the madness turned the opposite way,
and the person thought it a crime ever to

pray, it might not improbably have continued

unobserved."

THE WOTiUD

THE world has always a right to be

regarded.

BIOQR^APHT
" TF a man is to write A Panegyric^ he may
X keep vices out of sight ;

but if he pro-
fesses to write A Life^ he must represent it

really as it was."
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EXCETT HIS OfFJ^
" TT is rarely well executed. They only
X who live with a man can write his life

with any genuine exactness and discrimina-

tion ;
and few people who have lived with a

man know what to remark about him."

e/f MEOiT^L FOIBLE
(.(.

EVERY
man of any education would

rather be called a rascal, than accused

of deficiency in the graces''

ET>UC^TI03^
" T DO not deny, Sir, but there is some

A original difference in minds
;
but it is

nothing in comparison of what is formed by
education."

STECMLISTS

NO,
Sir, people are not born with a par-

ticular genius for particular employ-
ments or studies, for it would be like saying
that a man could see a great way east but could

not west. It is good sense applied with

diligence to what was at first a mere accident

and which by great application grew to be
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called by the generality of mankind a

particular genius.

KtJipwLeDge
" \ LL knowledge is of itself of some

±\. value. There is nothing so minute

or inconsiderable that I would not rather

know it than not. In the same manner,
all power, of whatever sort, is of itself

desirable. A man would not submit to

learn to hem a ruffle of his wife or his

wife's maid
;
but if a mere wish could attain

it, he would rather wish to be able to hem a

ruffle."

OLT> ^ge .ANT> gOOT> HUMOUIl
"

"1 T 7HY,Sir,aman grows better humoured
VV as he grows older. He improves

by experience. When young, he thinks

himself of great consequence, and everything
of importance. As he advances in life, he

learns to think himself of no consequence,
and little things of little importance ;

and so

he becomes more patient and better pleased.

All good-humour and complaisance are

acquired. Naturally a child seizes directly

what it sees, and thinks of pleasing itself

only. By degrees, it is taught to please
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Others, and to prefer others
;
and that this will

ultimately produce the greatest happiness.

exT81lIe:^(ce

As
I know more of mankind I expect

less of them and am ready now to call

a man a good man on easier terms.

C0U1{AgE
"/^^OURAGE is reckoned the greatest oi

V^>4 all virtues
; because, unless a man has

that virtue, he has no security for preserving

any other."

suicwE j.xp coui{Age

I
HAVE often thought that after a man
has taken the resolution to kill himself

it is not courage in him to do anything,
however desperate, because he has nothing
to fear.

Goldsmith. I don't see that.

Nay, but my dear Sir, why should you not

see what everyone else sees ?

Goldsmith. It is for fear of something
that he has resolved to kill himself, and will

not that timid disposition restrain him.
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It does not signify that the fear of

something made him resolve. It is upon
the state of his mind after the resolution is

taken I argue. Supposing a man either from

fear of pride or conscience or whatever

motive has resolved to kill himself, w^hen

once the resolution is taken he has nothing
to fear. He may then go and take the

king of Prussia by the nose at the head of

his army. He cannot fear the rack v^ho is

resolved to kill himself.

When Eustace Budget was walking down
to the Thames determined to drown himself,

he might if he pleased without any appre-
hension of danger have turned aside and first

set fire to St. James Palace.

^

MUTUAL
cowardice keeps us in peace.

Were one half of mankind brave and

one half cowards, the brave would always be

beating the cowards. Were all brave they
would lead a very uneasy life, all would be

continually fighting, but being all cowards

we go on very well.
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PRAY,
Sir, do you ever forget what money

you are worth, and who gave you the

last kick on the shins you had ? Now if you
would pay the same attention to what you
read as you do to your temporal concerns and

your bodily feelings, you would impress it as

deeply on your memory.

" 'T^HERE is a wicked inclination in most

X people to suppose an old man decayed
in his intellect. If a young or middle-aged
man, when leaving a company, does not

recollect where he laid his hat, it is nothing ;

but if the same inattention is discovered in

an old man, people will shrug up their

shoulders and say,
'
his memory is going.'

"

OLD <^ge
" ^

I
^HERE is nothing against which an

A. old man should be so much upon his

guard as putting himself to nurse."
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ITS LimiT^TIOUiS

SIR,
it is not true : what a man could

once do he would always do, unless in-

deed by vicious indolence and compliance
with the nephews and nieces who crowd
round an old fellow and help to tuck him in

till he, contented with the exchange^of fame
for ease, even resolves to let them set the

pillows at his back, and gives no further

proof of his existence than just to suck the

jelly which prolongs it.

STOliTS
" T TOW wonderfully well I have contrived

JL X to be idle without them."

BEFOlie mOTOTlS
" TF I had no duties, and no reference

A to futurity, I would spend my life

in driving briskly in a post-chaise with a

pretty woman ;
but she should be one who

could understand me, and would add some-

thing to the conversation."

TOSTIOiG

this."
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TO TfVO L^TfieS WHO MUCH
COMMEDiT>ET> THS OJVHSSIOU^
OF ^LL BAT> WOT{T)S FT^OM
HIS T>ICTI0Ch(^1{T
((

WHAT, my dears, then you have been

looking for them ?

"
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J[mS. THIOLS

I
KNOW nobody who blasts by praise as

you do, for whenever there is exaggerated

praise everybody is set against a character.

BOSWELL ^S ^ TBJVELLINQ

"'IXT'HOSE acuteness would help my
V V inquiry, and whose gaiety of con-

versation and civility of manners are

sufficient to counteract the inconveniencies

of travel, in countries less hospitable than we
have passed."

BosjveLL ^s <j: club C^U^W^TE
" OIR, you got into our club by doingO what a man can do. Several of the

members wished to keep you out. Burke told

me he doubted if you were fit for it : but,
now you are in, none of them are sorry.
Burke says that you have so much good
humour naturally, it is scarce a virtue."—
BoswELL. "

They were afraid of you, Sir,

as it was you who proposed me."—^Johnson.
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"

Sir, they knew that if they refused you
they'd probably never have got in another,

I'd have kept them all out."

¥

BOSfFSLVS F^Jlie

NO,
there are but two ways of preserving

fame, one by sugar, the other by salt.

Now, as the sweet way, Bozzy, you are but

little likely to attain, I would have you
plunge in vinegar and get fairly pickled at

once.

TOTH^M BE.AUCLET{K

BOSWELL.
" Beauclerk has a keenness

of mind which is very uncommon."

Johnson.
"
Yes, sir

;
and everything comes

from him so
easily.

It appears to me that I

labour when I say a good thing." Boswell.
" You are loud, Sir ;

but it is not an effort

of mind."

HIS CHJIR^CTE'B^

THY body is all vice, thy mind all virtue !

Nay, Sir, Alexander the Great march-

ing in triumph into Babylon would not have

desired to have more said of him.
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5/7^ JOSHUA T{e7^3^LT>S .

^ I ^HERE goes a man unspoilt by success.

lOij'ULUieT^BLe

SIR
Joshua Reynolds, Sir, is the most

invulnerable man I know. The man
with whom if you should quarrel you would
find the most difficulty how to abuse.

T>T{, HURTf, BISHOT OF fr07lC8STei{^

HURD,
Sir, is one of a set of men who

account for everything systematically.
For instance, it has been a fashion to wear
scarlet breeches, these men would tell that

according to causes and effects no other
wear could at that time have been chosen.

J0H:7^ fvesLsr, ^ GHOST, ^:nt>
CH^ARLeS

HE can talk well on any subject.
BoswELL. Pray, Sir, what has he

made of his story of the ghost.

Johnson. Why, Sir, he believes it, but not
on sufficient authority. He did not take
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time enough to examine the girl. It was at

Newcastle when the ghost was said to have

appeared to a young woman several times,

mentioning something about the right to the

old house, advising application to an attorney,
which was done, and at the same time say-

ing the attorney would do nothing
—which

proved to be the fact. This, says John, is a

proof that the ghost knows our thoughts.
Now it is not necessary to know our thoughts
to tell that an attorney will sometimes do

nothing. Charles Wesley, who is a more

stationary man, does not believe the story.

¥

5/7^ /O/Z.'AC H^JVKIDiS

AS
to Sir John, why I really believe him

to be an honest man at the bottom,
but to be sure he is penurious and he is

mean, and it must be owned he has a degree
of brutality and a tendency to savageness
that cannot easily be defended.

Sir John and I once belonged to the same

club, but as he ate no supper after the first

night of his admission he desired to be

excused paying his share.

Sir John was a most unclubable man.
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TOM T>M'1ES, WHO i:HT'IipT)VCET>
BOSPVELL TO T)1{, JOHCHSO!Nc~^ANT>
^FTeilF^ILLXQ ^S^BOOKSELLETi^
AT>VEDiTUl{ET> ^S <^rNi ^UTHOT{^
(C

AN author generated by the corruption
of a booksellei

"
ir,

T>J[VIT> QARRICK

NO wonder, Sir, that he is vain—a man
who is perpetually flattered in every

mode than can be conceived—so many
bellows have to trim the fire that one

wonders by this time he is not become a

cinder.

¥

TO g^RRICrS MOTHER^

MADAM,
David will either be hanged

or become a great man.

HIS F^ME

OH,
Sir, he deserves everything he has

acquired for having seized the very
soul of Shakespeare, for having embodied it

in himself and for having expended its glory
over the world.
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pvo:}{T>e'i{FUL

SIR,
it is wonderful how little Garrick

assumes. No, Sir ! Garrick fortunam
reverenter habet. Consider, Sir : celebrated

men such as you have mentioned have had

their applause at a distance : but Garrick

had it dashed in his face, sounded in his ears,

and went home every night with the plaudits
of a thousand in his cranium. Then, Sir,

Garrick did not find but made his way to the

tables, the levees, and almost the bed-chambers
of the great. Then, Sir, Garrick had under

him a numerous body of people who from
fear of his power and hopes of his favour

and admiration of his talents were constantly
submissive to him, and here is a man who
has advanced the dignity of his profession

—
Garrick has made a player a highest
character.

Scott. And he is a very sprightly writer

too.

Johnson. Yes, Sir, and all this is supported

by great wealth of his own acquisition. If all

this had happened to me I should have had

a couple of fellows with long poles walking
before me to knock down everyone that

stood in the way.
Consider, if all this had happened to
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Cibber or Quin they'd have jumped over the

moon—Yes, Garrick speaks. to us.

BoswELL. And Garrick is a very good
man, a charitable man.

Johnson. Sir—a liberal man. He has

given away more money than any man in

England
—there may be a little vanity mixed,

but he has shown that money is not his first

object.
BoswELL. Yet Foote used to say of him

that he walked out with the intention of

doing a generous action, but turning the

corner of a street he met the ghost of a

halfpenny which frightened him.

Johnson. Why, Sir, that is very true too,

for I never knew a man of whom it could

be said with less certainty to-day what he

will do to-morrow than Garrick. It de-

pends so much on his humour at the time.

Scott. I am glad to hear of his liberality,

he has been represented as very saving.

Johnson. With his domestic saving we
have nothing to do. I remember drinking
tea with him long ago when Peg Wofhng-
ton made it, and he grumbled at her for

making it too strong.
He had then begun to feel money in

his purse and did not know when he should

have enough of it.
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HIS CO^STiS^TIOU^

GARRICK'S
conversation is gay and

grotesque. It is a dish of all sorts but

all good things. There is no solid meat in

it, there is a want of sentiment in it. Not
but that he has sentiment sometimes and

sentiment, too, very powerful and very

pleasing, but it has not its full proportion in

his conversation.

HIS ^CTINQ

GARRICK,
madam, was no declaimer.

there was not one of his own scene-

shifters who could not have spoken
" To be

or not to be
"

better than he did. Yet he

was the only actor I ever saw whom I could

call a master both in tragedy and comedy,

though I liked him best in comedy. A fine

conception of character and natural expression
of it were his distinguished excellencies.

After all, madam, I thought him less to

be envied on the stage than at the head of

a table.

g^RRICK <^W0> THE KIJ^G

SIR,
he has no right in a royal apartment

to expect the hallooing and clamour of

the one-shilling gallery. The King, I doubt
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not, gave him as much applause as was

rationally his due
;
and indeed great and

uncommon as is the merit of Mr. Garrick,
no man will be bold enough to assert that

he has not had his just proportion both of

fame and profit. He has long reigned the

unequalled favourite of the public, and

therefore nobody, we may venture to say, will

mourn his hard lot if the King and the Royal

Family are not transported into rapture on

hearing him read Lethe
;
but yet Mr. Garrick

will complain to his friends and his friends

will lament the King's want of feeling and

taste, but then—Mr. Garrick will kindly
excuse the King. He will say that His

Majesty might perhaps be thinking of some-

thing else ! That the affairs of America

might possibly occur to him, and some other

subject of state more important perhaps than

Lethe, but though he will candidly say this

himself, he will not easily forgive his friends

if they do not contradict him.

HIS THT{IFT

YES,
Sir, I know that Garrick has given

away more money than any man in

England I am acquainted with, and that not

from ostentatious views. Garrick was very
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poor when he began life, so when he came
to have money he was probably very un-

skilful in giving av^ay and saved where he

should not
;
but Garrick began to be liberal

as soon as he could, and I am of opinion this

reputation of avarice which he has had has

been very lucky for him and prevented his

having many enemies. You despise a man
for avarice, you do not hate him. Garrick

might have been much better attacked for

living with more splendour than is suitable

to a player. If they had had the wit to

have assaulted him in that quarter they

might have galled him more, but they have

kept clamouring about his avarice which
has rescued him from much obloquy and

envy.

«

HIS ATTE^R^AO^e

DAVID
looks much older than he is, for

his face has had double the business of

any other man's. It is never at rest, and when
he speaks one minute he has quite a different

countenance to what he assumes the next,

and such an eternal restless fatiguing play of

the muscles must certainly wear out a man's

face before its real time.
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SAMUEL FOOTS

THE first time I was in company with

Foote was at Fitzherbert's. Having
no good opinion of the fellow I was resolved

not to be pleased, and it is very difficult to

please a man against his will. I went on

eating my dinner pretty sullenly, affiscting

not to mind him. But the dog was so very
comical that I was obliged to lay down my
knife and fork, throw myself back upon my
chair and fairly laugh it out. No, Sir, he

was irresistible. He upon one occasion

experienced in an extraordinary degree the

efficacy of his powers of entertaining. Among
the many and various modes which he tried of

getting money he became a partner with

a small-beer brewer, and he was to have a

share of the profits for procuring customers

amongst his numerous acquaintances. Fitz-

herbert was one who took his small beer,

but it was so bad the servants resolved not

to drink it. They were at some loss how
to notify their resolution, being afraid of

offending their master who they knew liked

Foote much as a companion. At last they
fixed upon a little black boy who was rather

a favourite to be their deputy.- Having
invested him with the whole authority of

the kitchen, he was to inform Mr. Fitzherbert
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in all their names upon a certain day that

they would drink Foote's small beer no

longer. On that day Foote happened to be

dining at Fitzherbert's and this boy served

at table. He was so delighted with Foote's

stories and merriment and grimaces that

when he went downstairs he told them :

This is the finest man I have ever seen.

I will not deliver your message ;
I will drink

his small beer.

.A0\[^ O^K STICK

WHAT is the common price of an oak-

stick.

Mr. Davies. Sixpence.

Johnson. Why then. Sir, give me leave

to send your servant to purchase me a

shilling one. I'll have a double quantity,
for I am told Foote means to talk me off as

he calls it, and I am determined the fellow

shall not do it with impunity.

FOOTS rU^C I1{eL^NT>

SIR
! I am glad to hear he was kicked

in Dublin. He is rising in the world.

When he was in England no one thought it

worth while to kick him.
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WHY, Sir, Sherry is dull, naturally dull

but it must have taken him a great
deal of pains to become what we now see

him. Such an excess of stupidity is not in

nature.

THE .ACTOTl HEVipET{SOD^

SIR
! I never did the man an injury, yet

he would read his tragedy to me.

OLIFSIl gOLDSMITH
" 'T^HE misfortune of Goldsmith in con-

X versation is this : he goes on without

knowing how he is to get off. His genius
is great, but his knowledge is small. As

they say of a generous man, it is a pity he is

not rich, we may say of Goldsmith it is a

pity he is not knowing. He would not

keep his knowledge to himself."

HIS JlIlST<:AKe

GOLDSMITH
should not be for ever

attempting to shine in conversation :

he has not temper for it, he is so much
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mortified when he fails. Sir, a game of

jokes is composed partly of skill, partly of

chance ;
a man may be beat at times by one

who has not the tenth part of his wit.

Now Goldsmith's putting himself against

another, is like a man laying a hundred to

one who cannot spare the hundred. It is

not worth a man's while. A man should

not lay a hundred to one, unless he can

easily spare it, though he has a hundred

chances for him : he can get but a guinea,
and he may loose a hundred. Goldsmith is

in this state. When he contends, if he gets

the better, it is a very little addition to a

man of his literary reputation : if he does

not get the better, he is miserably vexed."

THE T^eSULT

NO man was more foolish when he had

not a pen in his hand or more wise

when he had.

cARQUaieDiT
"TT7HAT Goldsmith comically says of

VV himself is very true,
—he always

gets the better when he argues alone
;

meaning, that he is master of a subject in

his study, and can write well upon it
;
but
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when he comes into company, grows con-

fused, and unable to talk."

HIS cojiieTfies

"T_TE who has written the two best

A L comedies of his age, is surely a con-

siderable man."

THE TR^VSLLETl
(( 'T^HERE has not been so fine a poem

since Pope's time."

HIS :NJTU%4L HlSTOIir

GOLDSMITH,
Sir, will give us a very

fine book upon the subject ;
but if he

can distinguish a cow from a horse, that, I

believe, may be the extent of his knowledge
of natural history."

.^FTETl HIS TfS^TH

IF
nobody was suffered to abuse poor Goldy
but those who could write as well, he

would have few censors.
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L^u7{eD\(ce sTSR^x^e
" IV TAY, Sir, any man who has a name,

-L ^ or who has the power of pleasing,
will be very generally invited in London.
The man, Sterne, I have been told, has had

engagements for three months."

Goldsmith. And a very dull fellow.

Johnson. Why, no, Sir.

FIELDING
being mentioned, Johnson

exclaimed,
" He was a blockhead

"
;
and

upon my expressing my astonishment at so

strange an assertion, he said,
" What I mean

by his being a blockhead is, that he was a

barren rascal."

BoswELL. " Will you not allow, Sir, that he

draws very natural pictures of human life .?

"

Johnson.
"
Why, Sir, it is of very low life.

Richardson used to say that had he not

known who Fielding was, he should have

believed he was an ostler. Sir, there is more

knowledge of the heart in one letter of

Richardsons than in all
' Tom Jones.' I,

indeed, never read 'Joseph Andrews.'
"

Erskine. *'

Surely, Sir, Richardson is very
tedious."
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Johnson.
"
Why, Sir, if you were to read

Richardson for the story, your impatience
would be so much fretted that you would

hang yourself. But you must read him for

the sentiment, and consider the story as only

giving occasion to the sentiment."

^MSLM

FIELDING'S
Amelia was the most

pleasing heroine of all the romances,
but that vile broken nose, never cured,
ruined the sale of perhaps the only book
which being printed off betimes one morning
a new edition was called for before night.

¥

FIELT>INQ c/f.TVZ) 1{ICH^RT>S0:j^

SIR,
there is all the difference in the world

between characters of nature and charac-

ters of manners, and there is the difference

between the characters of Fielding and those

of Richardson. Characters of manners are

very entertaining, but they are to be under-

stood by a more superficial observer than

characters of nature, where a man must dive

into the recesses of the human heart.
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T>ISTINgUISHeT>

THERE
is as great a difference between

them as between a man who knew how
a watch was made and a man who could tell

the hour by looking on the dial-plate.

SAMUEL 1UCH^RT>S0:^C
"AN author who has enlarged the know-
jr\. ledge of human nature and taught

the passions to move at the command of

virtue."

«

e/f FEMI^HJST
" T TIS perpetual study was to ward off

X X petty inconveniences and procure

petty pleasures ;
that his love of continual

superiority was such, that he took care to be

always surrounded by women, who listened

to him implicitly, and did not venture to

controvert his opinions ;
and that his desire

of distinction was so great, that he used to

give large vails to the Speaker Onslow's

servants, that they might treat him with

respect."
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HIS FLATTETieTiS

THAT
fellow died merely for want of

change among his flatterers, he perished
for want of more, like a man obliged to

breathe the same air till exhausted.

HIS attt{eci^tio:h^

You
think I love

flattery
—so I do, but a

little too much always disgusts me.
That fellow Richardson, on the contrary,
could not be contented to sail quietly
down the stream of reputation without

longing to taste the froth from every stroke

of the oar.

CO'RgiEILLE

CORNEILLE
is to Shakespeare as a

clipped hedge is to a forest.

STSSLS'S ess^rs

THEY
are too thin for an Englishman's

taste. Mere superficial observations

on life and manners without erudition

enough to make them keep, like the light
French wines which turn sour for standing a

while for want of body.
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RICHARDSON
would have been really

afraid of her. There is merit in
" Evelina

"
he could not have borne. No, it

vv^ould not have done unless indeed she would
have flattered him prodigiously. Harry
Fielding, too, would have been afraid of her.

There is nothing so delicately finished in all

Harry Fielding's works as in
" Evelina."

EVELINA
"
seems a work that should

result from long experience and deep
and intimate knowledge of the world. Yet

it has been written without either. Miss

Burney is a real wonder
;
what she is she is

intuitively. Dr. Burney told me she had had

the fewest advantages of any of his daughters
from some peculiar circumstances, and yet
such has been her timidity that he himself

had not any suspicion of her powers.

BET FLiniJ, OF WHOM MR. WILLIAMS
T>IT> .^OT ^ppiipve

BET
wrote her own life in verse, which

she brought to me, wishing that I would
furnish her with a preface to it. I used to
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say of her that she was generally slut and

drunkard, occasionally whore and thief. She
had however genteel lodgings, a spinet on
which she played and a boy that walked
before her chair. Poor Bet was taken upon
a charge of stealing a counterpane and tried

at the Old Bailey. The Chief Justice, who
loved a wench, summed up favourably and
she was acquitted. After which Bet said

with a gay and satisfied air,
" Now that the

counterpane is my own, I shall make a

petticoat of it."

CONQTiEVe

THE description of the temple in the
"
Mourning Bride" is the finest poetical

passage I have ever read. I recollect none
in Shakespeare equal to it. Sir, this is not

comparing Congreve on the whole with

Shakespeare as on the whole, but only main-

taining that Congreve has one finer passage
that any that can be found in Shakespeare.
Sir, a man may have no more than ten guineas
in the world but he may have these ten

guineas in one piece, and so have a finer

piece than a man who has ten thousand

pounds.
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WHEN I was a young fellow I wanted

to write the life of Dryden, and in

order to get materials I applied to the only
two persons then alive who had seen him.

They were old Swenney and old Cibber.

Swenney's information was no more than

this, that at Wills' coffee house Dryden had

a particular chair for himself which was set

by the fire in winter and was then called his

winter chair, and that it was carried out for

him to the balcony in summer and was then

called his summer chair.

Cibber could tell no more but that he

remembered him as a decent old man, arbiter

of critical disputes at Wills'.

POTE ^NT> TtRTDSCNi 0.1^ THS
FOLLOWINQ TiEMA'RK BT
VOLTMTie
" T30PE drives a handsome chariot with a

X couple of neat trim nags. Dryden a

coach and six stately horses."

Johnson. Why, Sir, the truth is that they
both drive coaches and six, but Dryden's
horses are cither galloping or stumbling.

Pope's go at a steady, even trot.
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TOTE

SIR,
a thousand years may elapse before

there shall appear another man with a

power of versification equal to that of Pope.

MILTOO^S SONNETS

MILTON
was a genius that could cut a

colossus from a rock but could not

carve heads upon cherry stones.

THE THT(EE BOOKS

HOW few books are there of which one

ever can possibly arrive at the last

page. Was there ever yet anything written

by mere man that was wished longer by its

readers excepting
" Don Quixote,"

" Robin-

son Crusoe
"
and the "

Pilgrim's Progress ?
"

BUT^O.I^

BURTON'S
"Anatomy of Melancholy"

he said, was the only book that ever

took him out of bed two hours sooner than

he wished to rise.
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^ddiso:m^

GIVE nights and days to the study of

Addison if you mean either to be a

good writer or what is more worth an

honest man.

SWIFT
" OWIFT is clear, but he is shallow. In

O coarse humour he is inferior to Arbuth-
not

;
in delicate humour, he is inferior to

Addison : So he is inferior to his contem-

poraries ; without putting him against the

whole world. I doubt if the " Tale of a

Tub "
was his

;
it has so much more think-

ing, more knowledge, more power, more

colour, than any of the works which are

indisputably his. If it was his, I shall only

say, he was hnpdrfibiT

GT{AY
"OIR, I do not think Gray a first-rate

O poet. He has not a bold imagination,
nor much command of words. The obscurity
in which he has involved himself will not

persuade us that he is sublime. His "Elegy
in a Church-yard

"
has a happy selection of

images, but I don't like what are called his

great things."
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HIS T>ULO^eSS
" OIR, he was dull in company, dull in his

O closet, dull everywhere. He was dull

in a new way, and that made many people
think him GREAT. He was a mechanical

poet."

OdR. CATEL, T{IV^L ET>irOT{^ OF
SH^KESTS^ARE

HIS
abilities are just sufficient, Sir, to

enable him to select the black hairs

from the white ones for the use of periwig
makers.

the r^stective me1{its of derrick
^:ht> smart ^s toets

"OIR, there is no settling the point ofO precedency between a louse and a

flea."

KIT SMJIRT

IT
seems as if his mind had ceased to

struggle with the disorder, for he grows
fat upon it.

Dr. Burney. Perhaps that may be from
want of exercise.
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Johnson. No, Sir, he has partly as much
exercise as he need to have, for he digs in the

garden. Indeed, before his confinement he

used for exercise to walk to the alehouse, but

he was carried back again. I did not think

he ought to be shut up. His infirmities were

not noxious to society. He insisted on people

praying with him, and I'd as lief pray with

Kit Smart as anyone else. Another charge
was he did not love clean linen and I have no

passion for it.

His stream of mind is perpetual.

"VT'ES
;

Burke is an extraordinary man.

HIS t>isti:j{ctioc^c

BURKE,
Sir, is such a man, that if you

met him for the first time in a street

where you were stopped by a drove of oxen,

and you and he stepped aside to take shelter

but for five minutes, he'd talk to you in

such a manner, that, when you parted, you
would say. This is an extraordinary man.

Now, you may be long enough with me
without finding anything extraordinary.
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HIS EFFECT
" ''' ^HAT fellow calls forth all my powers.T Were I to see Burke now it would

kill me."

BUT{KE c/f5 <vf HUMOUTIIST
"
'^TO, Sir

;
he never succeeds there.

i.^ 'Tis low : 'tis conceit. I used to

say Burke never once made a good joke.
What I most envy Burke for, is his being

constantly the same. He is never what we
call hum-drum ;

never unwilling to begin to

talk, nor in a haste to leave off."

BoswELL. " Yet he can listen."

Johnson.
" No

;
I cannot say he is good

at that. So desirous is he to talk that, if

one is speaking at this end of the table, he'll

speak to somebody at the other end."

COLLET CIBBETl
" /^OLLEY Cibber once consulted me as

V>< to one of his birthday Odes, a long
time before it was wanted. I objected

very freely to several passages. Cibber lost

patience, and would not read his Ode to an

end. When we had done with criticism,

we walked over to Richardson's, the author
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of '

Clarissa,' and I wondered to find

Richardson displeased that I
' did not treat

Cibber with more respect' Now, Sir, to

talk of respectfor a player!
"

^/7^ TipBE'RJ JV^LTOLS

HE was the best minister this country
ever had. If we would have let him, he

would have kept the country in perpetual

peace.

CHAT{LES J^J\dSS FOX
" TT^OX never talks in private company ;

JL not from any determination not to

talk, but because he has not the first notion.

A man who is used to the applause of the

House of Commons has no wish for that of

a private company. A man accustomed to

throw for a thousand pounds, if set down to

throw for sixpence would not be at the

pains to count his dice. Burke's talk is the

ebullition of his mind
;

he does not talk

from a desire of distinction, but because his

mind is full."
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^UT a/feSJ'Il ^UT VILLUS

Fox
is a liberal man

;
he would always

be aut Caesar aut nullus. Whenever
I have seen him he has been nullus.

TITT

I
ASKED him if it was true as reported
that he had said lately :

"
I am for the King against Fox, but I

am for Fox against Pitt.

Johnson.
"
Yes, Sir, the King is my

master, but I do not know Pitt and Fox as

my friends. Fox is a most extraordinary
man. Here is a man who has divided the

kingdom with Caesar, so that it was a doubt

whether the nation should be ruled by the

sceptre of George III. or the tongue of Fox."

J0H:N^ WILKES
"
T~^ID we not hear so much said of Jack
-L/ Wilkes, we should think more highly

of his conversation. Jack has a great variety
of talk. Jack is a scholar, and Jack has the

manners of a gentleman. But after hearing
his name sounded from pole to pole, as the

phoenix of convivial felicity, we are dis-

appointed in his company. He has always
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been at me : but I would do Jack a kind-

ness, rather than not. The contest is now
over."

I
AM glad the ministry is removed. Such a

bunch of imbecility never disgraced the

country.

THE DUKE OF T)EV0DiSHI1{E
" T TE was not a man of superior abilities,

A X but he was a man strictly faithful to

his word. If, for instance, he had promised

you an acorn, and none had grown that year
in his woods, he would not have contented

himself with that excuse : he would have

sent to Denmark for it. So unconditional

was he in keeping his word ; so high as to

the point of honour."

LORT> THV'RLOW
" OIR, it is when you come close to a man
O in conversation, that you discover

what his real abilities are : to make a speech
in a public assembly is a knack. Now I

honour Thurlow, Sir
;
Thurlow is a fine

fellow
;
he fairly put his mind to yours."
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THE ocs[Lr o^ie
" T WOULD prepare myself for no man
X in England but Lord Thurlow. When

I am to meet with him, I should wish to

know a day before."

THE TOSTHUMOUS ''THILOSOTHr' OF
LO'RJ) BOLINQBTipKE
" OIR, he was a scoundrel and a coward.O A scoundrel for charging a blunderbus

against religion and morality. A coward
because he had no resolution to fire it off

himself, but left half-a-crown to a beggarly
Scotchman to draw the trigger after his

death."

QEORQE HI.

SIR,
they may talk of the King as they

will
;
he is the finest gentleman I ever

saw.

LOTiP CHESTE7{FIELT>

THIS
man (said he) I thought had

been a Lord among wits ; but, 1

find, he is only a wit among Lords."
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LO'HT) CHESTe'HFieLT>'S LSTTSTiS TO
HIS SOU\i
"'TT^HEY teach the morals of a whore,
A and the manners of a dancing

master."

0^ HIS TiFo ess^rs i.i^i tt^iss
OF J0H7\CS0J\iJUSTBeF0I{e THE TUB-

LICzATIOD^ OF THE T>ICTIO:}{A%Y

I
HAVE sailed a long and painful voyage
round the world of the English language,

and does he now send two cockboats to tow

me into harbour ?

TigVSSEJtU
" OIR, if you are talking jestingly of this,O I don't talk with you. If you mean
to be serious, I think him one of the worst

of men
;
a rascal, who ought to be hunted

out of society, as he has been. Three or

four nations have expelled him
;
and it is a

shame that he is protected in this country."

HIS HO^iESTY
" OIR, that will not do. We cannot proveO any man's intention to be bad. You

may shoot a man through the head, and say
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you intended to miss him
;
but the judge

will order you to be hanged. An alleged
want of intention, when evil is committed,
will not be allowed in a court of justice.

Rousseau, Sir, is a very bad man. I would
sooner sign a sentence for his transportation,
than that of any felon who has gone from
the Old Bailey these many years. Yes, I

should like to have him work in the

plantations."

<^S COMP^T{ET> WITH VOLTAIRE

WHY, Sir, it is difficult to settle the

proportion of iniquity between
them."

SIR,
let me hear no more of him. That

is the fellow who made the index to

my Ramblers, and set down the name of

Milton thus : Milton, Mr. John.

FTiETiE'RJCK THE QTiE^^AT

AS
to his being an author, I have not

looked at his poetry, but his prose is

poor stuff. He writes just as you would
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suppose Voltaire's foot-boy to do who has

been his amanuensis. He has such parts as

the valet might have, and about as much of

the colouring of the style as might be got

by transcribing his works.

mAOiKICKT>

FROM my experience I have found them
worse in commercial dealings, more

disposed to cheat than I had any notice of,

but more disposed to do one another good
than I had conceived—and really it is won-

derful, considering how much attention is

necessary for men to take care of themselves

and ward off immediate evils which press

upon them, it is wonderful how much they
do for others. As it is said of the greatest
liar that he tells more truth than falsehood,

so it may be said of the worst man that he

does more good than evil.
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TR<^CTISING WH^AT TOU TRENCH
" OIR, are you so grossly ignorant of

O human nature as not to know that

a man may be very sincere in good principles
without having good practice ?

"

TR^ACTICe ^NT> TRECETT

I
CANNOT help that, Madam. That
does not make his book the worse.

People are influenced more by what a man

says, if his practice is suitable to it—because

they are blockheads. The more intellectual

people are, the readier they will attend to

what a man tells them. If it is just, they
will follow it, be his practice what it will.

No man practises so well as he writes. I

have, all my life long, been lying till noon
;

yet I tell all young men, and tell them with

great sincerity, that nobody who does not

rise early will ever do any good. Only
consider ! You read a book : you are con-

vinced by it
; you do not know the author.

Suppose you afterwards know him, and find

that he does not practice what he teaches
;
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are you to give up your former conviction ?

At this rate you w^ould be kept in a state of

equilibrium, when reading every book, till

you knew how the author practised."

TR^CTICe

THE happiest part of a man's life is what
he passes lying awake in bed in the

morning.

MET{E TUIiTOSe

LIFE,
to be worthy of a rational being,

must be always in progression ;
we

must always propose to do more or better

than in time past. The mind is enlarged
and elevated by mere purposes, though they
end as they began, by airy contemplation.
We compare and judge, though we do not

practise.

CATHOLICS

ON the Roman Catholic religion he said,
" If you join the Papists externally,

they will not interrogate you strictly as to

your belief in their tenets. No reasoning

Papist believes every article of their faith.

There is one side on which a good man

might be persuaded to embrace it. A good
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man of a timorous disposition, in great doubt
of his acceptance with God, and pretty
credulous, may be glad to be of a church
where there are so many helps to get to

Heaven. I would be a Papist if I could.

I have fear enough ;
but an obstinate ration-

ality prevents me. I shall never be a Papist,
unless on the near approach of death, of

which I have a very great terror. I wonder
that women are not all Papists."

'• T X T'HAT .? a vow—O, no. Sir, a vow is

VV a horrible thing, it is a snare for

sin. The man who cannot go to heaven
without a vow—may go

—"
Here standing

erect, in the middle of his library, and rolling

grand, his pause was truly a curious com-

pound of the solemn and the ludicrous
;
he

half-whistled in his usual way, when

pleasant, and he paused, as if checked by
religious awe. Methought he would have
added—to Hell.

co.?{scIer^(C8

CONSCIENCE
is nothing more than a

conviction felt by ourselves ofsomething
to be done and something to be avoided, and
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in questions of simple, unperplexed morality
conscience is very often a guide that may be

trusted ; but before conscience can determine,

the state of the question is supposed to be com-

pletely known. In questions of law or of fact

conscience is very often confounded with

opinion. No man's conscience can tell him
the rights of another man. They must be

known by rational investigation or historical

enquiry.

TURQATO'RY

I
PROCEEDED :

" What do you think,

Sir, of Purgatory, as believed by the

Roman Catholics t
"

Johnson.
"
Why, Sir, it is a very harmless

doctrine. They are of opinion that the

generality of mankind are neither so obsti-

nately wicked as to deserve everlasting

punishment, nor so good as to merit being
admitted into the society of blessed spirits ;

and therefore that God is graciously pleased
to allow of a middle state, where they may
be purified by certain degrees of suffering.

You see, Sir, there is nothing unreasonable

in this."

BoswELL. " But then. Sir, their masses for

the dead ?
"

Johnson.
"
Why, Sir, if it be once
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established that there are souls in purgatory,
it is as proper to pray for them^ as for our
brethren of mankind who are yet in this life."

BoswELL. " The idolatry of the Mass ?
"

Johnson.
"

Sir, there is no idolatry in the

Mass. They believe God to be there, and

they adore him."

BoswELL. " The worships of saints \
"

Johnson.
"

Sir, they do not worship
saints

; they invoke them
; they only ask

their prayers."

BOSWELL.
"Confession?"

Johnson.
"
Why, I don't know but

that is a good thing. The Scripture says,
' Confess your faults one to another,' and the

priests confess as well as the
laity. Then it

must be considered that their absolution is

only upon repentance, and often upon
penance also. You think your sins may be

forgiven without penance upon repentance
alone.'

"

TBS)TSST^NTISM
" \ MAN who is converted from Pro-
xjl testantism to Popery may be sincere :

he parts with nothing : he is only super-
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adding to what he already had. But a

convert from Popery to Protestantism gives

up so much of w^hat he has held as sacred as

anything that he retains
;
there is so much

laceration of mind in such a conversion, that it

can hardly be sincere and lasting."

"ROME
" ^VT'OU are going v^here the ostentatious

X pomp of church ceremonies attracts

the imagination ;
but if they vv^ant to per-

suade you to change, you must remember,
that by increasing your faith, you may be

persuaded to become Turk."

CODiVEdiTS>
" TT is as unreasonable for a man to go
A into a Carthusian convent for fear of

being immoral, as for a man to cut off his

hands for fear he should steal. There is,

indeed, great resolution in the immediate

act of dismembering himself : but w^hen that

is once done, he has no longer any merit :

for though it is out of his pov^er to steal,

yet he may all his life be a thief in his

heart. So when a man has once become a

Carthusian, he is obliged to continue so,
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whether he chooses it or not. Their silence,

too, is absurd. We read in the Gospel of

the apostles being sent to preach, but not to

hold their tongues. All severity that does

not tend to increase good, or prevent evil, is

idle. I said to the Lady Abbess of a

Convent,
' Madam, you are here not for the

love of virtue, but the fear of vice.' She

said,
' She should remember this as long as

she lived.'
"

YES,
when he has done his duty to

society. In general, as every man is

obliged not only to
' love God, but his

neighbour as himself,' he must bear his part

in active life
; yet there are exceptions.

Those who are exceedingly scrupulous,

(which I do not approve, for I am no friend

to scruples), and find their scrupulosity in-

vincible, so that they are quite in the dark,

and know not what they shall do—or those

who cannot resist temptations, and find they
make themselves worse by being in the

world, without making it better may retire.

I never read of a hermit but in imagination
I kiss his feet

;
never of a monastery, but I
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could fall on my knees and kiss the pave-
ment. But I think putting young people

there, who know nothing of life, nothing of

retirement, is dangerous and wicked. It is

a saying as old as Hesiod :

" Let active enterprise the young engage,
The riper man be famed for counsel sage ;

Prayer is the proper duty of old age.

" That is a very noble line : not that young
men should not pray, or old men not give

counsel, but that every season of life has its

proper duties. I have thought of retiring,

and have talked of it to a friend
;
but I find

my vocation is rather to active life."

He said,
" If convents should be allowed

at all, they should only be retreats for

persons unable to serve the public, or who
have served it. It is our first duty to serve

society ; and, after we have done that, we

may attend wholly to the salvation of our

own souls. A youthful passion for abstracted

devotion should not be encouraged."

QR^CE BEF01{E MEDALS
" TT is enough if we have stated seasons of

X prayer : no matter when. A man

may as well pray when he mounts his horse,
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or a woman when she milks her cow

(which Mr. Grant told us is done in the

Highlands), as at meals ;
and custom is to

be followed."

Fl^eS friLL
" OIR, we know our will is free, and there s

O an end on't."

r//(S success OF METHODISTS

SIR,
it is owing to their expressing them-

selves in a plain and familiar manner
which is the only way to do good to the

common people, and which clergymen of

genius and learning ought to do from a

principle of duty when it is suited to their

congregation, a practice for which they
will be praised by men of sense. To insist

against drunkenness as a crime because it

debases reason, the noblest faculty of man,
would be of no service to the common

people, but to tell them they may die in a

fit of drunkenness cannot fail to make a deep

impression. Sir, when your Scotch clergy

give up their homely manner, religion will

soon decay in that country.
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O^ S^LV^ATIOO^ BT F^ITH <^LOCh(e
" OIR, there is no trusting to that crazyO piety."

A PRINCIPLE of honour or fear of the

world will many times keep a man
in decent order, but when a woman loses

her religion she in general loses the very tie

that will restrain her actions.

" T T should be different from another day.
X People may walk, but not throw stones

at birds. There may be relaxation, but there

should be no levity."

TO ^ geuiTLEMAUi^ who OBJECTET)
TO BIRT> C^TCHIOip zAT STI{E^/[TH^M
0:]^^A SUOiPzAT

WHILE
half the Christian world is

permitted to dance and sing and

celebrate Sunday as a day of festivity, how
comes your puritanical spirit so offended

with frivolous and empty deviations from

exactness.
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A PERSON had for these last five weeks

often called at my door, but would not

leave his name or other message but that he

wished to speak with me. At last we met,
and he told me he was oppressed by scruples
of conscience. I blamed him gently for not

applying as the rules of our church direct to

his parish priest or other discreet clergyman,
when after some compliments on his part he

told me that he was clerk to a very eminent

trader at whose warehouse much business

consists in packing goods to go abroad.

That he was often tempted to take paper
and pack-thread enough for his own use, and

that he had indeed done so so often that he

could recollect no time when he had bought

anything for himself, but probably (said I)

your master was wholly indifferent to such

trivial emoluments. You had better ask for

it at once and so take your trifles with

consent. Oh, Sir, replies the visitor, my
master bids me have as much as I please and

was half angry when I talked to him about

it. Then, pray Sir (said I), harry me no

more about such airy nothings, and was

giving on to be very angry, when I recollected

the fellow might be mad perhaps, so I asked
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him when he left the counting-house of an

evening. At 7 o'clock, Sir ? And when do

you go to bed Sir ? At twelve o'clock. Then

(replied I) I have at least learnt this much

by my new acquaintance, that five hours out

of the twenty-four unemployed are enough
for a man to go mad in, so I would advise

you, Sir, to study Algebra if you are not an

adept already in it. Your head would get
less muddy and you will leave off tormenting

your neighbours about paper and pack-thread
while we all live together in a world bursting
with sin and sorrow.
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THOUQHTS OF T>£^TH
" OIR, I had an uncle who died so

;
butO such attention requires great leisure,

and great firmness of mind. If one was to

think constantly of death, the business of

life would stand still. I am no friend to

making religion appear too hard. Many
good people have done harm by giving
severe notions of it. In the same way, as

to learning : I never frighten young people
with difficulties

;
on the contrary, I tell

them that they may very easily get as much
as will do very well. I do not indeed tell

them that they will be Bentleys''

THE FUTUTie
"
^Y^OU know I never thought confidence,
X with respect to

futurity, any part
of the character of a brave, a wise, or a

good man. Bravery has no place where
it can avail nothing ; wisdom impresses

strongly the consciousness of those faults, of
which it is, perhaps, itself an aggravation ;

and goodness, always wishing to be better

and imputing every deficiency to criminal
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negligence, and every fault to voluntary

corruption, never dares to suppose the con-

dition of forgiveness fulfilled, nor what is

vsranting in the crime supplied by penitence.
" This is the state of the best

;
but v^hat

must be the condition of him w^hose heart

will not suffer him to rank himself among
the best, or among the good ?

—Such must

be his dread of the approaching trial, as will

leave him little attention to the opinion of

those whom he is leaving for ever
;

and

serenity that is not felt it can be no virtue

to feign."

TT^ETATilOiG F0% THE Sf^CP

NO,
Sir, let it alone. It matters not how

a man dies but how he lives. The
act of dying is not of importance, it lasts so

short a time. A man knows it must be

so and submits. It will do him no good to

whine.

¥

T>ISTK^CTIO^i^

THE
whole of life is but keeping away

the thoughts of death.
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r^cecess^iir

IF
one was to think constantly of death

the business of life would stand still.

ITS rei^oi{^

I
HAVE never had a moment in which

death was not terrible to me. It has

been observed that scarcely any man dies in

public but with apparent resolution from that

desire of praise which never quits us. (I

said Dr. Dodd seemed to be willing to die

and full of hopes of happiness.) Sir, Dr.

Dodd would have given both his hands and

both his legs to have lived. The better a man
is the more afraid is he of death, having a

clearer view of infinite purity.

NO rational man can die without uneasy

apprehension.

HIMSELF

I
HAVE made no approaches to a state

which can look on it as not terrible.
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VI0LE3iT T>E^TH

A VIOLENT death is never very pain-
ful

;
the only danger is lest it should

be unprovided ;
but if a man can be supposed

to make no provision for death in war,
what can be the state which would have

awakened him to the care of futurity ?

When would that man have prepared him-

self to die who went to seek death without

preparation ? What, then, can be the reason

why we lament more him that dies of a

wound than him that dies of a fever ? A man
that languishes with disease ends his life

with more pain, but with less virtue
;
he

leaves no example to his friends, nor be-

queathes any honour to his descendants.

The only reason why we lament a soldier's

death is that we think he might have lived

longer. Yet this cause of grief is common
to many other kinds of death which are not

so passionately bewailed. The truth is every
death is violent which is the effect of

accident, every death which is not gradually

brought on by the miseries of age, or where

life is extinguished for any other reason

than that it is burnt out. He that dies

before sixty of a cold or a consumption dies

in reality by a violent death, yet his death
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is borne with patience only because the

cause of his untimely end is silent and

invisible.

HE that outlives a w^ife whom he has

long loved sees himself disjoined from

the only mind that has the same hopes, fears,

and interest, from the only companion with

whom he has shared much good and evil,

and with whom he could see his mind at

liberty to retrace the past or anticipate the

future. The continuity of being is lacerated :

the settled course of sentiment and action is

stopt, and life stands suspended and motion-

less till it is driven by external causes into

a new channel, but the time of suspense is

dreadful. Our first recourse in this distressed

solitude is perhaps for want of habitual

piety to a gloomy acquiescence in necessity.
Of two mortal beings, one must lose the

other, but surely there is a higher and a

better comfort to be drawn from the con-

sideration of that Providence which watches

over all and a belief that the living and the

dead are equally in the hands of God, who
will reunite those whom he has separated,
or sees that it is best not to reunite.
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THE T)E^TH OF HIS WIFE

YOU
know poor Mr. Dodsley has lost his

wife. I hope he will not suffer so

much as I yet suffer for the loss of mine.

Oljuoi TL d^oifxoi ; Oi/)/7a yap TreirovOa [xtv

I have ever since seemed to myself broken
off from mankind, a kind of solitary wanderer
in the wild of life without any direction of

fixed point of view. A gloomy gazer on
a world to which I have little relation.

HUJ^e'S T>E^TH

WHY should it shock you, Sir ? Hume
owned he had never read the New

Testament with attention. Here, then, was
a man who had been at no pains to inquire
into the truth of religion and had continually
turned his mind the other way. It was not

to be expected that the prospect of death

would alter his way of thinking, unless God
should send an angel to set him right. (I

said I had reason to believe that the thought
of annihilation gave Hume no pain.)

It was not so. Sir. He had a vanity in

being thought easy. It is more probable he
should assume an appearance of ease than so

very improbable a thing should be as a

man not afraid of going (as in spite of his
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delusive theory he cannot be sure but he

may go into an unknown state), and not

being uneasy at leaving all he knew, and you
are to consider that upon his own principle
of annihilation he had no motive to speak
the truth.

HIS L.AST ILLD^eSS
WILl
tulate

"T WILL be conquered; I will not capi-

¥

HIS :J^UI{Se ^NT> HOW HE LIKED HIM
"
1\T^^ ^^ ^^^5 Si^- ^^^ fellow is an idiot,

X^ he is as awkward as a turnspit when
first put into the wheel and as sleepy as a

dormouse."

HIS TILLOW

do."

'TT^HAT will do—all that a pillow can

OU^IiECEIVi:]^ HIS L^ST LETTEIl
'AN odd thought strikes me :

—we
jl\. receive no letters in the grave."
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TO go07) PFISH6S

NO,
Sir ! You cannot conceive with what

acceleration I advance towards death.

00^ Le^R:HJNQ HIS CTIITIC^L
CONTflTIOO^
" ^ I ^HEN I will take no more physic,
A not even my opiates ;

for I have

prayed that I may render up my soul to

God unclouded."

HIS L^ST PVORT>S

"/^^ OD bless you, my dear !

"
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